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ABSTRACT

Tlio evolution of tidal debris within the Galactic halo has been simulated to dercrmine its detectability within the constraints imposed by currently available tele
scopes and instrumentation. Observations of the simulations show that there is a
vory high probability of detecting and quantifying the presence of tidal debris with
a pencil Ijeani survey of 100 square degrees. The debris is readily detectable via the
presence of kinematic substructure in the radial velocities. The detection probabili
ties show surprisingly little change with the age of the debris. Accretion events that
ijcctirred up to > 10 Gyr ago can be detected. In the limiting case of a single 10'
M. satellite contributing 1% of the luminous halo mass the detection probability is
a few percent using just the velocities of 100 halo stars in a single 1 deg- field. The
detection probabilities scale with the accreted fraction of the halo and the number
of fields surveyed.
•Accurate CMDs in the Washington photometric system have been derived for
four fields spanning the range of Galactocentric distances from 1.5 to 5.5 kpc. The
differential reddening variations within each field were corrected by a new technique
optimized for the highly variable reddening viariations found in bulge fields. .Abun
dance distributions in the four fields were derived from color-color diagrams in the
Washington system. The quality of the photometry' which \ields photometric abun
dances with

< 0.25 dex (including reddening errors) supplemented by the

luminosity information from observations in the 51 filter allows contamination by
foreground and background stars to be eliminated from the bulge sample.

clear

abundance gradient is seen which is consistent with the change in morphology of
the CMDs. The abundance gradient is predominantly due to a decrease in the frac
tion of stars in the metal-rich shoulder of the abundance distributions. The modal
abundance changes little. Relative to Baade's window the magnitude distribution
of clump stars in the L354 B-06 field implies a bar angle of ~ 40 deg.
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C HAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
1.1

The study of the Galaxy's history

Kinematics and abundances of old stars form the archaeological record of the Galaxy.
However, just as in the terrestrial fossil record, not all of the Galaxy's history has
been preserved, much of the kinematic record has been destroyed or modified by
subsequent processes. To accurately infer the history* of the Galaxj* we need to be
aware of what features are most likely to be preserved and the location of the most
likely preservation sites. We also need to be aware of the processes that modify the
fossil record or our view of it. At best, if we can understand these modification
processes sufficiently well, we will be able to recover and correctly interpret at least
part of the historical information. At worst, failure to understand how the fossil
record can be modified can seriously distort our interpretation of the past.
It is worth pursuing the analogy of archaeology a little further to illustrate how
our interpretation can be biased. Consider the situation of an ancient flood plain.
The fossil information recovered from the flood plain turns out to be very heteroge
neous. There appears to be no clear correlation of the fossil ty'pes with the depth
at which they are discovered in the sediment. This leads the archaeologist to the
belief that most of the fossil species discovered existed contemporaneously and this
situation persisted for a long time. It is only with the development of techniques
that allow the age of the fossils themselves to be measured that the archaeologists
are able to make sense of the data. It turns out that what was laid down in any one
layer in the flood plain came from a broad catchment area within which the surface
layers currently being eroded span a broad range of ages due to their varying geo
logical histories. The archaeologists may have obtained a clearer picture, sooner, of
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tlio fossil record if they had studied the individual regions of the catchment. Howiner. iis is often the case, such regions are either diflScuIt or impossible to access.
The rich concentration of fossils in the flood plain was too big a temptation to pass
lip. If they had been aware of the geological and hydrological processes that caused
this Hood plain to be so fossil rich they may have been aware of the biases of their
sample and how possibly to correct them, or at least been aware that there were
other possible interpretations.
In a similar fashion astronomers have often ascribed to features within the Gaiaxv'
th(> ages of their oldest stellar component. This was in part due to the difficulty
of dating the ages of field stars, combined with limited theoretical imderpinning of
the many processes that contribute to the formation and evolution of galaxies. We
have since learned that gala.xies do not form in isolation that they are built up by
the aggregation of smaller components. Thus the stars we observe in the Galaxy are
a mi.x of stars born elsewhere and stars born in place. The regions of the Galaxv*
studied in this thesis are likely to contain a ver\' diverse mbc of of home-grown and
im[)orted stars. In the outer regions of the Galaxv*. the stellar halo appears to be
dominated by imported stars. Chapter 2 of the thesis shows how it is possible to
trace the ancestry of these stars.
The dissertation consists of a study of two very spatially different regions of the
Galaxy, the halo well beyond the solar radius, and the inner few kpc of the Galaxy.
In both cases I am looking for the signatures of the processes that were important
to the Galaxy's formation.
The traditional technique for studying the halo, assumed that halo stars currently
passing through the solar neighborhood were a representative sample from which the
global properties of the halo could be determined. The technique became known
as armchair cartography. It was what was relatively easy and doable, much like
studying fossils in the flood plane. However,this technique has serious limitations.
Only a limited subsample of halo orbits spend intersect the solar neighborhood, and
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fi'wer still spend a significant firaction of their orbit nearby, even in a dynamically
well mixed halo. Furthermore, it is now known that this armchair sample contains
a significant accreted component.
Ill an accreted halo a sample of stars drawn from any small volume of space is
unlikely to be representative of the complexity encompassed in the complete halo.
Historically the major problem in studying the Galactic stellar halo has been
idoiitifying a clean sample of halo stars. Now that we have the observational tools to
identify halo stars reliably, the questions are what is the optimum observing strategy
to c[uantify the accretion historj' of the Galaxy, and is it possible to implement
this strategy within a reasonable quota of telescope time. To define the optimum
strategy, we need to know what are the expected observational signatures, and how
«i('[)('ti(lent these signatures are on changes in the theoretical assumptions about the
accrotioii history of the galax\'. These assumptions range from changes in the global
cosmology of the universe to details of the primordial structure of dwarf galaxies.
The central regions of the Galaxy are challenging to study for several reasons.
First like the flood plain, all the galaxies populations are represented there, due
to their centrally concentrated spatial distributions. Second it is observationally
cliailenging because of the high and variable extinction towards the most bulge
fields. .Most of the early work concentrated on the M giants because of their eas>accessibility. However our understanding of the atmospheres and evolution of theses
stars was far from complete at the time and remains so today. The use of stars with
poorly understood intrinsic properties likely lead to many of the puzzling early
bulge results, furthermore, few hydrogen-burning stars later become M giants For
example the locus of the M giants in the infra-red color-magnitude diagram showed
a consistent shift to the blue with increasing Galactic latitude, indicative of an
abundance gradient. However, within each of the fields no evidence was found for
any spread in abundance. This is a d^mamically impossible situation especially in
the bulge where the dynamical times are short. There was also the claim that the
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cluinge in color of M giant sequence was not monotonic with abundance, instead
it was proposed that the change in color reversed direction, becoming bluer with
iacretLsing abundances above solar abundance.
In contrast the K giants are a few magnitudes fainter, but their intrinsic properries are better understood and they are more representative of the stellar population
MS a whole then the M giants. Thus it is possible to isolate a sample of bulge stars
from those in the foreground and background.
In Chapter 3 I describe a study of four fields that trace the transition from inner
halo to bulge and bar. Careful attention is paid to the influence of the tracer on the
(lerivecl abundance distribution. In addition I introduce a new method for correcting
the rctldening variations over the field, that is not directly coupled to the properties
of the bulge stars. The contribution of contaminants, primarily foreground disk
stars is e.xplored in detail. The lower quality photometr>' upon which a number of
earlier bulge studies were based is shown to result in severely contaminated samples
and large abundance errors.
In Chapter 4 I outline some directions for future research based on the results
and conclusions of Chapter 2 and 3.
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C HAPTER 2

SIMULATED OBSERVATIONS OF TIDAL STREAMS
2.0

Abstract

W'e liave simulated the evolution of tidal debris in the Galactic halo to guide our
ongoing survey to determine the fraction of halo mass accreted via satellite infall.
Contrary to naive expectations that the satellite debris will produce a single nar
row velocity peak on a smooth distribution, there are many different signatures of
substructure, including multiple peaks and broad but asymmetrical velocity dis
tributions. Observations of the simulations show that there is a high probability
of detecting the presence of tidal debris with a pencil beam survey of 100 square
degrees. In the limiting case of a single 10" Mq. satellite contributing 1% of the
luminous halo mass the detection probability is a few percent using just the velocitie.s of 100 halo stars in a single 1 deg' field. The detection probabilities scale with
the accreted fraction of the halo and the number of fields surveyed. There is also
surprisingly little dependence of the detection probabilities on the time since the
satellite became tidally disrupted, or on the initial orbit of the satellite, except for
the time spent in the survey volume.

2.1

Introduction

Studies of our Galaxy's halo have an important role to play in understanding the
process of galaxy formation. Classical scenarios of halo formation such as that of
Eggen et al. (1962) have given way to a more mature view of galaxy formation in
the context of the formation of structure in the universe (Steinmetz and Mueller,
1994: White and Sprigel. 2000). These ideas were foreshadowed by Searle and Zinn
(1978) from an observational perspective. Hierarchical structure formation models

now have the resolution that allows them to make predictions on scales as small as
the Local Group. There are some puzzling early results: the recent simulations of
Klypin et al. (1999) and Moore et al. (1999) predict that there should be many more
dwarf satellites at r = 0 in the Local Group than are currently seen (if the dark halos
ill their simulations can be associated with dwarf galaxies). Were these satellites
turn apart to form the stellar halo? If so. some of them should still be visible as
tidal streams. In fact, we now have strong evidence that the halo was formed at
[past in part by the recent accretion of one or more satellites. Earlier papers in this
scries (Morrison et al.. 2000: Dohm-Palmer et al., 2000) have reviewed the evidence
from both kinematics and star counts for substructure in the halo. It is clear that
further studies of the halo of the Milky Way and its satellites are needed to clarify
these discrepancies.
To date, theoretical investigations have focused on the accretion and destruction
of a limited range of satellite orbits. In this paper we concentrate on estimating the
detectability of tidal debris from a large range of initial satellite orbits — in other
words, our focus is more statistical and observational. Our aim is to estimate the
[)robability of detecting kinematic substructure using currently feasible observational
strategies. We hope to provide a bridge for observers from more theoretical papers
on satellite destruction and phase mixing (Helmi and White. 1999: Tremaine, 1999)
to find the optimum observational techniques to detect kinematic substructure in
the halo.
Dynamical models are not only helpful in tracing the history of the debris, but
can also be used to plan the survey strategy and to help interpret results. For
e.Karnple. the early detection of kinematic substructure at the NGP by Majewski et
al. (1994) was puzzling because of its large velocity spread (a ~ 100 km/s in each
component of the proper motions). This is now understandable in terms of multiple
wraps of a single orbit (Helmi et al.. 1999). A more recent puzzle is the discovery
of the Sloan over-density along 30 degrees of their equatorial strip (Ivezic et al.,
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2000: Yaiiny et al.. 2000). Was this just a fortunate coincidence that a narrow tidal
F(!aturo wiis aligned with the celestial equator, or is the feature in fact more spatially
extended?
Ill this paper we assemble the tools for using our survey data to measure the
fraction of the halo that has been accreted. In Section 2 we begin by outlining
the procedure used to create the Galaxj- model, satellite model and tidal streams.
Section 3 shows the results from sLx satellite orbits to highlight properties of the
spatial and velocity evolution of the debris. We then illustrate how these results
map into observable coordinates. In section 4 we discuss how we "observe" the
inotlels to determine their detection probability using our survey strategy. We then
discuss the factors that determine the detection of the debris on different orbits at
different times. Section 5 looks at how sensitive the detection probabilities are to
specific observing procedures. We note how the properties of currently available
instrumentation figure into these constraints. Section 6 discusses implications of
these results for detecting substructure in the halo, in particular which new methods
need to be developed to efficiently trace detected substructure.

2.2

Simulating the Galaxy's Halo

We have created model stellar halos from a mix of a "lumpy" and smooth compo
nents. The lumpy component represents debris from satellite accretions which still
retains information about its origin. The smooth component represents the portion
of the lialo which is so well-mixed that its velocity distribution can be approximated
l\v a velocity ellipsoid. We created the lumpy component by evolving satellites on
a range of initial orbits in the Galaxy's potential. (We describe in Section 2.2 our
library of initial satellite orbits.) We then sample from the remains of the satellites
at various times during their destruction. Two versions of the smooth component
have been created. One has a radially extended velocity ellipsoid similar to the un-
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cierlyiiig distribution from which the satellite orbits were chosen. The second used
an isotropic velocity ellipsoid.
Many realizations of the model halos need to be created so that we can become
familiar with the range of accretion signatures likely to be present in our observa
tional data. We wish also to quantify the detection probability as a fimction of the
initial satellite orbit, its time since destruction, the galactic coordinates {Lb) of the
Kelds surveyed, and how the detection probabilities scale with the accreted fraction
of rlio halo.
To nuuximize the number of different satellite orbits available to select from in the
i rcation of our model halos. we have made a number of simplifications to reduce the
computation time required to a reasonable level. We have used a fixed potential for
the Galaxy and have neglected the self-gravity of the satellites as we destroy them to
make tidal debris. .A.s a general principle we have attempted to match the observed
properties of the Galactic halo wherever possible in our choice of parameters. Details
of the models are given in the following sections.

2.2.1

The Potential

W'e have followed the prescription of .Johnston et al. (1995) for the Milky Way's
potential, which provides a good match to the rotation curve of the Galax\^ The
potential consists of three components. The disk is described by a Miyamoto-N'agai
potential (Miyamoto k Nagai. 1975),
^disk —

GA/disk

the central stellar density of the bulge/bar and inner halo is represented by a
Hernquist (1990) potential
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and the dark halo by a logarithmic potential:
<^haio = fLo

+ ^")-

Here A/aisk = 10 x lO^.V/c,, A/gpher = 3.4x 10^".V/®, Uhaio = 128 km/s, and lengths

a = 6.5 kpc. b = 0.26 kpc. c = 0.7 kpc, and d = 12.0 kpc. The adoption of a fixed
[)tjteritial should not have a significant influence on our results, since the mass of the
•Stellar halo (~ 10'^.\/,r. Morrison, 1996) is only a small fraction of the total mass of
the Galaxy (~ lO^-.V/,^. Zaritsky et al.. 1989).
The .\.-dominated cosmology predicts that most of the Galaxy's mass was as•senibled in the first 5 Gyr (in contrast to the Q = 1 CDM cosmologj" (Navarro et
ul. 1995) where assembly happens later), and therefore a fixed potential is a good
approximation for the ne.xt 10 Gjrr. The growth of the Galax}*'s potential, pro
vided it happens on time-scales longer than the satellite orbital period should not
be significant in changing the outcome of these simulations (Zhao et al.. 1999).

2.2.2

Orbit selection

The Galaxy's visible halo is extremely centrally concentrated, with density p a r"^
or even r"' " (Saha. 1985: Zinn, 1993; Preston et al.. 1994: Morrison et al.. 2000).
\'anny et al. (2000) have also shown that, if the excess of BHB stars associated with
the Sloan stream are excluded, then the density of BHB stars in their survey falls
a.s r~". To create a density distribution this steep there needs to be a significant
fraction of orbits with small mean radii. It is impossible to make a halo steeper
than

with only radial orbits with large apocenters with this potential, since the

time spent traversing a segment of the orbit always decreases faster than the volume
element at that radius.
First we constructed an equilibrium distribution of orbits in the Galaxy's poten
tial. They were chosen to have an

° density distribution, and radially anisotropic
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FIGURE 2.1. The apocenter, period and pericenter of the 180 satellite orbits are
.shown plotted against the mean radius of the orbit. For quick reference, an orbit's
apocenter is approxinaately 1.4 times the mean radius and the period in Gyr is
appro.ximately 2% of the mean radius in kpc. The cutoff in pericenter at the top
of the lower panel is set by the selection criterion that the satellite orbit needs to
penetrate the survey volume, and a circular orbit (whose apocenter is equal to its
pericenter) defines the diagonal cutoff at the left.
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velocity ellipsoid of (crr,iT^,<Ta) = (150,110,100) km/s, similar to the values deter
mined by Chiba k Voshii (1998). This selection^ produces a range of orbital energies
and angular momenta allowed by the potential, weighted towards more radial orbits.
The satellite orbits have a distribution of eccentricities similar to those predicted by
the high resolution structure formation models (Ghigna et al., 1998; van den Bosch.
Lewis. Lake and Stadel , 1999).
subset of ISO orbits were sampled from this distribution, to have pericenters
between 0.4 and 26 kpc and mean radii

greater than 8 kpc. These orbits will serve

as center-of-mass orbits for the satellites whose destruction we will study below.
The properties of the selected orbits are summarized in Figure 2.1. In the following
sections we will refer to orbits by their mean radius. (The approximate apocenter
in kpc and orbital period in G\T can be estimated by scaling the mean radius of the
orbit by L4 and 0.02 respectively.)
These selection criteria allow us to focus our computational resources on the
ijibits of interest without introducing any significant statistical biases. Orbits with
pericenter less than 0.5 kpc disperse in phase space within a few orbits. Thus they
are more appropriately treated as part of the smooth component of the halo. Orbits
with pericenter greater than 27 kpc can never fall into our survey volume. Our
survey has a magnitude limit of V < 20 (Morrison et al., 2000), which translates
into a ma.\imum distance of Rr, < 20 kpc for dwarf stars near the tumoff. Dwarfs
are the only halo tracer population where it is possible to efficiently obtain a sample
of

100 velocities within a small area of the sky, due to the rarity of luminous halo

stars (Morrison et al.. 2000). Tumoff stars are the most luminous tracers for which
this is possible. Orbits with mean radii less than 8 kpc, whatever their pericenter.
are also assumed to be part of the smooth component of the models. They were
' This procedure was used so that ia future we can consistently create model halos with a varjing

nii.x of smooth and accreted components. However, in this paper will concentrate on models with
otiiy a single accreted satellite.
•The time weighted mean radius.
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[)rcsuniably accreted early in the Galaxy's history and their kinematics will have
l(wt any measurable information about their origin due to phase mixing. Early on,
vi(jlent relaxation may also have contributed to the loss of information.
How can a satellite be accreted from outside the Milky Way and have a very
small mean radius? This is only possible via dynamical friction. However, recently
accreted satellites will not have had time to sink to small mean radii — the timescale for dynamical friction is too long (Colpi et al., 1999: Cora. Muzzio and Vergne.
1997). Only satellites more massive than

would decay sufficiently rapidly

to have mean radii 10 kpc or less. However, satellites this massive, if they remained
predominantly intact, would cause significant heating of the old thin disk, which is
not observed (Walker et al.. 1996: Edvardssen et al.. 1993).

2.2.3

Evolution of satellites into tidal streams

The satellites representing small dwarf galaxies were created using a tidally trun
cated Plummer model (Binney and Tremaine. 1987) of IO'.V/q, populated with
200.000 particles. The satellites are chosen to have properties similar to the Milky
Way dwarf spheroidals (Mateo. 1998), mth a core radius of 0.1 kpc and a tidal
radius of 2.0 kpc. (The chosen core radius is at the small end of the range of the
(ISphs to compensate partially for the lack of self-gravity in our simulations. See
the discussion below of the potential gradient across the satellite.) The projected
central velocity dispersion of the satellite is 8 km/s and the velocity dispersion of
all particles in the satellite is 6.5 km/s.
With 200.000 particles per satellite and a model composed of 100 destroyed
satellites, the density of particles in the model approximately matches the density
of halo turnoff stars seen in our survey. This near one-to-one relationship between
particles and stars is important because the velocity signature of kinematic sub
structure may be due to the presence of only a few satellite stars in a field. If these
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stars occur at high velocities (as might be expected for a plunging orbit crossing our
survey volume) then their presence in the wings of the velocity distribution leads
to a statistically significant detection. Under-sampling the number of tracers in our
simulations would introduce biases in the detection probabilities.
Rather than use an N-body method to model the interaction of satellite particles.
\v(> neglect the self-gravity of the satellite, and assume that each satellite is disrupted
at its first pericenter passage. Thus each simulation was started with the satellite
at pericenter. While it is not physical that all the satellites modeled would have
become unbound on their first perigalactic passage, it is a reasonable simplifying
approximation to make for this study. Our aim is not a detailed investigation of
the tidal disruption of satellites and the resultant tidal streams (eg Johnston et al..
1996; Helmi and White. 1999), or to make a detailed model such as has been done
For the Sagittarius dwarf (Johnston et al.. 1995: Helmi k White. 2001: Jiang and
Binney. 2000). Our aim is rather to study the observability of tidal streams in a
statistical sense.
In reality, satellite destruction depends strongly on the initial conditions, par
ticularly the structure of the dwarf gala.K\' and the distribution of stars, gas. and
(lark matter within it. Unfortunately we have little information on primordial dwarf
u,ala.xies. The properties and orbits of existing dwarfs around the Milk\" Way may be
special in allowing them to survive, thus telling us little about the initial properties
of the destroyed satellites. For gas-rich satellites the loss of their gas during disk
plane crossing could lead to much of their stellar mass becoming unbound. Our
siriuilations are closer to this case than to pure tidal stripping where stars are lost
over a number of perigalactic passages. In the tidal stripping case the gradient of
the potential across the tidal diameter dominates the energy distribution of the unIjound stars and the subsequent evolution of the tidal stream. This is because stars
at the tidal boundary- have close to zero velocity relative to the satellite's center of
mass. (Tremaine. 1993; Johnston et al., 1998). In our models the disruptive effect
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of the Galaxy's tidal force is aided by the satellite's lack of self-gravity. Thus the
energy spread of the particles should be somewhat larger than in the purely tidal
t a.se where the spatial dispersion of the satellite correspondingly more rapid.
Streams of tidal debris were created by evolving a satellite whose center of mass
is initially along each of the 180 orbits. The evolution of the particles in each
satellite was followed for 10^° years, and the results were saved every 5 x 10® years.
The resulting library contains 3600 snapshots of satellite destruction which can be
sampled to create halos. A 7th order Runge-Kutta integrator was used for the orbit
calc ulations. The energj- conservation per particle was better than 0.01% for all
particles over the 10 Gyr. The typical energj* conservation was was a factor of 10
to 100 better.

2.2.4

Comparison with N-body models

If we are to have confidence in our method, it is important that we understand
how the neglect of the self-gravity of each satellite affects the observed spatial and
kinematic distribution of particles. The orbital binding energ\* is Cv6 =
while the self-gravitating binding energy L/^nd, for the spherical Plummer model, is
given by

i'lnnd = 5 Jo" Psatir)
_ -3x
32

ATiT'dr

b

For the typical system in this study, Uund/Uorb ~ l/lOO, suggesting that the evolu
tion of a bound satellite will be dominated by tidal effects.
The energ\- of a star which escapes the satellite is ±dE from the orbital energy
E„rb of the satellite. For a bound satellite whose mass is much smaller than that of
the host system. \dE/Eorb\ < 1 (Johnston et al., 1996,1998). N'eglectingself-gravity
is equivalent to scaling up jJEl, which tends to disperse the satellite more rapidly
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into the available phase space. Therefore the validity of this appro.ximatioQ hinges
upon the relative debris dispersal in the two cases.
To test the approximation we ran four representative N-body simulations for 10
Gyr using the tree code of Hemquist (1987: 1990), with .V=1000 and M = 10"
M,.

In this case each body represents lO"* stars.

features of the tidal debris will be dependent on

N,

VVTxile we expect that some
the disruption of the satellite

depends foremost upon i'bmd/Uorb, which we preserve by construction. Each of the
simulations preserved the total energy to \AE/E\ < 10"^. The four simulations we
[)erformed spanned the range of (absolute) E and angular momentum Jtot for the
eiisernblc: high

E

and low J (simulation 1039). high E and high J (1213), low E

and low ./ (1250). and low E and high J (3117). The final spatial and kinematic
contigurations of the self-gravity and non self-gravity treatments are shown below
in Figures 2.2 and 2.3. respectively. To facilitate the comparison we have plotted a
rarKlorii subset of 1000 of the 2 x 10^ stars in each non-self-gravitating case. Figure
2.2 shows the projection onto the meridional plane and the z-projection for each
nuclei. Each plot of the meridional plane includes the zero-velocity surface for the
(lynaniical center of the satellite system to aid in the comparison. Figure 2.3 shows
the 1'; and Vy projections for each model. The distributions resulting from the
two treatments of self-gravity are essentially indistinguishable for the low J models
(1039 and 1250). The morphology of the debris in simulation 3117 is similar in the
two treatments, although the particle density along the tidal stream is lower in the
Holf-gravity case. The self-gravitating model 1213 populates a much smaller volume
of the phase space available compared to its non-self-gravitating counterpart.
The ability of a satellite to fill the available phase space depends upon the rate
at which the satellite disrupts. Figure 2.4 shows the time evolution of the bound
fraction of each satellite. The low J simulations 1039 and 1250 pass within ~ 3 kpc
of the Galactic center, where the tidal field is strongest, and disrupt very rapidly,
thereby spending most of the duration evolving as would the non-self-gravitating
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models. Model 3117 sheds about 40% of its mass in 10 Gyr, resulting in a tidal
stream density that is correspondingly lower than the non-self-gravitating model
(except x.ij.z = —15,2.—21 kpc, where the bound particles and the most recent
escapers still aggregate). Model 1213 still contains almost 3/4 of its original mem
bership after 10 Gyr. and so differs most from the initial total dispersal approxima
tion of the non-self-gravity model. Note that the outer fifth of each system begins
the simulation unbound because the tidal radius used to construct each truncated
Plummer system is set to 2 kpc, regardless of the orbital parameters.
The validity of our approximation depends upon the particular dwarf galaxy
orbit. It is clear that the approximation is valid for low J orbits. In the case of
high ./ orbits, we have a problem in that the models may overestimate the density of
stars along the tidal debris stream, especially for high J. E orbits. However, since the
sampling density of orbital parameters for the dwarf ensemble is lowest toward high

E and high ./ systems (see the bottom panel of Figure 1). the problem is reduced
scjmewhat. In addition, the presence of moderate amounts of gas in each primordial
dwarf can significantly shorten its disruption time, since gravitating gas would be
stripped in short order, further mitigating the problem. In any case, our ignorance
of the initial state of each dwarf renders the uncertainty in satellite disruption times
of a small subset of these dwarfs a second-order problem to which we will return in
a subsequent study.

2.3
2.3.1

Views of the models
Views from a theoretical perspective

The evolution of a satellite on three orbits with large apocenters is shown in Figure
2.5. The left two panels of each row show the X\' and ZY spatial projections of each
orbit. The heavy black locus of points shows the satellite after 1 Gyr of evolution
subsequent to its first perigalactic passage. The lighter points show the results after
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Structure in velocities remains clearly visible in the right hand panels despite the
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tlie 200.000 particles in the models are plotted for clarity.
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LO Gyr. The right hand panel shows the radial component of velocity and distance
with respect to the Galactic center. The three different simulations are chosen to
have an orbital pericenters between 8 (top) and 2 (bottom) kpc. The latter reaches
regions where the potential gradient is greater. The orbital period is smaller for the
bottom simulation, leading to more frequent perigalactic passages. This orbit also
spcncLs more time closer to the influence of the disk. .\ll these factors contribute to
the increased dispersal of the satellite.
Figure 2.6 shows three satellites on orbits with smaller apocenters at the same
two stages of evolution as Figure 2.5. For these orbits, spatial structure is rapidly
dispersed and little remains after only a few Gyr. However, the velocity structure
remains visible in the right-hand panels of both Figures. W'Tiile it is possible to
directly associate each wrap of the orbit seen in the spatial projections on the left
wirli the loops in phase space on the right of Figure 2.5, it is seen that this is not
possible in Figure 2.6 as most of the spatial information has been lost.
The power of searches in velocity space to detect older accretion events is clearly
seen. The reason for the persistence of structure in the velocity vs. Galactocentric
distance diagram is that we are plotting conserved or nearly conserved quantities.
The apocenter of the orbit reflects the particle's total energy, and pericenter is dom
inated by the particle s total angular momentum. While only the z component of
angular momentum is strictly conserved for an axisymmetric potential, the disper
sion in total angular momentum of satellite particles is relatively small if their orbits
remain outside the disk region. The spread in total angular momentum for the par
ticles in Figure 2.5 is approximately 20% larger than their initial spread. This would
be larger if the halo potential was significantly flattened or lumpy.
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2.3.2

Views from an observational perspective

Our perspective as observers is limited to the view of the Galaxy from the Sun. In
theory, if distances were known accurately and proper motions were available, we
could transform back to the Galactocentric perspective. However, distances based
on broad band photometry of halo tumoff stars are at best accurate to 50% due
to their near vertical evolution in the color magnitude diagram. These stars are
also too faint and distant to have currently measurable proper motions of useful
ac c uracy'. In this paper we will thus concentrate on radial velocity measurements
alone.
Figures 2.7 and 2.8 show the same satellite orbits as Figures 2.5 and 2.6. but
plotted against observable quantities to illustrate the effects of projection on the
appearance of the orbits. (At this stage, we do not add the effect of observational
error on distance and velocity.)
The left panel shows the distribution of the disrupting satellites over the sky in
/ aiitl b. The center panel shows the relation between

and longitude, and the

right panel the heliocentric radial velocities versus distance from the Sun. Even the
three relatively simple debris streams seen in Figure 2.5 become more difficult to
interpret with the shift in perspective from galactocentric to heliocentric.
This is further complicated by the distance limit of any velocity survey, opti
mistically set here at 30 kpc which corresponds to approximately V'=21.5 for halo
turnolf stars. For orbits with large mean radii, only the portion of the orbit near
pericenter is visible causing the streams of tidal debris to appear as isolated islands.
The density of particles is also reduced due to the relatively small fraction of the
orbital period that particles spend near pericenter. However, the velocity substruc';i transverse velocity of loOkm/s, typical for a halo star, gives a proper motion of 2mas per j-ear
a star at a distance of lokpc. which is currently only measurable, even from space by Hipparcos,
for much brighter stars — we will have to wait for the next generation of astrometric satellites to fill
in the missing information. In the meantime we can use models of satellite destruction transformed
to the solar perspective to help in detecting and understanding observations of substructure.
for
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iL- R.:. providing a link between the spatial structure seen 'ml k b and the velocity
structure in the right hand panels. The fraction of particles sampled from the model
has been increased by a factor of 5 from Figure 2.5, to 10%, so that details of the
orbits are still visible. Note that the appearance of the orbits are strongly influenced
by their relationship to the Sun's position.
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F I G U R E 2.8. Similar to Figure 2.7 but for the orbits with small mean radii seen in

Figure 2.6. The increased density of particles compared with Figure 2.7 is due to
most of the orbits falling within 30 kpc of the Sun.
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tare signal remains clear in the right hand panel of Figure 2.7, especially for those
[jarticles more than approximately 10 kpc from the Sun.
For the orbits with smaller mean radii, we have the advantage that most of the
orbit remains within the survey volume, but this is ofiset by the more rapid mixing
(if tlio satellite particles. Orbit 1082, seen in the lower panel of Figure 2.8, represents
a particularly extreme case where no velocity substructure information apparently
remains to isolate the satellite debris. The other two orbits in Figure 2.8 show more
[jromisp for detection via velocities. The individual wraps of the orbit are no longer
dearly separated as was seen in the right hand panel of Figure 2.5. This is because
[)rojection effects due to our observing perspective from the Sun are larger than the
separation between wraps. However, the satellite particles still occupy a relatively
narrow region of phase space.

2.4

Pencil-Beam Surveys

.\s we shall see below, observations in discrete fields, such as those from pencil beam
sur\ eys. can recover more of the information contained in phase space than appears
likely from the right hand panel of Figure 2.8. In this panel, two of the three spatial
(oorclinates have been summed over, obscuring the correlations of radial velocity
with spatial structure seen in the other two panels. This holds true even for orbits
such as 1082 after it has mixed for 10 Gyrs. We will show below that the observed
\elo( ity distributions, even in such well-mixed cases, can varv' significantly from
rhoso expected from a smooth halo.
Now we consider observations in individual fields. Figure 2.9 shows the spatial
and velocity distribution of the particles from satellite 1082 seen at age 1 Gyr. The
bulk of the satellite particles in this figure are distributed between two consecutive
apocenter passages of their orbit. In order of decreasing energy (and increasing
/), particles are distributed from an apocenter of 28 kpc near I = 310, through
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pcricenter at / = 10 to an apocenter 19 kpc at I = 150. The rest of the particles
with higher and lower energy spread over an additioniil two wraps of the orbit but
art^ few in number as they originate in the outer, low density regions of the satellite.
In tlie lower section of Figure 2.9 the velocity histograms are shown for three
lines of sight. Most of the observations of this satellite will show a larger velocity
spread than in the original satellite. This is because most lines of sight will intersect
a significant fraction of the orbit since its apocenter is small. The two histograms
(HI the right are broadened due to observing particles near apocenter, both coming
and going. The histogram on the left shows one of the few sections of the orbit
where a narrow velocity dispersion is seen. However, this case, a low energj' satellite
observed at only 1 Gyr after first passage, is less relevant to our question of late
halo l)iiilding because satellites with such small mean radii were most likely accreted
very early in the Galaxy's historv', before most of its mass was acquired.
When the tiiajority of the satellite has not spread much beyond a single orbital
wrap it is relatively easy to trace the relationship of the features seen on the sky
to the velocities, for example, in Figures 2.9 and 2.11. for satellites 1082 and 1197
respectively. However, when the debris have wrapped many times around the orbit
(as will be the case for debris that spends most of its time near the solar circle)
this is no longer possible. Satellite 1082 is shown in Figure 2.10 after 10 G\T of
evolution. The satellite debris still traces a fairly narrow path across the sky but
at each position there is a large range of velocities (and distances) present. Despite
the fact that the particles have wrapped 13 times around the orbit, the velocity
histograms here are distinctly non-Gaussian. Velocity structure remains, despite
the very smooth spatial appearance. In reality, small effects such as scattering off
spiral structure and molecular clouds in the disk will add further to the smearing in
velocity space.
We are using these satellites as examples because their confinement to a narrow
band of b on the sky makes it easier to produce an understandable two-dimensional
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(U0.2S)

F [CURE 2.9. The spatial and velocit\' distribution of the particles from satellite 1082
sc(Mi at age 1 Gyr. The upper panel shows the appearance of the particles on the slq*-,
and the middle panel is a longitude velocity plot. At this age the satellite particles
have already wrapped three times round the orbit. However. 95% of the particles
are concentrated between two consecutive apocenters. The velocity histograms in
the lower panels show the heliocentric velocities of particles from fields 2 degrees on
a side. The (/. 6) coordinates are indicated at the top right of each histogram. The
longitude of the fields in the upper two panels is indicated by the dotted line.
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(121.18)

(172.32)

F I G U R E 2.10. Similar to Figure 2.9 with the satellite 1082 now seen at an age of
10 Gyr. The broad range of velocities extending over approximately ± 200 km/sec
is due to particles being observed over a large fraction of the orbit on many wraps
along each line of sight.
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figure. However, it is somewhat misleading, in that only for orbits in the plane
of the disk are the debris confined to such a small volume. In general the orbital
plane will precess and thus the debris will spread over many orbital wraps and
will eventually fill a torus-like volume (as can be seen in Figure 4 of Helmi and
White (1999)). It is then much less likely that a narrow line of sight will intersect
multiple wraps of the same satellite and hence the observed velocity distributions
will he narrower and mono-modal. A velocity-distance plot, made possible with
higli accuracy proper motions and parallaxes from Hipparcos (Helmi et al.. 1999).
is then more illuminating.
In Figure 2.11. which shows satellite 1197 with apocenter 100 kpc. it can be seen
rhat once a tidal feature is detected in a single field, it will be possible to trace
it on the sky in other fields, as there will be a clear correlation of velocities with
[)osition on the sky (and distance, as can be seen in Figures 2.7 and 2.8). Even
with limited distance information it should be possible to constrain the orbit of
the satellite with only the radial component of the velocities measured. Figure 2.12
shows the .satellite particles after 10 Gyr of evolution. The more complicated spatial
and velocity structure is due to the particles having wrapped five times around the
ori}it — most of the particles on each wrap are more than 30 kpc from the Sun and
are thus not plotted. .-Vlong many lines of sight, particles on different wraps of the
orbit are seen with significantly different velocities. However, it will be possible but
more difficult to trace it on the sky by following the nm of velocities with position
and distance.
In summar\% despite difficulties introduced by the Sun's position relative to the
stream and our survey distance limits, velocity structure remains. Pencil-beam sur
veys can detect this structure even if the spatial density of the stream is significantly
reduced by its evolution in phase space, and the situation is ftirther confused by the
appearance of multiple wraps of the stream along the line of sight.

(210.30)

(322.5)

F I G U R E 2.11. Similar to Figure 2.10 but for satellite 1197 at age 4 Gyr.
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F I G U R E 2.12. Similar to Figure 2.11 but for satellite 1197 at age 10 Gyr. Note the
lack of velocities near 0 km/s and the patchy spatial distribution — this is due to
the distance limits of
< 30 kpc. These extreme velocities make such streams
easy to detect, despite their low spatial density.
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2.5

Observing single strands against a smooth halo.

\\V have been consideriag the properties of tidal debris from individual satellites in
isohition. However, we know that in the solar neighborhood there is a well-mixed
(•(jniporient of the halo (as can be seen in Helmi et al., 1999) which will complicate
our detection of satellite debris. It is possible that the outer halo, where few field
stars are known, is dominated by tidal debris, but this part of the Galaxy needs to
be surveyed using the more luminous but rarer red giants and so a different detection
strategy- will be needed.
W'e will. thus, consider the case of detecting the debris from a single satellite
seen against a smooth well-mixed halo. The advantage of this approach is that we
( an represent the kinematics of the well-mixed component using a velocity ellipsoid,
rather tlian having to evolve the orbits for each particle. The observed distribution
of radial velocities along a given line of sight is close to Gaussian even for a nonisotropic velocity ellipsoid as long as the halo does not have significant net rotation
(Carney and Latham. 1986: Norris. 1986: Beers et al., 2000). Thus the null hypoth
esis which wo test against (Gaussian shape) is well-defined, and there already exist
t'lfic ient statistical tests. We have assumed that the contributions of the thin and
rhick disk populations to the velocity distributions can be ignored. This is true for
our survey, where the photometric accuracy of the photometrv* combined with the
color and magnitude range used to define the main sequence turnoff region mini
mizes any contamination by disk stars Morrison et al. (2000): Dohm-Palmer et al.
(2000): .Morrison et al. (2001). However in the case of studies based on photographic
photometry (eg Gilmore. Wyse and Jones . 1995) the larger photometric errors will
lead to significant disk contamination.
We populate the smooth halo along each line of sight according to an r~' density
distribution. The normalization is set to match the density of halo turnoff stars seen
in the solar neighborhood (Bahcall and Casertano, 1986; Morrison et al., 2000).
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Although there is increasing evidence for a moderate flattening

in the inner halo

(Kiiiinan. Wirtanen and Janes, 1965; Preston et al., 1991), we have chosen for
sim{)Ucity to use a spherical model. The spherical halo model over-estimates the
iiutnbcr of stars at the pole, and underestimates the numbers towards the anticenter
c ompared to the observed flattened

halo. .\ moderately flattened

halo would not

produce significantly different answers in what follows. The velocity ellipsoid used,
from which the observed radial velocities of the smooth halo particles are sampled
lias (cTr.cro.cTo) = (161.115.108) (Chiba &c Yoshii, 1998). We also use an isotropic
velocity ellipsoid with {crr.cr^,ae) = (115.115.115); closer to the values measured in
more distant halo fields. Both models have a mean rotational velocity of zero. (The
e.xaet underlying distribution is known in our models, but there are currently few
observational constraints on the true distribution of halo velocities away from the
solar neighborhood. Even the mean rotational velocity is subject to some dispute
(Majewski. 1992).)
We use a grid of 61 fields with 30 < 6 < 80 and 0 < / < 180. Their distribution is
shown in Figure 2.13. We need consider only one quadrant of the sky because of the
inherent symmetries of the system, discussed below. The debris from each satellite
is observed at each of the 20 snapshots spaced 0.5 Gyr apart that cover the evolution
from 0.5 to 10 Gyr. Due to limitations on current facilities for spectroscopic followup
of faint stars, our optimistic survey distance limit used above of 30 kpc has been
reduced to 20 kpc. The 180 initial satellite orbits all have pericenters less than 27
kpc. Debris from satellites on orbits with pericenters larger than this is almost never
detected.
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F I G U R E 2.13. The fields used for the observations of the models are shown on an
(•c|ual area polar projection. The point size approximately matches the field size of
1 degree.
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We are interested in what makes an orbit detectable, not the accidents of viewing
ifO(Hiietry. Therefore we will average the detection probabilities of each strand over
100 realizations of observations. These randomizations also minimize any sampling
biases caused by a fixed grid of fields and increase the volume of phase space occupied
by rlio orbits. The following parameters are varied for each observation:
( i ) V i e w i n g o r i e n t a t i o n o f the strand is altered by selecting at random the aziniuthal position of the Sun in the X-Y plane through 0 - 360°. There is
aothing special about the azimuthal position of the Sun with respect to a
satellite s orbit. The relative orientation of Sun and particle orbit alters which
particles are included in the survey volume and how the components of their
space velocity are projected into their observed radial velocity.
(ii) The galactocentric radius of the Sun is varied randomly from 8-9 kpc. This
modifies the line of sight through debris, particularly those particles that pass
close to the Sun.
(iii) The actual field center used is offset at random by one degree on the sky.
This alters the line of sight through more distant orbits and minimizes the
possibility of chance alignments of the limited sample of orbits with the grid
of field positions, which would bias our results.
(iv) The orbits of the particles are reflected randomly about the Galactic plane.
This ensures our fields are representive of both Galactic hemispheres.
(\ ) The orbital direction of the particles are reversed randomly. This ensures
velocity symmetry'.
In most cases few, if any, particles from a single strand are present in a given
field due to the small filling factor of the debris. The variation in the distribution
over the sky of the debris was seen in Figures 2.10 and 2.12 where two strands with
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orbital periods of 0.26 and 1.1 Gyr respectively are shown. It can be seen that the
shorter period orbit satellite particles are almost completely disrupted and have a
relatively large filling factor, occupying most of the volume that its precession traces
out.
If five or more particles are present in a field, we test for their detection^. Because
we tlo not want results dominated by random effects, we construct 25 realizations of
a sniouth halo in that direction and add to each the strand particles from the field.
20 kni/s Gaussian velocity error is also added to the particle velocities to match
our observational errors.

2.5.1

Statistical Tests for Substructure

The velocity distributions of the smooth component of the halo appear close to
Gaussian for both the isotropic and radially elongated velocity ellipsoids. In the
latter case the line of sight projection of the three components of the velocitv* ellipsoid
varies with distance — the radial component becoming dominant at large distances
(see Woolley, 1978. for a derivation). The standard deviations range from 120 to
160 krn/s depending on the Galactic coordinates of the field.
We will show below that, contrary to naive expectations that the satellite de
bris will produce a single narrow velocity peak on a smooth distribution, there are
many different signatures of substructure, including multiple peaks and broad but
asymmetrical velocity distributions. The statistical test we use must accommodate
a large range of deviations from Gaussian shape, and should not be focussed too
narrowly on a particular velocity signature.
We use Shapiro and Wilk's PF-statistic to test for substructure in the com
bined velocity histograms because of its omnibus behavior — it is sensitive to many
'Only running the test when five or more particles are present significantly reduces the com
puting time required with little loss of accuracy — less than one percent of detections occur when
there are less than five particles present &om the strand.
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(litfereiit deviations from Gaussian shape. The PV-statistic is a sensitive and wellestablished test for departures from Gaussian shape (Shapiro and Wilk, 1965), which
is based on a useful technique of exploratory data analysis, the normal probability
[)lut. This plot transforms the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of a gaussian
rc; a straight line so that deviations from gaussian shape are immediately notice
able. The Il'-statistic can be viewed as the square of the correlation coefficient of
the points in the probability plot: the closer the data approach a straight line on
the probability plot the closer the pr-statistic is to 1. The confidence level that
the distribution is non-Gaussian (P-value) can then be calculated based on the Wstatistic. Royston (1995) ^ provides an algorithm for evaluating the H^'-test. and
estimating its P-value for any n in the range 3 < n < 5000.
D'.Agostino and Stephens (1986) give a critical summarv' of goodness of fit tests
and comment on the efficiency of the Shapiro-VVilk ^F-test: the test is a good
compromise between tests requiring too many assumptions about the distribution
and overly general tests which have little power. Examples of the former include
rests based on detailed knowledge of the moments of the distribution, and the latter,
the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.
The U'-statistic responds to the minor deviations from Gaussian shape in the
smooth distribution caused by the non-isotropic velocity ellipsoid. This results in
a small bias in the P-values which varies little from field to field.

.\t the 99%

confidence level there is a failure rate of 0-1% more than the 1% that would be
expected for a pure Gaussian distribution. This bias is small compared to the effect
of the small filling factor of the debris and will be left uncorrected. Smooth halo
models were also run with an isotropic velocity ellipsoid and there was little change
in the detection probabilities (see below).
In our analysis of the simulated velocity distributions we define a detection to be
^The fortran subroutine from
littp://lib.stat.cmu.edu/apstat/R94

the

journal

article

can

be

downloaded from
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a rejection of Gaussian distribution of velocities at the 99% confidence level (P-value
< 0.01). when there are five or more satellite particles present in the field.

2.5.2

Detections of tidal debris against the underlying halo

Before compiling the overall detection probability of satellite debris, it is worthwhile
t(j (lovelop an empirical understanding of the range of velocity distributions that
can lead to a detection. Earlier sections looked only at the behavior of satellite
debris in isolation, without the presence of the underlying smooth halo particles
and observational errors: also there were no selection criteria which correspond to
real (jbservational situations such as pencil-beam surveys.
E.xaniples of velocity histograms that pass our detection criteria are shown in
rli<' lower half of Figure 2.14. Each of the four columns show data from a satellite
detected in different fields on the skv*. The unshaded histogram gives the combined
distribution of satellite and smooth halo particle velocities observed in the field. The
shaded histogram shows the velocities of the satellite particles. The (Lb) coordinates
of tlie field are shown on the upper left of each velocity histogram and the P-value of
rhe detection on the upper right. The upper half of Figure 2.14 shows the magnitude
distributions of the same particles. The (l.b) coordinates of the field are again given
at top left, and the age of the satellite debris in Gyr at top right. The velocities
include an obser\-ational error of 20 km/s and the observed magnitudes include a
sigrna of 0.35 mag. corresponding to the scatter in absolute magnitude of halo tumofF
stars within the color range of our survey (Morrison et al., 2000).
The velocities of the satellite particles show a broad range of properties. Orbit
1197 is the simplest to interpret — the four histograms each show a single peak in
velocity far away from the mean of the smooth halo for the satellite particles due
to a single intersection of the orbit of debris and the line of sight. In this case the
detection probability depends strongly on the number of stars in the wings of the
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velocity distribution. The detection at (135,30) is marginal because there are only
6 .satellite stars in the field. With a mean orbital radius of 63 kpc, the debris are
outside the survey volume 90% of the time, minimizing the chance of multiple wraps
being seen in a field. This panel is typical of the detections of other satellites on
orbits with large mean radii.
Orbit 6866 (180.80) shows a different detection situation: the satellite particles
have a velocity close to the mean but the large number of satellite particles in the
[)eak leads to a symmetric but ver\' non-Gaussian velocity distribution. Thus the
hypothesis of Gaussian shape is rejected with ver\' high confidence.
Column 4 of Figure 2.14 shows another unusual case: a polar orbit similar to that
proposed for the Sgr dwarf (Helmi k. White. 2001). Because of its polar orbit it has
remained confined to a plane and the probability of detection of satellite particles
on timkiple wraps is proportionately higher.
The histograms of the right-hzmd three orbits of Figure 2.14 show multiple peaks
in the velocity distribution of satellite particles. This is due to the line of sight
intersecting multiple wraps of the debris. Each peak in the velocities of orbits
G866 and 1031 are from particles on a single wrap. However, interpretation is more
complex for orbit 1082: particles on each wrap of the orbit contribute to each of the
I)eaks. This is due to the apocenter of the orbit (22 kpc) falling within the survey
volume.
Figure 2.15 illustrates this situation by showing the relationship of total energy
to Galactocentric radial velocity: energy changes slowly and almost monotonically
along a single wrap. The sorting in energy of the particles due to phase space
conservation is clearly visible. The crosses show where particles seen within the
field originate in overall energy distribution of the debris particles. In orbit 1082,
the particles come predominantly from two wraps, but because the apocenter of this
orbit is only 22 kpc. we see particles over most of the orbit in a single field (both
"coming" and "going"). In order to have enough particles from this diffijse stream

to trigger a detection in the velocity histogram, orientations where streams are lined
lip cloi^e to the line of sight are needed.
The debris on orbit 1082 mixes rapidly, leading to approximately 13 wraps of
the debris after 10 Gyr. The velocities of satellite particles tend to be closer to
th(> underlying distribution of halo velocities and hence more particles are usually
reciuired for a detection. The detection shown in Figure 2.14 at 9 Gyr for this
satellite is close to the limiting detection threshold of 1% despite the presence of 50
satellite particles.
After we have detected substructure, a natural next step is to attempt to de
termine the orbits of the particles and then to reconstruct the properties of the
satellite from the debris (eg Helmi Sc White. 2001). In extreme cases it is clear
which particles in the combined distribution belong to the satellite (for e.xample
orbit 1197). However, this is not the case for most of the detections. The combined
velocity distributions are often clearly non-Gaussian to the eye. but it is not easy
to accurately identify the contribution of the satellite particles from either the ve
locity or magnitude distributions alone. VVTiile in a single field it is not possible to
unicjuely identify which stars are from an accreted satellite, it is possible to make
statistical allocations. We are exploring the use of mixture modeling on the velocity
distributions of each field to quantify the components present in the distribution
(Sim et al.. 2001).
The fraction of the halo that has been accreted can be estimated using the frac
tion of fields that show kinematic substructure. This can be modeled by extending
our simulations of model halos to those composed of varying mixes of smooth com
ponent and debris from multiple satellites. The accreted fraction can be estimated
more directly, once the kinematic and spatial distribution of stars in each stream is
sufficiently well quantified to allow an estimate of the properties of the progenitors
(eg Helmi k White. 2001).
It is tempting to think that observations made with higher velocity accuracy
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FIGURE 2.14. A sample of the velocity and distance distributions of particles that
l(>ad to detections based on the observed velocities. The unshaded histogram gives
the combined distribution of satellite plus smooth halo particles observed in the field.
The shaded histogram shows the distribution of the satellite particles only. The
upper and lower halves of the figxire show the magnitude and velocity distributions
of the satellite particles in fields with detections. Four examples are shown for each
satellite: the I, b coordinates of the field are in the upper left of all histograms. The
P-value. the probability of the detection occurring at random, is shown in the upper
right of the velocity histograms. The age of the tidal debris in Gyr is shown in the
upper right of the magnitude histograms. The velocities include observational one
.sigma errors of 20 km/s and the magnitudes include the 0.35 sigma distribution in
the absolute magnitude of halo tumoff stars.
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FIGURE 2.15. The lower panel shows the relationship between energy and velocity
(R\'gc) of particles from two of the detections of Figure 2.14. The middle panel shows
the observational quantities velocity with respect to the Sun (RV'sun) and distance
(Rr) while the upper panel shows the effect of observational errors by plotting
apparent magnitude {Vmag) with the 0.35 mag spread in luminositv' at the tumoff
added, versus velocity degraded by the 20 km/s observational error. The satellite
orbit and I. h coordinates of the field are shown at the top of the two columns. The
small points in the lower panels show the clear sorting of particles in energy due
to phase space conservation. The crosses identify the satellite particles within the
field. Gaps between crosses are primarily due to the width of each wrap which is
smaller than the field size. The energy spread of the particles from both orbits is
i^nly a few km/s- (or 0.2 percent). Despite this small range of energy, the particle
velocities have a range of more than 30 km/s in each case.
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would simplify the task of identifying the satellite particles. This would be true if
our line of sight was nearly normal to a stream that is well phase-mLxed (Helmi
White. 2001) in which case the velocity variation along the stream would only be
(letoctable with proper motions. However, that situation is geometrically rare, and
t h(> luirnber of observable stars from the satellite within a field will usually be too
small to trigger a detection based on the velocities. In fact, there is a bias towards
flotocting streams of debris that obliquely cross the line of sight due to the higher
projected density of satellite particles. In this case the width of the obsen^ed velocity
distribution from a single wrap will usually be dominated by the velocity \-ariation
along the stream. This can be clearly seen in the middle right panel of Figure 2.15.
Combining velocity data with even inaccurate distance information is helpful.
This is seen in the upper panel of Figure 2.15 for both satellites. The clear correlation
of velocity with distance seen in the middle panel of Figure 2.15 for both satellites
remains when the distances are transformed to magnitudes (including the absolute
magnitude distribution) and 20 km/s errors added to the velocities. The linear
dependence of velocity on distance can still be seen in the upper panel. (Deriving
ilistaiices from observed magnitudes and colors leads to ~50% distance errors.)

2.5.3

Detection probabilities

We are now in a position to combine the above work into quantitative estimates of
(letection probabilities of debris. Our aim is to determine the probability of detecting
\elocity substructure from the debris from a single satellite on a given initial orbit
when we observe %^elocities for a sample of halo tumoff stars in a single field. We
consider the example of a single night's observing with a multi-object fiber spectro
graph on a single field of a preselected sample of halo tumoff stars (uncontaminated
by thin or thick disk stars). The detection probabilities derived below are repre
sentative of the likelihood that these observations would show substructure in the
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velocities. Such an observation would typically return from 50 to several hundred
hide t urnofF star velocities, depending on the telescope/instrument combination.
There are two major contributions to the detection probability: first there need
to be satelHte particles in the field observed, and the probability of this is quite
small. Second, if particles do exist in the field, we calculate the probability that
they are detected in a velocity histogram.
In the following subsections we will look at how the detection probabilities vary
with the properties of the telescope and instrumentation used for the velocity mea
surements. In particular we consider the influence of the number of stars observed
per field, the limiting magnitude, velocity accuracy and location of the fields ob
served on the substructure detection probabilities.
['tlocilit.i obtaintd for all halo tumoff stars
With instruments such as the .Anglo-Australian telescope's 2df system or the Sloan
fiber spectrograph, there are sufficient fibers to observe almost all halo tumoff stars
in a field of size one square degree. (Numbers of tumoff stars per square degree
l)righter than \'=20 will vary from 100 to 500 depending on Galactic latitude and
Imigitude (Morrison et al.. 2000).) In this case the typical detection probability
of a single strand is ~ 1%. Figure 2.16 simimarizes the contributions to detection
probability for each of the 180 satellite orbits in the library if they were to be
observed 6.5 GVT after first pericenter passage. The number of times that five or
more particles are "found" in the field is dominated by the fraction of the orbit
accessible within the survey volume, as seen by a comparison of the upper two
panels. The small filling factor on the sky, particularly of orbits with large mean
radius, causes this percentage to be low. The third panel shows the probability,
given that five or more stars ate in the field, that the strand is detected in the
velocity histogram. The bottom panel shows the total detection probability plotted
against the mean radius of the satellite orbit. This is obtained by multiplying the
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FIGURE 2.16. Components of the probability of detecting the debris from a single
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plotted against the mean radius of the initial orbit of each satellite. The upper
panel shows the accessible percentage of the orbital period, set by the survey racUus
of 20 kpc. The probability of 5 or more satellite particles being present in a field, the
minimum required for a detection is shown in the second panel from the top. The
next panel shows the conditional probability of detecting a satellite debris in a field
when five particles are present. The lower panel shows the final detection probability
and is the product of the two components above. The detection probabilities are
the averages over the five 0.5 Gyr time steps from 5.5 to 7.5 Gyr and averaged over
the 61 fields for which the models were observed.
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probability that satellite particles are present by the probability that if particles are
present, they are detected. Thus the detection probability in the bottom panel is
the product of the probabilities in the two panels above.
A general decrease in detection probability for mean radii above 15 kpc is seen.
This is primarily due to the small fraction of time such satellite debris spend in the
sur\ ey volume. Once particles from the satellite are found in the field, the detection
prubabilit}- is relatively high for all orbits except the innermost ones. The particles
with orbits of large mean radius are relatively close to pericenter when detected, and
thus their large radial velocities are easier to detect against the smooth halo velocity
distribution, even when few particles are present, as can be seen in Figure 2.14. The
detection probability drops rapidly for orbits with mean radii below^ 15 kpc for three
reasons. These orbits have shorter periods and thus disperse more rapidly. Thus
although particles on such orbits pass through the survey fields frequently. ~30% of
the time, the detection probability is low since there are usually too few particles
[)resetit in a field for a significant detection. Also their velocities are on average less
extreme and so harder to detect against the underlying distribution of velocities.
Orbits with mean radii below 10 kpc have dispersed sufficiently that the probability
of five or more particles occurring in a field is low.
The orbits that are confined close the plane have low detection probabilities as
we have no fields below 30 degrees. There was no pre-selection made against these
orbits in our simulations since in reality it becomes increasingly difficult to detect
halo stars reliably in fields with high stellar density and variable reddening.
Time dependence of detection probabilities

W'e now explore the dependence of detection probability on time since satellite
dispersion. Figure 2.17 shows the detection probabilities at ages 1.5, 4, 6.5 and 9
Gyr. In order to show the general trends the detection probability for each satellite
has been averaged over a 2.5 Gjrr period. It is striking how little the detection
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probabilities van- with time. As the strands evolve, the mean densities along the
strands decrease by factors of 100 to 1000. The competing effects of spatial spread
ing. which increases the probability of finding particles from a strand in a field, and
the decreasing mean number of particles found in a field approximately balance.
The general trend is that more tightly bound orbits become more difficult to detect
with time, due to their more rapid spatial dispersion decreasing the number of stars
per held below a level that triggers a detection. Conversely, the orbits with large
mean radii become easier to detect at later times.
This behavior is seen in Figure 2.18 where the "found" and detection probabilities
are shown at each time step for the debris from sL\ satellites. For example orbit 6866
slunvs the trend clearly with a steady increase in the "found" probability reaching
at 10 Gyr as the debris disperse spatially. However, the fraction of the "founds"
that result in a detection decreases from 55% at 1 Gyr to 8% at 10 GVT. The broad
peak in the detection probabilities is the result of these two effects. As the mean radii
of the orbits increase, the peak in the detection probabilities moves to later times
and broadens. Orbits with mean radii beyond 35 kpc have detection probabilities
that on average remain constant. The main source of variation in their detection
probabilities seen in the upper three panels of Figure 2.18 is caused by the presence
of flensest parts of the tidal debris in the sample volume.
Detextion probabilities with smaller samples of halo tumoff stars

For systems like the XOAO Hydra spectrographs with 98 or 132 fibers it is only
possible to obtain velocities for 50-100 halo tumoff stars in a single field with an
e.xposure time of 6-8 hours. Also, unless observing conditions are perfect it is im
possible to obtain accurate velocities for the more distant candidates in the sample.
To test the effect of these observational constraints the velocities in each field
were sub-sampled by randomly selecting the required number of velocities from the
combined sample of satellite and smooth halo velocities. A new subsample was
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created for each of 25 realizations of the smooth halo. As before this was only done
when 5 or more satellite particles were present in the full data set for the field. An
atkled constraint was that four or more satellite stars had to remain in the velocity
subsaniple before the IF-test was run (because the number of satellite stars varied
in each subsample).
A coniparison of the detection probabilities averaged over all ages for the cases
where velocities of all" halo stars detected in the field, or 100, or 50 halo stars
are obtained within each field is shown in Figure 2.19. It can be seen that the
()\erall shape of the relationship between detection probability and mean radius of
the orbit remains basically unchanged, but the detection probabilities scale roughly
wirh the number of velocities obtained. This general behavior is true at all of the
ages sampled. Both the number of fields with satellite particles found and the
[ncjbability of detection if such particles exist scale down in approximately the same
way.
In summar>' the detection probabilities show a linear decrease with the number
of stars observed per field, falling to ~ 0.25% (for debris on orbits with mean radius
above 30 kpc) when only 50 halo tumofF stars. It is important to obtain velocities
(JF as many halo turnofF stars as possible within the field to maximize the detection
probability.
Detection probabilities at brighter limiting magnitude

.Another series of observations of the models were made with the survey radius
rtxluced to 12 kpc. corresponding to a magnitude limit of approximately V = 19.
This represents the current magnitude limit achievable with Hydra on the VVTVN
telescope in 6 hours of exposure for 20 km/s velocity accuracy on halo turaoff stars
with .Ml" ~ 4
Figure 2.20 shows the detection probabilities averaged over all ages for the three
"number of halo stars per field will vary from ~100-500, see section 4.2.1
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cases where all. 100, and 50 velocities are obtained within each field. These probabil
ities should be compared to those in Figure 2.19. It is seen that the upper envelope
of (Ictocrion probabilities has decreased by factor of 2 - 3. comparable to the factor
of 2.7 reduction in the volume surveyed. The 25 orbits with pericenters greater than
17 kpc are no longer detected.
Drpt^ndence of detections on l.b

For the fields studied there is no strong dependence of the detection probability
with 1. b coordinates except for orbits with pericenters near the survey radius. These
orbit.s can only be detected in the fields towards the anticenter that probe larger
Galactocontric distances. The fields closer to the Galactic center do not sample as
larirc Galactocentric distances as the anticenter fields. Thus on average, orbits with
larji;er pericenters are less likely to be detected in these fields because of the distance
limit of the survey. However, they have an increased detection probability for orbits
ar intermediate Galactocentric distances. This is because it is possible to survey a
larger volume at Galactocentric distances close to the solar radius on the opposite
sifle of the Galactic center.
Observational velocitij errors

It might at first sight seem advantageous to obtain very precise velocities in order
ro isolate the stream most effectively. However, the detection probabilities are not
significantly improved for velocity errors less than 20 km/s. The detection prob
abilities are only 10% lower on average with a 20 km/sec error than for no error.
Increasing the errors to 50 km/s is more significant and degrades the overall detec
tion probabilities by 30 to 100% depending on the distribution of satellite velocities
in the field. This behavior is partly due to the nature of the Shapiro-Wilk test as a
general test of non-Gaussian shape, rather than as a specific test for multi-modality.
It is also due to the velocity dispersions of 20 km/sec or larger for orbits with mean
radii less than 25 kpc. The widths are typically caused by particles on multiple
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wraps contributing to a single velocity peak. The velocity dispersions (of individual
velocity peaks) in the detections of particles from satellite orbits with mean radii
greater than 40 kpc have a modal value of 5 km/s with a tail extending to 25 km/s.
Thus they suffer more from larger velocity errors.
Lower errors in the initial survey velocities thus make the subsequent identifi
cation of which stars belong to the tidal debris more efficient. Sharp peaks in the
distribution, rather than a weak asymmetry caused by dilution of the signal, are not
only more convincing to the eye. but are more amenable to other statistical tests
for verification.

2.5.4

Detection Probabilities with multiple strands

In cases where debris streams from multiple satellites are present in the halo, the
di'tection probabilities will increase with the number of destroyed satellites present
until the debris has significant overlap on the skv' and the detection rate levels out
or decreiises. If we consider just satellites with large mean radii, whose detection
[)robability is dominated by the fraction of the time spent in the survey volume,
rhen there should be a linear increase in the detection probabilities until debris are
• found" often enough to overlap in the sur\'ey field. Thereafter, the occurrence of
multiple satellites in a single field will slow the increase in detection probability
due to confusion. Eventually the detection probability will start to decrease. This
becomes less likely, however, as Galactocentric radius increases, as the decrease in
overall density will balance this confusion effect and the streams will have higher
contrast.
The techniques we have used to model the detection probabilities will need to
be mociified to cope with the case of a predominantly lumpy halo, which is more
likely at large Galactocentric radius. Detection strategies modeled on searches for
nuiltimodality in velocity space, (for example Sun and Woodroofe, 1996), rather than
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the deviation of the velocity distribution from a Gaussian shape, will be useful.
Because of the difficulty of identifjing large samples of distant halo stars, we cur
rent 1>- have no reliable in-situ samples of outer halo star velocities. There have been
several attempts to study the outer halo via "armchair cartography' (eg SommerLarsen and Zhen. 1990) — using the properties of outer halo stars transiting the
solar neighborhood to extrapolate to the entire outer halo. This extrapolation is
risky if hierarchical pictures of the ongoing growth of our halo by accretion of small
systems are correct, as many outer halo objects will never reach the solar neigh
borhood. Large systematic surveys of outer halo objects (eg Morrison et al., 2000:
\'anny et al.. 2000; .Majewski et al., 2000) will be needed before we can start to
address this problem.
Sat.t:llite .i of different mass and size

We have modeled the detection of debris from a single low-mass (lO'A/r.) satellite
with an initial structure selected to match existing Galactic dSphs at the low-mass
end. We now use our finding of the relative independence of the detection probabil
ities to the time since the satellite was disrupted, and the parameterization of the
evolution of tidal debris of .Johnston et al. (1998) and Helmi and White (1999) to
extend our results to satellites with different properties.
First we discuss changes in the initial mass distribution of the satellite (making it
more or less concentrated). This will modify the energy distribution of the particles
stripped from the satellite, and hence the rate at which the debris wrap around the
orbit. .As described by .Johnston et al. (1998), the spread in energy of the debris
is proportional to the ratio of the tidal radius of the satellite to the radius where
particles are stripped. If we assume, as we have done above, that the satellite
disrupts at pericenter. a satellite with less central concentration (larger tidal radius)
will produce debris with a iMger energy spread. This will mean that it will disperse
more rapidly. In reality, a lower concentration satellite (of the same mass) will
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disperse at a larger Galactocentric radius, leading to a smaller energy spread, but
an increiisecl spread in angular momentum. Since the apocenter of the debris is
governed by the energ>' spread and the pericenter by the angular momentum spread,
this will lead to a larger spread between wraps at apocenter- or pericenter depending
un where the debris is stripped. To first order, these changes will not affect the
iletection probabilities.
If the satellite has a larger mass, our assumptions of no self-gravity or dynamical
friction will be less accurate, and it is necessary to consider the N-body approach,
{^iie of the basic differences between our technique and the full N'-body treatment
is that our satellites become unbound immediately, while the N-body satellite have
particles stripped on successive passages. This can be seen in Figure 2.4 for orbit
1039. However, if we consider the case of a satellite with mass lO^.V/j that loses
lO'X: of its mass on each pericenter passage, this resembles our simulation with
ten lO'.l/r satellites becoming totally unbound at pericenter. So. to the extent
that we can ignore self-gravity and dynamical friction, the detection probability
will scale linearly with satellite mass. Dynamical friction will actually make this
appro.xiniation better, as the orbit will be different on each passage where debris are
produced.

2.6

Summary

We have shown that it is possible to efficiently detect the remains of accreted satel
lites via their velocity signature. For example, a single observation of 100 halo star
velocities in a high-latitude field yields a detection probability of order 1% for a
single

satellite against a well-mixed velocity background. Detections remain

possible down to levels where the satellite debris contributes only a few percent of
the stellar density in the field. Somewhat surprisingly, the detection efficiencies are
not strongly dependent on the age of the total debris. The competing effects of
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rlie debris spreading over a larger fraction of the sky with time, and the decreasing
impact of its velocity signature on the histogram due to the decreasing density of
debris, approximately cancel. For orbits with small mean radii, the detections are
further compromised by the occurrence along the line of sight of debris on multiple
wraps of the orbit. This leads to multiple velocity peaks and. in the limiting case,
the distribution of velocities is close to the underlying well-mixed distribution.
The velocity signatures of the detected satellite debris show a broad range of
properties which bear little relationship to the expectations of narrow velocity peaks
that result from phase space conservation. Projection effects and the presence of
particles from multiple wraps of the orbit dominate the observed velocity distribu
tions. Debris from satellites with mean Galactocentric radius greater than 40 kpc
r\ pi{ ally have velocity dispersions of ~ 5 km/s almost independent of the age of the
debris. Satellites with mean Galactocentric radius more than 25 kpc have widths of
tens of km/s at late times.
The detection probabilities derived for a single satellite seen against a well-mixed
halo should generalize to cases where debris from multiple satellites is present in the
field. Because the detection probabilities are dominated by the small filling factor
of most of the orbits of interest, the probability' of detecting a velocitj' signal in any
field will initially scale nearly linearly with the number of satellites accreted up to
a mass fraction of 10 to 50 percent, depending on the distribution of orbital radii.
The debris from satellites with different initial conditions, higher stellar mass, or
different density profiles will have similar detection probabilities (within a factor of
2 for orbits with larger mean radii), but timescales will be different.
It is important to invest the extra telescope time to obtain velocities as part of the
survey, otherwise only the most striking examples (with large spatial overdensities)
will be identified. Older accretion events or those from smaller satellites will never
be found. In contrast to the ~4 times spatial overdensity of the recent Sloan result
(Ivezic et al.. 2000), velocity information allows the identification of debris with
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spatial overdensities a factor of 100 less.
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CHAPTER 3

OBSERVATIONS OF THE GALACTIC BULGE
3.1

Introduction

The Galactic bulge has been studied extensively over a long period of time but is
still nor. well understood. Part of the problem is that the bulge is in the center of
rhc Galaxy and shares this region with the Galaxy's other populations (disk, thick
disk. ;UK1 halo) which are all expected to reach a maximum there. Study of the
bulge is further complicated by the var\ing contributions of these populations along
the line of sight to the bulge. The other major observational problem is the high
and variable reddening in most bulge fields.
Because of the detector limitations of the time, most early studies of the bulge
were limited to broad band photographic photometry*. In an early color magnitude
diagram (CMD) of a field surrounding the .\I22 globular cluster ([Fe/H|=-1.6. Harris
(1996)) Arp (1959) found the stars to be similar to the old open cluster NGC 188
rather than like that of the M22 cluster giant branch. Subsequently .A.rp (1965)
derived a CMD for Baade's window and found the stars to be old and metal rich,
based on their locus in the CMD when compared to 47 Tuc and NGC 188. Very
few stars similar to the metal poor globular cluster giants were found. However he
surmised that at least half the RR Lyraes found in Baade's window must be evolved
from less luminous metal weak giants, while the rest were of metal rich origin. He
also confirmed that the integrated light is dominated by G and K giants as suggested
l)y Morgan k .Mayall (1957) and that the Milky Way bulge is fainter and bluer than
M.SI s and has an unreddened surface brightness of /iv-=18.9. Similar conclusions
were also drawn from other bulge photographic CMD based studies (van den Bergh,
1971. and references therein). The presence of a radial abundance gradient in the
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bulge was inferred both from the early integrated spectra (Morgan & Osterbrock,
L969) and from the bluer location of the giant branch in CMDs of outer bulge fields
(van den Bergh k Herbst. 1974).
The RR Lyrae stars in Baade's window had already been extensively studied by
rhis stage (Gaposchkin. 1954.1955). Baade (1946) proposed that this low extinction
regiun of Sagittarius was close to the galactic center and provided a view of the nu
clear regions (Baade & Gaposchkin, 1963, see also). This appeared to be confirmed
b\' the ~30 times higher density of RR LvTaes in this field {iOOdeg'^) than in any
other field. Based on the relative density of RR Lyraes to other variable types in
these fields, he argued that the high stellar density in this region could not be a
foreground feature of the disk. Instead he argued that it must be the Population II
bulge which is the inner part of the stellar halo, and that the Galaxy must be an
Sb spiral similar to M31. His estimated distance to the Galactic center was similar
to the value obtained by Shapley (1939) in a field 25 degrees away.
Nassau

Blanco (1958) surveyed the luminous red stars in Baade's window

with objective prism plates in the red. They found that the M giants had a similar
niagnitncle distribution to the red variables (Miras) and to the RR Lyraes. Also,
they found that the M stars had later spectral types than the solar neighborhood
.\I stars, and that the space density of M giants relative to RR Lyraes in Baade's
window was ~ 3000 times higher than in the solar neighborhood. Followup studies
of these stars noted that many appeared to be too blue for their spectral tj'pes
(Spinrad. Taylor, k van den Bergh. 1969).
Many of the basic issues discussed in these early studies of the bulge remain
current and contentious even now. In particular:
• The relationship between the halo and bulge is still unclear. It is also unclear
whether the relationship between the halo and bulge of M31 and other spiral
galaxies are similar to the Milky Way's.
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• The differences between the stars in the solar neighborhood and the bulge,
and the implications for interpretation of bulge observations are not well un
derstood.
• The correct identification of bulge stars against the foreground disk is still
difficult.
• What are the selection effects of the various stellar tracers and of the observing
techniques used?
• Can we use the bulge as a nearby template for elliptical galaxies or are the
stellar populations significantly different?
The observational results and the development of ideas about the bulge, which
lead to our current understanding are thoroughly described in four reviews spanning
the last .30 years. King (1971) reviews the development of Baade's stellar population
l

uncept and the relationship of bulges and halos within that concept. Mould (1982)

reviews the correlations of age. abundance and kinematics in the Galaxy's stellar
populations. The M stars in the bulge are interpreted as being young and metal rich.
The review of Frogel (1988) concentrates on the IR-based studies of the bulge stars
and their interpretation, and the global properties of the bulge as derived from the
IRAS data. Wyse. Gilmore, k Franx (1997) review the recent data on other bulges
covering a range of redshifts. including HST observations of bulges. The properties
of many bulges are shown to differ significantly from the Galaxy's bulge.

3.1.1

Abundance Distribution of the Bulge

Here I will summarize our current understanding of the abundance distribution of
the bulge and how it changes with position.
The high dispersion abundance analysis of 12 bulge giants in Baade's window
(.\lcWilliam L Rich, 1994) was a fundamental step in defining the abundance dis
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tribution there. They observed 12 stars from the sample of Rich (1988). The abun
dances derived for these stars covered the range —1.0 < [Fe/H] < +0.45. They
rlicn used these results to recalibrate the abundance distribution of the much larger
Ric li (1988) sample, and hence derive a mean abundance for Baade's window of
'FelH\= -0.2. which is verj' similar to the solar neighborhood's mean abundance.
They found, however, that the alpha elements Mg and Ti are overabundant by 0.3
(lex relative to the Sun. Thus abundance measurements that use Mg or Ti lines will
i)\-erestimate the abundance of bulge stars when calibrated against local stars with a
similar abundance pattern to the Sun. This goes a long way towards explaining the
super-metal-rich abundances previously inferred from low-dispersion optical and IR
spectra.
The high [ F e / H ] values appear to be robust: the [Fe/i/j = +0.45 abundance
derived by McWilliam k Rich (1994) has been confirmed at higher dispersion (Castro
et al.. 1996). and an enlarged sample of high dispersion abundances continues to find
bulge giants with [FejH] > 0 (Rich k. McWilliam, 2000).
Subsequent low dispersion abundance studies have found abundance distribu
tions similar to the McWilliam ic Elich (1994) distribution but with somewhat larger
rails to higher abundance (Sadler. Rich. k. Temdrup. 1996).
Thus there are clearly super-metal-rich stars in the bulge. However, the full
e.Kterit of the abundance spread to higher metallicities remains to be determined.
While the recalibration of the Rich (1988) abundance distribution using the twelve
high-dispersion values is an important first step, it is possible that the Rich (1988)
sample contains selection biases that will skew the abundance distribution. We
discuss the nature of such biases in more detail below.
We will now turn to the abundance distribution of outer bulge fields and the
evidence for an abundance gradient. The abundance gradient of the outer bulge was
measured by Rodgers. Harding, & Ryan (1986) who found that the main sequence
turnoff color was similar to M92's in fields at f = 15 and b — —25. —35. The inferred
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mean abundance increased by ~ 0.5 dex in the field at 6 = —15, showing the onset
i)f the transition to the bulge region. Temdrup (1988), in CMD studies of fields
on the minor axis with latitude from -4 to -10, found a clear abundance gradient.
A distinct change in giant branch morphology with latitude was seen, with giant
branches stretching further redward with decreasing latitude.
Later studies using photographic photometrj' and spectroscopy by Minniti (1993),
and Ibata (1995) e.xtended the baseline to a larger range of galactocentric coordi
nates. .\o clear trend with latitude or longitude was evident, perhaps due to the
extremely broad abundance distributions derived by both authors. As will be shown
below, tlieso studies were compromised by the inaccuracy of the photographic survey
material they used.
Tiocle ic Terndrup (1997. 1999) studied a number of fields at latitude -6 with
loiigitucle X 24 and ± 8 with CCD photometry and followup spectroscopy. The
inner fields with longitude ±8 are particularly well suited for direct comparisons
with the L3o4 B-06 and L350 B—10 fields and I will discuss this in detail. The Tiede
Terndrup (1999) abundance distributions are considerably narrower than the
studies based on photographic data but still exhibit puzzling discrepancies between
matching fields on opposite sides of the minor axis.

3.1.2

The Galactic Bar

The Galactic bar has been extensively studied in the last decade from the perspective
of many different observational techniques and views of the Galaxy, although as
early as 1964 de Vaucouleurs had classified the Milky Way as a barred spiral (de
\'aucouleurs. 1964.1970). .A broad range of diagnostic tracers of the bar's properties
liave been employed, including radio observation of HI (Burton k Liszt, 1983. 1993):
CO gas (Burton k Liszt, 1983): individual stars (OH masers) (Sevenster et al., 1997):
IR obser\-ations of its surface brightness profile with IRAS, Sk\iab, and COBE data
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(Habing. 1988: Kent. Dame, k Fazio, 1991: Dwek et ai., 1995); visible and IR
obyorvations using both spectroscopy and photometry of individual stars (Frogel,
1988): and microlensing observations by the OLGE and MACHO groups (Udalski
ft al.. 1994: .A.lcock et al., 1997, 2000).
The first strong stellar detection of the bar was based on IR photometry of
.\[ira.s (Whitelock. 1992). The stars were in two bands at 6 = ±7 —8 through I ± 15.
A 0.4 nuig. separation in distance modulus was seen between the distribution of
Miras at positive and negative longitudes. The COBE data (VVeiland et al.. 1994)
provides strong evidence for an asymmetry of the light profile that is most naturally
f'xplaiiiecl by a bar extending out of the plane at an angle intermediate between
('iid-oii and side-on to the line of sight to the Galactic center. Further evidence for
the bar came from the distances measured to clump stars in the bulge (Stanek et
al.. 1994: Wozniak k Stanek, 1996).

difference in distance modulus of 0.4 mag is

soon between fields at / ± 5. 6=-5.
The microlensing data on the bulge (Udalski et al.. 1994: Alcock et al.. 1997.
2000) also suggest the presence of a bar. and require an end-on alignment if it is
to I'xplain the high microlensing optical depth to the bulge (Kiraga k Paczjuski.
1994: Zhao. Spergel. k Rich. 1995). .\lthough it is now agreed by all workers that
the near axis of the bulge-bar is in the first quadrant of Galactic longitude, a range
of viewing angles from 16deg to 44deg have been proposed. .\ recent summar>' of
ciorived angles is given by Sevenster. Saha, Valls-Gabaud, k Fux (1999).
Not all the evidence points to the same bar structure. In fact, the properties
inferred for the bar cover a large fraction of the available parameter space. This is
partially due to the fact that the models of the COBE and other surface brightness
data have many interdependent parameters and a unique solution is not possible
without extra constraints from other sources. Also the HI and CO data provide
little constraint on the stellar distribution out of the plane. The strongest conflict
on bar orientation is between the orientation required by microlensing (Alcock et
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al.. 2000) and the orientation required by gas and stellar kinematics (VVeiner k
Selhvood. 1999).
In Section 3.20 a possible resolution of these conflicts, due to the work of Kedjnas
and collaborators, is discussed. It will be shown that the L354 B-06 field is well
placed to provide additional independent constraints on the orientation of the bar.
which agree with the suggestion of Sevenster k Kalnajs (2001) and other workers
such as Weiner

3.1.3

Sellwood (1999).

Chapter outline

Because of the conflicting nature of some of the published results on the abundance
distribution of the bulge, the procedures used to derive the abundance distribu
tions presented in this chapter are described in detail. The purpose of the detailed
description is:
• it was found very difficult to reconstruct experimental techniques used in some
of the other studies due to a lack of sufficient detail and clarity.
• it was only as a result of careful attention to detail at every step in the ob
servation. reduction and analysis of the data that the accurate abundance
distributions derived in this thesis could be achieved.
The quality of the abundances derived here via photometric techniques depend
sensitively on the accuracy of the photometry and on the accurate correction for
foreground reddening. In Section 3.2 we describe the photometric goals, and the
steps required to achieve them. In Section 3.3 we show why the Washington photo
metric system is the optimum choice, both to determine accurate abundances and
to eliminate foreground disk dwarfs with colors similar to the giants from the sam
ple. Section 3.4 describes the observing procedures used at the telescope for both
standard and program observations. Problems with the telescope and the detector
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were uncovered in the course of the observations that, if left uncorrected, would
liave severely compromised the results. The diagnosis and correction of these prob
lems. including stray scattered light within the telescope due to insufficient baffling
and CCD nonlinearity. are discussed in Section 3.5. In Section 3.6 the removal of
rhe instrumental response signature by overscan subtraction and flatfielding is de
scribed. In particular, close attention is paid to the procedures required to process
(jl)servations taken in drift scan mode.
The precise photometric calibration of the data is described in Section 3.7. The
(jbst'r\ations of the standards are of sufficient number and quality that improved
magnitudes for the standards themselves are derived. Particular attention is paid
ro the atmospheric e.xtinction corrections due to the eruption of Mt Pinatubo a few
months prior to the observations. .\n external check on the accuracy of the CCD
pliotoinetry and reddening correction was carried out using photoelectric photom
etry of a subsample of the stars. These observations are described in Section 3.8.
The advantages and disadvantages of observing in drift scan mode, and the spe
cialized reduction software used to derive accurate photometry from drift scans in
crowded fields is discussed in Section 3.9. In particular, the modifications necessary
to optimize the DoPhot PSF fitting program for scan data are presented in this sec
tion. Due to the relatively large volume of data, especially given the capabilities of
(oniputers when the observations were made and analysis begun, a suite of efficient
programs was developed to collate and calibrate the instrumental magnitudes and
to provide quality control. The post DoPhot processing of the photometry by these
programs is described in Section 3.10.
The color magnitude diagrams of the four fields studied are presented in Section
3.11. The effect of variable reddening within the fields is investigated in Section
3.12. The limitations of existing dereddening techniques are discussed and a new
technique developed to correct both the differential reddening of the fields and the
reddening zero-point. The dereddened color magnitude diagrams are presented in
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Soctioii 3.13. The location of the important stellar loci within the diagram are
(iiscussed and compared to theoretical predictions.
Section 3.14 describes the color-color diagrams which are used to determine abun
dance and luminosity. The information derived simultaneously from the location of
the stars in the CMD and the color-color diagrams is vital in the identification
and elimination of contaminants from the sample. The location of foreground disk
dwarfs and giants is highlighted, and the complications caused by the location of
foreground objects within the reddening layer are explained. Section 3.16 describes
the procedure used to obtain distances via photometric parallax. The derivation
(jf the abundances from the color-color diagrams is discussed in Section 3.17. The
contributions of photometric and reddening errors to abundance errors are analv-zed.
The abundance distribution of the bulge giants in each of the fields is shown as a
function of magnitude to illustrate how these distributions are biased by the inclu
sion or exclusion of stars at various stages of their evolution. A significant change
is seen in the abundance distribution between fields. The abundance distribution of
fcjreground and background giants is also briefly discussed.
In section 3.18 the properties of the clump stars are discussed, and their use as
distance indicators evaluated. In particular, evidence for the bar as traced by the
clump stars is analyzed using data both from this thesis and other work. In Section
3.19 the abundance distributions derived here are compared with the abundance
distributions from other work. The influence of insufficiently accurate photometr\',
incorrect reddening corrections, and contamination by foreground stars on many of
the published studies is shown to be the likely cause of the differences between the
abundance distributions in this thesis and other work.
In Section 3.20 the many observations that point towards the existence of the
bar are reviewed. The inner bulge field studied in this thesis is shown to lie well
within the bar models derived from the COBE data. The data from this field are
used to add further constraints on the size and orientation of the bar, and it is
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shown that they agree with the suggestioos of Sevenster k Kalnajs (2001) which
offer a better resolution of the microlensing results. Section 3.21 summarizes the
main results derived in this chapter.

3.2

Introduction to the Photometry

•Abundances derived from photometry depend sensitively on the accuracy of the
photometry used. This is particularly so for studies of the bulge, where reddening
corrections are a major source of error. However, as will be shown below, pho
tometry of sufficient accuracy can be used to derive both reddening and abundance
measurements, (here sufficient accuracy means 2% or better random errors and less
than 1% systematic errors). In addition, if we wish to accurately determine the
abundance distribution over the full range of metallicities within the bulge fields,
then the tails of the photometric error distribution need to be well understood. The
tails of the error distribution can easily dominate the contribution of minority popu
lations such as the halo. Particular care has been devoted to the following important
contributions to the error budget:
• instrumental signature removal (eg flat-fielding and linearity corrections)
• photometric calibration and the accuracy of the standard star magnitudes
• modeling and correction for the effects of point spread function (PSF) varia
tions in the bulge images
• aperture corrections of the PSF-fit photometry
• reddening corrections
• completeness corrections
• correlations between measurement errors and derived quantities. An example
is the effect of reddening errors on derived abundances.

TABLE 3.1. Bulge Fields
Field Name
/"
b"
Dec
Field size
RA
2000
sq deg
1354 B-06 353.5 -06.1 17:54:48 -37:34:30
1.09
L3.50 B-10 350.0 -09.7 18:02:23 -42:22:30
0.48
LOlOB-lo
13.5 -14.2 19:09:11 -23:31:45
0.17
LOlOB-35
11.2 -32.9 20:26:01 -31:36:30
0.17

E(B-V)

R(,c
kpc

0.50
0.10
0.15
0.15

1.5
2.0
2.8
5.5

Dovico

Gain

RON
( « )

Tek 1024
T«k 512(C, A/, 7',)"
Tok 512(71.)"

(»r/adu)
4.22
2.0
4.0

10
10
10

Tablk 3.2. CXM) paiaiiKilnr.s
Pixtil
Pixel
Pixel
sizt!
scale
niiniber
(microns) (art! se(;s)
1006® X 1024
0.609
21
0.783
512 X 512
27
0.783
512 X 512
27

" UV ouliaiKuul wit h O-i surfaco trttatiiKuil.
'* Rmhic<Hl X width
lor scan rato,
'' l>an.sii tiuu! calciihilcd at a duclinatioii of -40d<tg.

Field
si/.e
(arc niins)
10.2
6.6
6.6

Transit.
t ime ''
(seconds)
54
35
35
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The observations were carried out on the Las Campanas Observatory (LCO) 40"
telescope through the winters of 1991-1992. Fields obser\'ed are described in Table
.'3.1 . The properties of the CCD used are shown in Table 3.2 . A condensed version
of the observing log is shown in Table 3.3 . Only the nights where it was possible
ro derive a photometric solution are shown. This includes some partial nights.
The same CCD (Tek 1024) and telescope configuration was used during the five
separate observing runs during 1991, 1992, 1994. The photometric performance of
the swsteiri WAS found to be ver>' repeatable over those runs. In this section, only data
taken during 1991 and 1992 will be discussed. Some calibration data from 1994 was
used as an additional check of the CCD linearity. There were also three prior runs at
LCO during .July and .August 1990 when bulge fields were observed. During these
three runs significant improvements to photometric performance of the telescope
were made (see Section 3.5.1) which contributed to the excellent photometric data
obtained in 1991. The 1990 observations used the smaller Tek 512 CCD whose
(l(!tails are included in Table 3.2 for completeness. While there is some overlap in
the fields covered, the data from 1991 and 1992 form a very well calibrated and
consistent data set that stands alone. The 1990 and 1994 data will be the subject
of a future paper.
The obser\ations consisted of a mix of normal exposures (snaps) and exposures
taken in drift scan mode (scans). The majority of program exposures were taken in
flrift scan mode. .A. typical exposure time for the bulge fields observed in scan mode
was 30-60 sec. depending on the CCD size and declination of the field.

3.3

The Washington Photometric System

We chose to use the Washington photometric system (including the DDO 51 filter,
hereafter 51 ) for our observations. This system was originally set up by Cantema
(1976) following the guidelines suggested by Wallerstein k Heifer (1966) to measure
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TABLE 3.3. Qbserving Log

Date
1991
July

Aug

Aug

1992
June

.\[L.JD

11
12
16
03
04
05
11
13
14

8448
8449
8453
3471
8472
8473
8479
8481
8482

26
27

8799
8800

Extn"

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Comments

photometric, first 4hrs lost due to setup
cirrus in afternoon, then clear
cirrus in afternoon, then clear
first 4 hrs cloudy, then clear
clear first 4 hrs. then closed by wind
photometric
clear, thin cirrus at sunrise
clear, then clouds second half of night
photometric

fog for first 2 hrs. clear, then clouds last
fog for first hr, then clear

" This subscript specifies the extinction coefficient for that night used in the
pliotornetric transformation.
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the abundances of G and K giants.
The system was recalibrated by Geisler (1986) using tlie tlien available high
(ILspersion abundance calibrators. Subsequently the accumulation of Washington
observations and an enlarged sample of abundance calibrators from high dispersion
s[)eLtroscopy allowed an improved recalibration of the system (Geisler. Claria. k
Minniti. 1991). The system has now been used both for abundance studies of globu
lar and open clusters (Geisler, .Minniti, Sc Claria . 1992: Canterna et al.. 1986) More
recently, the system has been used with great success for the identification of distant
lialo giants (.Morrison et al.. 2000, 2001).
The Washington system has been compared with synthetic spectra in terms of
reniperature. gravity, and [Fe/H\ by Bell. Paltoglou. k Tripicco (1994). In a more
recent investigation Bessell (2001) has compared observed and theoretical colorcolor rf-'lations and finds good agreement. .\lso isochrones have been calculated in
the Washington system and compared to other photometric systems (Lejeune k
Schaerer. 2001). These theoretical studies agree well with the empirical determined
properties of the Washington photometric system. Transformations between Wash
ington colors and BV'RI colors have been determined by Morrison et al. (2000).
The Washington C — Ti color has been shown to be verj- effective abundance
iiiflicator for the study of nearby resolved galaxies with color magnitude diagrams
(Geisler

Sarajedini . 1999). Its effectiveness is due to the combination of the

sensitivity of the C filter to line blanketing and a large color baseline. However its
is important to be aware of its large reddening sensiti\ity. E{C—Ti) = 2 x E(B —
r). which makes it unsuitable for studies of the bulge. The increased abundance
sensitivity is not overcome by its reddening sensitivity. C—Ti has also been used
for integrated light abundance estimates of extragalactic globular clusters (Lee k
Geisler. 1993)
The Washington T2 filter is essentially identical to the standard Cousins I filter
used for CCD photometry*. The Sloan I* filter also transforms well to T2 and has
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iuharicages when working on fainter objects where sky noise is significant (Morrison
cc ill.. 2000). The Washington Ti is similar to Cousins R and Geisler (1996) has
shown the R filter is more efficient and transforms well to Ti for all but the reddest
stars. The Washington C filter can be thought of as a combination of U and B, and
piovi(i(;s better abundance sensitivity than either individually U or B. The C filter
htjwover has little luminosity sensitivity because it straddles the Balmer jump and
the tlu.K to the red of the jump dominates. The Washington M is similar to V". but
(ciiterocl slightly bluer, and thus has slightly more sensitivity to metallicity than V.
The addition to the Washington system of the 51 filter provides an efficient
rccliniciue for luminosity discrimination for G and K stars (Geisler. 1984). This
tilrer measures the .\lgH feature, which is stronger in dwarfs than giants of this
spectral type.
While

T^-T-I

is in theor\' a better temperature indicator than

M—TO

because of

rhe lack of line-blanketing in its passbands, it requires higher photometric accuracy
Ijecause of its shorter baseline.
We have chosen to use C-M and M-T2 colors for abundance and temperature
rueasurernent respectively, as they are best suited to observations in bulge fields for
rhe reasons discussed above. In addition we use A/-51 for removal of foreground
dwarfs. We also observed with the Ti filter in the L350B—10 field.

3.4
3.4.1

Observing Procedures
Observing Procedures for Bulge Fields

Each of the bulge fields were observed in a series of overlapping scans in right ascen
sion at sidereal rate. With the Tek 1024 CCD. strip centers were tj-pically offset 10
arcmin in declination, which resulted in approximately 30 arcsec of overlap between
adjacent scans. Stars in the overlap region are used to ensure the consistency of the
photometry over the whole field: in particular that data from different nights and
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runs is on the same photometric system.
The observing procedure for each strip of the field was to obtain a minimum
of two sc.an exposures through each filter at each position in the field. The repeat
exposures enabled the accuracy of the photometry to be verified, and improved the
S/X of the observations. The use of multiple exposures turned out to be a critically
important decision that allowed accurate reduction algorithms to be developed by
comparison of the photometry from different exposures (see Section 3.10) .
Because of the fixed exposure time of the scans and the red color of the bulge
;j,i;uits. a minimum of four scans of each strip were required in the C filter.

The

riarro\vne.ss of the 51 filter bandpass also made a minimum of four repeat scans
lu'cossary.
The L354 B-06 field was covered in 4 strips resulting in a total area of LI sq
(icgroos. Three of the strips are 10.000 pixels long in RA. with strip one shortened
to 8000 pixels due to the presence of a very bright star. The other three fields:
L350 B-IO. LOlO B-15. and LOlO B-35 were fully obser\-ed for only one strip.

3.4.2

Observing Procedure for Standards

Starularcls were generally observed with snaps as the scan exposure time was too
long for most filters. However a number of scan exposures were made to ensure that
the scan and snap exposures were on the same photometric zero-point.
The data were calibrated using photometric standards from Geisler (1990,1996).
Only four CCD standard fields were available for the Washington system at that
time, and only three were accessible during the nms. Extra 51 standards were
observed from Geisler (1984) and Cantema (1976); Harris k Cantema (1979). Typ
ically each of the three accessible Washington standard fields (N'GC3680, SAllO,
SA114) were observed during each full photometric night, with multiple observa
tions of at lecist one of the fields at high and low airmass. The number of standards
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observed depended on the size of the CCD field. The standard fields have between
11 and 14 standards of which typically 9-12 fit within the Tek 1024 field. Thus ~50
standards were observed on each full photometric night in 4 or 5 filters, (the Ti filter
was nor, used in the later half of the run). With the Tek 512 CCD, 5-9 standards
t an bo observed within its field and ~25 standards were observed each night.
The location of the standards on the CCD was varied each time a standard field
was observed. In the case of observations with the Tek 1024. the offsets varied by
up to ±300 pixels in x and y. Thus standard stars sampled the whole field. While
this procedure complicates the standard reductions somewhat, and may artificially
lower the precision of the photometric solution, it ensures greater accuracy. .\lso the
residuals from the standard solution more correctly represent the total systematic
errors of the photometry.
Th«^ reductions of the standards from 1990 showed that it was difficult to obtain
sufficient S/X on the fainter standards without saturating the brighter stars. It is
usually the case that it is either the reddest or bluest standard affected, thus in 1991
rlie standards were usually observed with both short and long exposure times.

3.5
3.5.1

Instrumental Problems
Sky Baffling

During the first of these runs in June 1990. I identified variations in the largescale flat-fielding illumination pattern and traced them to incomplete baffling in the
telescope. During the following years I fixed the problem, as described below.
The optical design of the LCO 40" telescope (Bowen Sc Vaughan , 1973), which
provides a 2-degree-diameter field with flat focal plane, makes baffling difficult.
However in our case the CCD occupied only a small fraction of the focal plane,
and extra baffling could be added without causing any vignetting of the field of the
CCD.

different chimney baffle with a smaller diameter than the original was used
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for the second 1990 run in a first attempt to overcome the flat field problems. The
Hat field variability was still present at a reduced level.
Prior to the third run in 1990 a series of stops were installed inside the original
chimney. The stops were cut from the boxes that contained the 20 inch square
photographic plates used on the 100 inch. The size and spacing of the stops was
designed to prevent off-a.Kis light from the sk\' or from multiple reflections within
the chimney reaching the focal plane, while allowing an un-vignetted field of 40
arcmin. The design was based on a ray trace by Kunkel (1990). All edges were
covered with black photographic tape and all surfaces painted matte black. This
considerably improved the flat fielding of the telescope and the stops are still in
use. One subsequent improvement to the telescope baffling was made prior to the
1991 observing. Shectman (1991) found an additional extraneous light path to the
detector from the sky via multiple reflections between the primary and secondary.
This was corrected by masking the inner region of the primary which is vignetted
by the secondary for all but extreme field angles and by extending the sky baffle
that surrounds the secondary.
The importance of correct sk\' baffling cannot be underestimated in achieving
accurate photometry. While correct sky baffling is particularly difficult in telescopes
designed with ver\- wide fields, and is particularly so in the case of the LCO 40"
with its 50% ratio of secondary to primary diameter, it is often an undiagnosed
[)roblem in more classical telescopes. Whenever possible, observers should perform
an eyeball ray trace" from the position of the focal plane prior to mounting the
instrument. Optimum sensitivity is achieved when the telescope is looking at the
flaytime sky. If this is not possible then the inspection should be carried out from
above the secondary. It should not be possible to view any faction of the detector
other than via the normal optical path. The baffling of the telescope can also be
checked by placing a pinhole in the filter wheel and imaging the daylight sky or
dome (Grundahl

K

Sorensen . 1996). However, it is important to use a number
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of pinhole positions to fully sample the focal plane. The advantage of the pinhole
t('( hniciue is that it allows a quantitative estimate of the fraction of extraneous light
reaching the focal plane.
Thus for the 1991 observing, the baffling of the telescope was not a limiting
factor on the accuracy of the flat fields which are discussed in Section 3.6.

3.5.2

CCD Linearity correction

After the observations were taken in 1991 the response of the Tek 1024 CCD was
ft)urid to be nonlinear. The noolinearity is likely to have depended on the bias and
clock voltages applied to the CCD. These differed each time the CCD performance
\va.s optimized in an attempt to remove the nonlinearity.
The nonlinearity correction was found to be of the form Iimear = 46s/(l + (46s*
flic])

with the value of fac = 2.134 x 10~® (Thompson, 1992). This implies that

the pi.xels with value 32.000 overestimate the intensity by 7%. with the overestimate
decreasing linearly with intensity.
During the 1992 observing run the nonlinearity was measured extensively on
many cloudy nights using dome flats and exposures of %^rious lengths. The scaling
factor in the above equation was found to be fac = 2.55 ± 0.05 x 10~®. This is
.similar to that measured by Thompson (1992). The correction was found to be
stable throughout the run within the measurement error, which is dominated by the
stability of the illumination source. The nonlinearity of the data from 1994 was also
measured, and the scaling factor found to be fac = 3.20 ± 0.05 x 10"'; that is. the
(lata was only nonlinear at less than the 1% level. Since almost none of the data
from 1994 were taken under photometric conditions, it will not be discussed further
here.
The correction of the nonlinearity was particularly important for the scan mode
observations where the exposure time is fixed. The nonlinearity is most significant
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in the T, filter where the FVVHM is narrowest and the luminous bulge giants are
brightest. The central pixels of these stars approach saturation, and, uncorrected,
thf intensity is overestimated by nearly the full 11%. In contrast the same stars
on a scan through the C filter have peak height a factor of 30 times smaller due
to the colors of the stars and with the typically worse seeing in the UV. Thus the
nonlinearity is only 0.4% in their central pixel.
Further verification of the accuracy of the nonlinearity correction can be obtained
froni the data itself. Comparison of repeat exposures of fields with large differences
in FWH.M. and repeat exposures taken in separate years show no evidence of nonlinearity in the magnitudes at greater than 0.2% per magnitude over a range of five
magnitudes.

3.6
3.6.1

Flatfielding
Snap Flats and Zero Correction

The preprocessing of the images taken in snapshot mode followed the normal proce
dure of overscan subtraction, bias subtraction and flatfielding using the tasks in the
IR.A.F package ccdproc. Approximately 15 zero exposures were taken each night and
combined to reject cosmic rays. The combined zeros were found to be consistent
from night to night, so a single master zero image was created for each of the runs.
Both dome and twilight fiatfield exposures were taken throughout the runs. Twi
light exposure were taken at both dawn and dusk with the telescope near the zenith
and the dome rotated to shield the telescope from indirect light from the brighter
sky regions. The telescope was dithered by approximately 10 arcmin between the
exposures. Typically 20 twilight exposures were combined for each filter in each
(jf the three runs in 1991. As a check of the fiatfield accuracy the dawn and dusk
twilight image were combined separately, then divided. The small scale deviations
were dominated by residual wings of stars at the 0.1% level. The maximum large
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scale differences were 0.5% peak to peak ia the To filter.

The individual flattened

T-i twilight images showed variations up to 2% presumably due to OH emission
variations over the field. This effect was not seen in the other filters.
Comparison of the twilight and dome flats showed small scale differences at the
rX to 2Vc level that corresponded to features in the flatfields. The differences are due
tu \ ariations in the shape of QE curves of individual pixels. Large scale differences
were les.s than 1.5%. The combined twilight exposures agreed well between the runs
except for changes in the location of dust spots on the filters and dewar window, for
thi.s reason the data was flattened by the twilights taken during the same run.
Similar procedures were followed during the 1992 run however it was not possible
to obtain jiufficient twilight flats due to bad weather and high humidity at dusk. The
Hat fields were created from dome flats that were corrected on the large scale to match
the twilights. The flatfields from 1992 agreed well with those from 1991 in all colors.

3.6.2

Scan Flats and Zero Correction

The overscan level is subtracted from scan images with the same technique used for
snaps. However because in these scans the readout time is spread over approximately
10 minutes, it is necessarv' to track any variation in the overscan level with a higher
order function. Typically a 5th order function was used. The remaining zero level
pattern should be common to all rows.
Sean zero images were created in two ways, specialized scan zeros and averaged
snap biases. The optimum procedure is to take scan zero exposures at the clocking
rates and lengths used for the program objects. These are then combined, and
averaged within each colimm, to create a ID zero that is subtracted from each row
of the scan. The shape of zeros created at different readout rates (corresponding to
observation different declinations) did not change significantly, thus for simplicity
zero lines were created from the combined snap zero. Only the final 100 rows were
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iu oragetl to create the ID scan zero so that the level of induced charge matches that
oil the scan. The zero level ramps up by approximately two electrons over image
due to induced charge caused by the steep rising edge of the parallel clocks.
Scan flats, like scan biases, are one-dimensional, since the charge is collected
over all rows for a given column. Each pixel has the mean response of all pixels in
the column. The scan flats were created in a number of ways: First, they can be
created directly from the images themselves, averaging along columns in a manner
analogous to the construction of a dark sky flat. This technique has one drawback:
wlien the sky level is low. small errors in the zero level subtraction can create
significant multiplicative errors in the l-D flat. .Alternatively, scans can be made
during twilight to create a flat. This is difficult, however, due to the limited time
available when the sky is of the correct brightness. Otherwise a scan flat can be
created by averaging a normal fiat field image over columns.
It is important to ensure that the scan and snap flats have been normalized to
the same mean value so that the photometry from the two observing modes has
the same zero point. Problems can occur due to the behavior of the IRAF task
Ccdproc which automatically normalizes the flats to 1.00 during the flat fielding.
The presence of bad columns or rows in the data can lead inconsistent rescaling of
the scan and snap flat. This was overcome by the trimming of the snap flat, and
interpolation over bad columns prior to averaging over columns to create the scan
fiat.
Provided the telescope is properly baffled, we found that scan flats produced by
all these procedures agreed to better than 1% peak to peak variation. Flats were
also found to be stable from night to night and rtm to run, except for the presence
of dust spots that appeared on the dewar window.
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3.7

Photometric Calibration

The fact that data was taken over a number of observing runs has both benefits and
chawbacks. We aimed to avoid most of the drawbacks by observing sufficient stan
dards to calibrate each run independently and re-observing parts of each program
Hold on each run. Inter-comparison of photometry from the various runs allows a
more accurate estimate of the errors and allows the zero-points to be better deter
mined.
The following sections give details of the photometric calibration of the observing
campaigns in each year. The standard observations from July and August 1991 are
discussed first as they form the largest and most consistent data set and thus are
the core of tlie photometric calibration.
The major tiisks that are performed for the photometric calibration are:
• accurate measurements of the magnitude of standards through an aperture.
.\s the aperture size increases, the amount of stellar flux contained in the
aperture will asymptote to the total flux.
• comparison of the aperture magnitudes to the published standard values and
derivation of the transformation equations that relate them.
Below we discuss in more detail the technical problems that need to be surmounted
to accomplish this.

3.7.1

LCO 1991

Aperture Magnitudes
The tasks Phot. Mkapcor, Fitparams within the IRAF Digiphot package were used
to measure aperture magnitudes, define the growth curve correction and solve the
transformation equations. A series of 12 concentric apertures from 2 to 10.5 arcsec
radius were used, the inner 6 apertures increasing in 0.5 arcsec steps and the outer
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G apertures in 1 arcsec steps. (Several of the Geisler CCD standards have close
Lonipanions which prohibit the use of apertures larger than 10.5 arcsec radius.)
The sky was measured in the annulus from 10 to 20 arc sec. and was estimated by
the mean pixel value, after outliers were removed &om the distribution. This was
(lone by trimming the e.xtreme 10% of the points from the histogram, followed by two
iterations of a 2.5 sigma clip. This procedure was found to provide the most accurate
aiitl robust sky estimates. Other possible algorithms such as the mode or median
were less successful (see below). The accuracy of sky values was tested by comparing
the magnitude difference of stars measured through small and large apertures in each
imago. When the sky value is estimated either systematically too high or too low.
tht> magnitudes of the fainter stars measured through the larger aperture will have
a higher sensitivity to the sky error and thus the magnitude difference between the
small and large apertures will have a dependence on magnitude.
The estimation of the sky values on standard exposures is not the trivial exercise
it may appear, especially with the presence of uncorrected instnunental signatures
in tlie data. These instrumental effects are typically caused by the analog to digital
converter (-A.DC) during the digitization of the signal from each CCD pixel. Probhnns are more common in older systems, but can appear in the data from any system
clue to failure of its components. If the histogram of the raw data is examined, what
is often seen is that various data values are either over- or under-represented. For
example, at 2" boundaries the number of pixels in the 2""*^ bin is low, with the
missing data value appearing in the 2" bin. In these cases an attempt to use a
robust estimator such as a simple mode will likely find an incorrect value that can
be many .\DL' from the true mode of the distribution due to the spikes in the data.
The spikes can cause the median to be shifted by one ADU if the spikes fall near the
true median of the distribution. The data from 1990 were affected by this problem.
Our chosen algorithm for sky estimation was relatively insensitive to these problems.
In order to minimize the error of the photometric transformation (given the finite
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(lyiuiruic range of the CCD), a compromise needs to be made between measuring
the standard stars through small apertures (which minimizes the contribution of
the sky to the errors), and using an aperture large enough to encompass as close
t(j a constant fraction of the light from the stellar PSF as possible with changes in
seeing, focus etc. The solution is to use a smaller aperture, (1-10 arcsec diameter)
to measure the magnitude of stars on an image, then to correct this magnitude to
what would have been measured through a larger aperture. (10-20 arcsec diameter)
(Howell. 1989). When there are sufficient bright imcrowded stars on the image, the
aperture correction can be measured directly. However in many cases it is necessaryto use a more sophisticated technique to determine the aperture correction. An
elegant solution is the use of a growth curve (Stetson . 1990). The growth curve is
the differential flux contributed from each aperture.
Tlie optimum choice of aperture size for transformation to the standard system
was found to be 7.5 arcsec radius. The IRAF implementation of Stetson's D.A,Ogrow
(Stetson. Davis,

K

Crabtree. 1990) was used to transform the standard magnitudes

measured through smaller apertures to this aperture for the standards. The proce
dure described in Stetson (1990) estimates the growth curve for each image based on
the model that is constrained by the PSF of the image being measured, the behavior
of the PSF on other images from the run and a model of the expected behavior of
the growth curve. Stetson's technique uses a variable size for the smallest aperture,
flepending on S/.\. but we used the more conservative approach of a fixed size of
').25 arcsec for the smallest aperture.
The routine worked remarkably well in all but a few cases. It is important to
e.xclude saturated stars from the process. This is because their high signal-to-noise
can unduly influence the shape of the model calculated from all images, and in par
ticular. dominate the aperture correction of images that contain the saturated stars.
.\lso. images that were trailed generally had their aperture corrections underesti
mated. .\nother case where this procedure fails is when there is significant variation
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ill the shape of the PSF over the image. In that case the minimum aperture size
that (.an be used must be large enough to encompass a constant fraction of the
light, of stars on the image. The minimum aperture size must also be restricted in
rhf> Ccise where the PSF on the image is variable. In this case the inner aperture
was fixed at 11 arcsec diameter and transformed to 15 arcsec final magnitude. For
most of the observations a smaller inner aperture could have been used, however
rhcre were a few nights that would have had insufficient usable standards because
i)f wind-shake. Thus for consistency the whole data set was reduced with the 11
arcsec inner aperture.
Pli 0 to met n c Transformation
Tlie transformation from observed magnitudes to the standard system is clearly
described in Hardie (1962) for the case of photoelectric observations. CCD pho
tometry requires a modification of that technique. The essential difference is that
with photoelectric photometry, the measurements are made through all the filters
\ irtually simultaneously. Thus each complete set of measurements on a star has a
single airmass value. The photometry is then reduced in terms of colors rather than
magnitudes, which tends to minimize the errors in the derived colors. With a CCD.
oljservations through each filter occur at different times and hence at different airmass. This occurs either due to the non-negligible readout time of the CCD on even
bright stars, or because of the long integration times often used on faint sources.
The transformation equations were expressed in the form of an instrumental
magnitude as a function of the standard photometric indices. This technique more
naturally fits the mode of observing with CCDs and its advantages have been well
rlocumented (Stetson. 1993: Stetson & Harris, 1988).
The transformation equations used were:
TTl = A/ "hfli
to = T2 + Ol +

(12{^I—T2) +-YOn?
—T2) + Xdnr
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ti = Ti + di 4"

£ZO (iV/ — To) "I" -Vfln!

c = C + a i + aoiC-M) + a^iC-M)'- + a^XiC-M) + .Va„;
51 = 51 -t- £Zi +

— To) + Usi^I — 51) + -Vfln!

where lower case (or non-bold in the case of 51) refers to the instrumental magni
tudes and colors. The nightly extinction coeflBcient is given by the On term with
n = (11...19).

Both a second-order color term and an airmass-dependent color

term were needed in the C filter.

The second order color term is not surprising

i^iven that the Washington standards were defined with photomultipler tubes whose
photo-cathodes have a much flatter response over the C filter than the CCD.
Derived values of the transformation coefficients are given in Tables 3.4 and 3.5.
The derived second order extinction coefficient is approximately half the standard
value, this is again because the effective wavelength of the C filter is shifted to longer
wavelcHigth by the CCD response. The 51 filter transformation is usually dominated

by small shifts in the 160.\ passband which are corrected by the M—T^ color term.
However the .V/-51 coefficient here implies that the filter is narrower than the
•Standard filter.

It would not have been possible to determine the 51 coefficient

without the additional observations of individual 51 standards which cover a large
ratif^e in .\/-51 at a given M—To. The neglect of this term would lead to incorrect
classification of dwarfs as giants.

The equations for each filter were solved simultaneously for the nine nights of
photometric data which significantly improved the accuracy of the coefficients. In
general these have a large degree of covariance.
In the course of investigating outliers from the photometric solutions two addi
tional problems were found. Bright standards which required short exposure times
were found to be consistently too faint by 5% for a 1 second exposure. A shutter

TABLE 3.4.

Transformation Coefficients. LCO 1991.

Tok 1024
Coefficient
il
i4
10
i6
ill
il2
113
il4
115
ilG
ilT
il8
il9

R.\IS

C
4.352
-0.164
-0.020
-0.025

M

51

TI

TI

3.622 5.640 4.820 4.303
0.014 0.021 0.051 -0.008
...

0.271
0.255
0.281
0.284
0.277
0.295
0.321
0.309
0.300

0.125
0.108
0.131
0.139
0.133
0.146
0.169
0.163
0.156

0.208
0.127
0.108
0.133
0.143
0.136
0.149
0.176
0.168
0.153

489
0.009

474
0.008

407
0.010

...

...

0.088
0.082
0.088
0.096
0.095
0.092

0.040
0.035
0.042
0.041
0.039
0.038
0.066
0.071
0.057

...

...

265
0.006

468
0.010
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Lorrection of 0.05 sec was determined and the exposure times corrected. The shutter
was of an iris type, and thus the shutter correction should have a radial variation.
However the correction is only significant for exposures less than 3 seconds and this
was only the case for the bright individual standards which were placed near the
center of the CCD.

The second problem found was that the residuals to the fitted equations were
higher than expected. The residuals were dominated by star-to-star systematics of
order 1

which were not correlated with position on the CCD. color, or magni

tude. These star-to-star systematics can lead to increased errors in the determinarii)n of the transformation coefficients, particularly the e.xtinction and zero points,
(lepetiding on which of the standard stars in each field were present on the CCD.
The Washington system's popularity is relatively recent and, despite the ded
icated work of Geisler in setting up CCD standard fields, does not yet have the
multiple observations necessary to determine the standard magnitudes as accurately
as the traditional UBV'RI system. More accurate magnitudes for the Washington
sraiulards were estimated for standard stars in a "bootstrap" fashion, using the fact
rhat we have a database of over 2000 observations of these stars taken in photo
metric conditions. For the first iteration the published magnitudes of the standards
were used to derive the transformation coefficients. The standard observations were
then transformed as program objects and new magnitudes estimated for each stan
dard using a robust average. The process converged after three iterations. The
new standard magnitudes were then compared to the published magnitudes. A fit
was made to determine the extent of any zero-point or color term that had been
introduced. These terms were in all cases much less than 1%. The value of the
standards were corrected by application of the fitted zero-point or color and a final
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TABLE 3.5.

Transformation Coefficients. LCO 1992.

Tek 1024
Coefficient
al
a2 "
a3 '
a4 '•
a5 "
aC
a8 ''
a9

^ STDRS
R.MS

C
4.365
-0.1700.375
-0.020-0.025-

M

51

3.540
0.0140.255

5.569
0.0210.255'

TI

TO

4.703
0.051*
0.199

4.088
-0.008*
0.194

-0.350*
0.450*

-0.3500.450-

87
0.008

99
0.011

...

-0.3500.450-

-0.3500.450-

0.208-0.350*
0.450*

85
0.11

95
0.011

77
0.013

•Coefficients field constant in the solution.
"Tlif color coefficients from the 1991 transformation.
''Tlie extinction coefficient in 51 was set to the M
ciM'fficient.
' The second order extinction coefficient from the 1991
transformation.
''From the average of the time terms in all filters.
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iteration performed. The derived mean magnitudes of the standards adopted for
the photometric calibration are shown in Table 3.6.

Tahli'.i.li: Improved Standard Maf^iiiliides

Magiiil ikI c
51
T.

Sid
iiaiiKf
N3G8()-5
N:}G8()-G
N368()-7
N3680-8
N3680-9
N3680-10
N3680-U
N3680-23
N3680-26
N3680-27
N3680-29
N3680-31
N3680-33
N3680-S

C

M

13.323
13.061
15.778
14.653
14.756
13.301
12.429
14.720
12.609
12.451
12.514
13.636
12.459
15.445

12.972
12.619
13.724
12.974
14.290
12.951
11.191
14.159
11.249
11.062
12.110
13.268
12.056
14.606

12.289 12.953
11.853 12.597
11.538 13.846
11.335 13.052
13.474 14.267
12.279 12.928
9.852 11.188
13.273 14.142
9.822 11.262
9.638 11.080
11.394 12.089
12.539 13.242
11.312 12.031
13.543 14.615

S A110-496
SAl 10-497
SAl 10-499
SAl 10-502
SAl 10-503
SAl 10-504
SAl 10-505
SAl 10-506
SAl 10-507

14,380
15.573
13.005
15.979
12.607
15.957
15.693
11.992
14.077

13.342

11.686
12.869
10.439
9.671
10.959
12.520
12.969
10.681
11.241

14.482

12.053
12.982
11.986
14.388
14.561
11.490
12.770

13.259
14.442
11.978
13.077
11.918
14.633
14.514
11.463
12.779

C
12.583 l).0()4
12.172 0.005
12.493 0.015
11.955 0.010
13.807 0.007
12.562 0.006
10.382 0.008
13.638 0,010
10.374 0.007
10.189 0,008
11 .688 0,006
12.846 0.008
11.630 0.009
13.968 0.014

Si^iiia
T'
M
O.OOS 0.013
0.007 0.011
0.013 0.011
0.008 0.011
0.011 0.009
0.006 0.009
0.009 0.008
0,013 0.015
0.006 0.011
0.008 0.008
0.006 0.010
0.008 0.013
0.009 0.010
0.016 0.010

51

'l\

C

M

0.010
0.010
0.013
0.012
0.011
0.006
0.006
0.011
0.007
0.007
0.006
0.009
0.014
0.016

0.00-1
0.009
0.006
0.011
0.010
0.010
0.004
0.013
0.002
0.005
0.006
0.008
0.011
0.006

11
1-1
11
14
11
14
13

13
1-1
13
13
14
13
11
13
10
10
13

0.009
0.011
0.008
0.014
0.007
0.016
0.011
0.006
0.012

0.006 0.010
0.011 0.015
0.005 0.007
0.006 0.006
0.006 0.007
0.012 0.013
0.010 0.014
0.007 0.008
0.008 0.009

0.010 0.007
0.014 0.011
0.004 0.005
0.007 0.005
0.004 0.005
0.012 0.011
0.013 0.010
0.006 0.007
0.005 0.006

v.

12.452
13.581
11.180
11.087

11.432
13.261
13.650
11.007
11.846

14

14
14
14

14
14
14

19
17
20
21

20
17
16
16
21

14
12

13
19
21
19
21
18
20
19
14

21

N„b>.
T-i 51
12 12
12 11
15 10
12 10
9 10
12 10
11 8
9 11
11 9
10 7
14 11
11 11
12 10
10 10

9
9
9
9
6
9
6
7
6
6
9
9
9
8

19
17
20
14
20
20
18
20
20

12
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13

19
20
20
19
19
18
22
19
19

liiMc .{.(); Iniprovcd SI iindard Ma ^;ILIL iidcs
Magnitude

Sl.l

.Sigma

name

C

M

Tj

51

SA11-1-054
SAll l-OM)
SA114-(i()()

r2.()5G
i;i.984
15.79()

11.489
12.110
14.770

13.C05
IG.7()1
11 .G83
15.335

11.151
1 1.592
14.392
11.742
13.793
11.909
13.590

12.002
12.911
15.255

SA1M-GG8
SAi 14-747
SA114-750
SA114-751

12.023
12.890
15.272
12.791
15.338
11.898

12.752
15.531
11.940
14.593

14.370
11.898

SAU4-752
SA 114-754

13.691

11.904
11.021

12.949
12.003

13.478

14.604
12.904
12.664

CDII Iimicd

14.002
12.309
12.039

r

M

Tj

0.005
0.009
0.015
O.OOG
0.015
0.009
0.012
0.008

0.()()9

0.015
().009

0.010

0.008
0.014
0.010
0.014
0.011
0.010
0.008
0.009

0.010
0.011
0.011
0.011
0.012
0.008
0.012

51
0.007
O.OOG
0.011
99.99
0.013
0.008
0.010
0.005
0.009

V,

C

M

Tj

51

7',

0.01 1
0.005
0.010
99.99
0.007
0.000
0.000
0.003

13
17
15
3
13
11
17
18
15

14
IG
13
3
10
14
17
17

7
13
IG

7
7
7

I
19
15
19
16

12
13
12
1
13
13
13
13

14

10

11

0.009

7
7 1
7
7
4
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The RMS of residuals about the derived transformation decreased significantly

frum the initial to final iteration. The final residuals were 0.009, 0.01, 0.01. 0.006,
0.01 mag. in C. -V/. 7^2, 51, Ti respectively. The 51 standards show the lowest resid
uals in the original reduction: these are based on only the Geisler (1990) standards
as none of the Geisler (1996) standards have 51 photometr\'. The residuals plotted
a.s a function of color, airmass and time are shown in Figures 3.1 through 3.6 for
(>ach of the transformations equations. The derived transformation coefficients are
shown in Table 3.4. The sigma about the derived mean standard magnitudes as a
function of magnitude is shown in Figure 3.7. The brighter standards have sigmas
of O.OOo and are dominated by the temporal variations in the extinction not able
to he included in the fit. The faintest standards used have sigmas of 0.015 due the
contribution of photon statistics.

3.7.2

LCO 1992

The photometric calibration for the 1992 obser\'ations is based on only two partial
nights of standard observations. This, combined with the fact that the instrumental
setup was identical to that used in 1991 (as evidenced by the nearly identical scanflats) meant that we could use the color terms derived for the 1991 data. The
remaining unknown transformation coefficients were then derived based on the same
transformation equations used in 1991.
The solutions in all filters showed residuals that were correlated with time in a
similar fashion on both nights. The behavior suggested a quadratic change in the
atmospheric transmission, with a rapid increase in transmission at the stars of the
night flattening after the first few hours. Thus two extra terms were added to each
of the transformation equations, a^jdt

where ]dt is time in fractional days

measured from the start of observing. The resulting correction was 3% after 2 hours
and o7c by the end of the night. This correction is motivated by the behavior of
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FIGURE 3.1. The residuals of the C standard observations from the best fit trans
formation equation. The residuals are shown as a fimction of time, airmass, and
color used in the transformation. The data from all nine nights used to define the
LCO 1991 transformation. Data used for the fit are plotted with an x. Points
excluded from the fit due to known problems with the data, or with observational
errors larger than 0.015. are plotted as small points.
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values for each filter: C. M, T2.51, T1 are plotted as crosses, filled circles, stars, open
sciuares and open circles respectively. The minimum sigma achieved is limited to
0.59c due to the contributions of extinction variations during the night, flat-fielding
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are slightly larger due to the effects of scintillation and shutter timing errors from
the shorter exposures times used for these brighter stars. Standards fainter than
11th magnitude are mostly from the standard fields iSrGC3680, S.\110. and SA114
with 10 - 20 observations per star in each filter.
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rhc inversion layer and the near grey extinction of water vapor in the visible. The
nature of extinction is discussed in more detail in Section 3.7.4.

3.7.3

Color Comparison with Standards

•A. comparison was made between the estimated mean colors of the standards and
rhe Geisler values. Figure 3.10 shows the color differences as a function of the M—To
color, with the standards from the three fields shown with different symbols. The
systematic deviation of some of the standards in all 3 colors is clearly seen.
This provides a useful consistency check as the standard reductions were carried
out in terms of magnitudes, whereas the Geisler photometry was reduced in terms
of colors, with Ti as the magnitude. The RMS residuals with respect to the Geisler
colors were 0.012. O.OLl. 0 .010. 0.014. 0.11 in C-M. M-T-y. .V/-51. Ti-T,. C-Ti
respectively. These residuals are appro.ximately a factor of 2 larger than expected
ba.secl on Geisler's quoted errors, as can be seen from the chi-squared values of 1.8.
1.8. 0.9. 3.0. 1.7 in C-M. M—Tz, .V/—51. Ti — To. C— Ty respectively. However,
these residuals are consistent with the need to re-derive more accurate magnitudes
F(jr rhe Washington standards described above.
.\o significant zero point offset or dependence on color was apparent. When the
offset and slope was solved for, the coefficients had absolute values of 0.002 or less
and the fit provided no significant improvement of the RMS or reduced chi-squared.
The stars SAl 14-7-51, SAl 10-503 were discrepant at greater than 2.5 sigma in the 3
colors C-M. Tx-T-i, C—Ti and were not included in the error estimates above for
these colors.
If the comparison of the standards is restricted to the standards defined by
photoelectric photometry (Geisler, 1990) there is better agreement, especially for
the brighter standards. Xot surprisingly, fainter photoelectric standards with Ti
greater than 13 have a higher scatter of approximately 2%. The RMS residuals
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with respect to the colors and magnitudes of the brighter {Ti > 13) standards from
Geisler (1990) is less than 1% in all cases.
In order to check if the photometric differences found were caused by the size
of die apertures used, the derivation of new standard magnitudes was repeated
for two smaller apertures of 5 and 7 arcsec diameter (an 11 arcsec aperture was
usetl above). In all cases the growth curve was used to transform to the 15 arcsec
diameter final aperture. No significant differences with the change in apertures used
\v(>re found.

common cause of star to star systematics is the presence nearby

.stars, which contribute flux at varying levels depending on the the seeing, pbcel size
and aperture size used. However, almost all the standards are well isolated over the
radii c)f interest.
It is planned to publish the improved colors and magnitudes of the VV'ashington
standards in the three fields N'GC3680. SAllO, and SA114. However there is another
larger set of observation taken under more consistent photometric conditions with a
different CCD and telescope that will be combined with the current dataset before
making the new standard values available to the community.

3.7.4

Atmospheric extinction corrections

While it is possible to measure the relative magnitudes of stars on a CCD image
to an accuracy much better than 1%, variations in atmospheric extinction make
it difficult to achieve calibrated magnitudes to better than 1% with tj-picai CCD
observing procedures. To achieve higher accuracy, or to ensure the uniformity of
survey or queue observations, continuous monitoring of standards, sky brightness
and cloud cover with dedicated instruments is required (Hogget ai.. 2001, eg. SDSS).
.A.n understanding of the behavior of the atmospheric extinction provides con
straints on the determination of the photometric transformation equations. This is
particularly important in the case of the data taken in 1991 and 1992 following the
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eruption of the Mount Pinatubo volcano.
The atmospheric extinction can be characterized in terms of 3 components (van
do Hulst. 1992):
A:(A) = kii(\) +

^p('M

whiTt' Ar X A"'' is the Rayleigh scattering due to molecules: Aro3(A) is the selective
absorption due to molecules, predominately ozone in the visible; and kp oc A~^'^
is the extinction due to aerosols. The power law dependence on wavelength of kn
and kp show relatively little variation from site to site under normal atmospheric
cuiuiitions (.-Vllen. 1973). While kn is the dominant component of the extinction
(approximately SbVc at 4000.\) it is relatively stable. The nightly variations in
c x r i n c t i o n a r e d o m i n a t e d b y c h a n g e s i n t h e a e r o s o l c o n t e n t o f t h e a t m o s p h e r e . kp{\)
(Burki ot al.. 1995: Cousins k. Caldwell. 1998). The changes in extinction due
to volcanic eruptions are also dominated by the presence of aerosols in the upper
atmosphere.
The extinction values determined for the July/.\ug 1991 nights. (Table 3.4)
wore lower than the typical mean values (Harris k Cantema. 1979: Geisler. 1990).
Howcner. the values derived here are in agreement with the extinction measurements
at La Silla over the same period. Based on the proximity and similarity of the sites,
there should be good general agreement between the extinction values at La Silla
and Las Campanas (LCO). The long term study of extinction at the 70 cm telescope
at La Silla (Burki et al.. 1995) shows that extinction values were typical for that time
(if \i'ar. and that the winter months show the lowest extinction values. The increase
in extinction due to the Mt Pinatubo eruption did not occur till HJD2448520. 100
days after the eruption on June 12 I99I (HJD2448420). Our observations in 1991
were completed by HJD2448482 and thus not effected by the eruption. The small
variations in extinction from night to night in our data are also in agreement with the
measurements at La Silla where a strong correlation of the extinction for periods
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shorter than 5 clays was found. Also the scatter in the extinction during good
pliDtonietrlc nights at La Silla varied by less than 1%, 99% of the time (Burki et al.,
1995).
The data taken in July 1992 show the expected higher values of extinction due
to Mt Pinatubo. However, due to the limited number of photometric nights, the
photometric calibration is not as well defined as for the 1991 data. The level of
the inversion layer has a strong influence on the e.xtinction value due to the change
in the aerosols. The 1991 observations were always well above the inversion layer
(luring photometric observing conditions. During winter months at LCO, a rise in
the inversion layer is almost always accompanied by a rise in humidity sufficient to
rerminate observing. However both the nights used for photometric calibration in
199'2 suffered from fog in the afternoon. .A.fter sunset the inversion layer lowered and
the humidity tlecreased sufficiently to open. The behavior of the inversion layer is
tracked by the time dependent extinction term which drops 3% in the first 2 hours
and 5'?( by the end of the night (see Table 3.5).

3.8

Photoelectric Photometry

When we started the project CCD photometric reductions had not become a mature
held, and while CCDs provided excellent relative photometr\" of the stars within an
exposure, the zero points remained less certain.

3.8.1

Washington Photometry

Thus to test the accuracy of the zero points of our Washington photometry we
observed a number of bright, relatively uncrowded stars within our field with the
photoelectric photometer on the DuPont 100" telescope. The photoelectric photom
etry was calibrated by observation of a subset of 18 of the Washington standards
used for the CCD photometry. The observations of the standards bracketed the
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program observations, covering an airmass range of 1 to 1.5. The transformations
of the photoelectric photometry to the Washington system, based on multiple obsorvations of 18 standards, had residuals of 0.014, 0.020, 0.014, 0.013 mag. in Ti,

C.\[-Ti and Ti — To respectively.
The derived transformations were
T i - t i = 0.067-0.133(m-fi) -0.127-Y:

C ~ M = —0.525 + 1.274(c-m) — 0.155A':
M-Ti = 0.012 + 1.021(m-it) - 0.087.Y:
Ti-T> = -0.150 + 1.060(tt-i2) + 0.048A':

where lower ciise refers to instrumental magnitudes and colors.
A comparison of the calibrated magnitudes and colors from the CCD and pho
toelectric photometrv* shows no significant oSsets except in Ti where the CCD pho
tometry is brighter by approximately 3%. The sigmas of the differences are 0.025.
(}.()3. 0.02. 0.025 in Ti. C — M. Ti-T-i and M—To respectively. It is important to
note that this comparison relates to the observations and calibration of the data
from 1990.

3.8.2

UBV Photometry

A sample of 20 BHB star candidates were selected from the 1990 Washington CCD
photometry- of the L350 B—10 field (Morrison k Harding, 1993) and UBV photome
try was obtained to provide an independent estimate of the reddening in this field.
The reddening determination is discussed in Section 3.12.4. The candidates were
selected to be uncrowded and have nearby offset sky regions. The observations were
carried out on the DuPont (2.5 m) Telescope at the Las Campanas Observatory
with the same photometer and filters used by Preston. Shectman. k Beers (1991b)
in their large study of halo horizontal-branch stars which derived values of reddening
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for their fields using photoelectric UBV photometry and this technique. A subset
of 27 of the Preston. Shectman, k Beers (1991b) standards were observed through
out the night to bracket in time and airmass the program star observations. The
L'B\' photoelectric photometry was reduced in a similar manner to the Washington
photoelectric photometry in the previous section. The residuals of the photometric
solution were 0.012 and 0.018 in B —V and U-B respectively.

3.9

Why Scan?

When this project was started. CCDs were of limited area and often had numerous
cosmetic blemishes. Thus it was difficult to cover a large area with accurate CCD
photometry.
CCD drift scanning (Mackay. 1982) provides a solution to both these problems

by covering an area many times larger than the CCD in a single exposure and also
minimizing the effects of CCD defects. This happens because scans average the
detection of a star over the length of the CCD. Also the observing efficiency is
increased over snapshot mode as there is only one readout time (the CCD transit
rime) incurred for each observation. .\s a typical scan is 10000 pixels or 10 times
the CCD length, this is still a gain in efficiency. Deriving coordinates of objects is
also simplified because of the availability of larger numbers of astrometric standards
on an image.
However, there are a number of possible disadvantages:
(1) The image quality is degraded away from the center of the chip due to the
transit rate of the star over the focal plane depending on the declination of
the star and spatial distortions of the telescope. This can be overcome by
scanning on a great circle (Zaritsky, Shectman, & Bredthauer, 1996: Gurm et
al. 1998)
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(2) Tlie images are also blurred by typically 1/2 pix because of the use of an
incorrect value for the scan rate at that declination. The rate varies due to
scale changes induced by changes in the mirror figure, atmospheric refraction,
power in the filters and different optical thickness of the filters resulting in a
different primary / secondary distance of the telescope.
(3) The exposure time was fixed by the sidereal rate to 30-60 sec. Thus multiple

exposures were required to obtain sufficient S/N".
However, it was possible to overcome the first two problems in the reductions
using a modified version of DoPhot (Schechter et al., 1994). While the outer fields
are not very crowded and so do not depend on DoPHOT's crowded-field capacities,
rhe L35-t B-06 field is crowded enough that a PSF-fitting package is needed for all
but the brightest stars.
It is wurtli noting here the continuing use of the drift scan observing mode, eg the
Sloan Digital Sky Sur\-ey (SDSS) (York et al., 2000). To fully exploit the SDSS data
set it is important to understand the strengths and weakness of scan observations.

3.9.1

DoPHOT reductions

DoPHOT is a PSF-fitting crowded-field photometry package that was originally
used for scan reductions in another conte.\t (Caldwell. Keane. k Schechter. 1991).
We modified the version of DoPHOT that existed prior to that of Schechter et al.
(1994) to deal with a variable PSF, and also incorporated aperture corrections that
vary over the image. Not only does the PSF on a scan var\' across the image due
primarily to different sidereal rates, but it varies along the scan in an unpredictable
fiishion due to seeing variations. The image shape is also affected by wind shake.
While it is possible to model the variation across the scan using a simple analytical
function, the variations along the scan were too rapid and we found that the best
solution was to use a stepwise varying function.
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The actual PSF is a convolution of the atmospheric seeing, telescope aberrations
and the scan-specific blurring. To first order, the effect of the seeing and each of
the blurring functions on the PSF can be approximated by a gaussian. Each of
these contributions is independent and thus can be added in quadrature to form the
Knal PSF. Thus we would expect the variation of the PSF across the image to be
a ciuadratic at minimum. In fact we find that a cubic function gives the best fit
across the image. Rather than fitting a different cubic at each step along the image,
a single underlying cubic function is derived for the entire image such that, when
added in quadrature to the stepwise seeing variations along the scan, the PSF is
accurately followed.
Use of a variable PSF solves two problems that would other\vise result in large
errors in the photometry, the first problem is as follows. If the wrong PSF is used,
rhe resulting photometry- can have significant nonlinearity in the derived magnitudes
due to the behavior of the weighted non-linear least squares fitting algorithm used.
Consider the case of an isolated bright star (where all pixels in the stellar profile
have very high S/N) that is fit by a model PSF that is too narrow. In this case the
fitting algorithm will match the volume under the the star's profile and the model
PSF which results in an over-estimate of the height of the star, but a nearly correct
magnitude. For a faint star where only the central pixel has significant S/X the
model PSF will be fit to the central pixel only and hence the heights will match,
h()\ve\er the magnitude of the stars will be underestimated. The actual errors will
range between these two extremes. For this data where the t\-pical FWHM of the
stellar PSF is 2 to 3 pixels, magnitude non-linearities of approximately 2% per
magnitude result from a 10% mismatch in the FWHM of the model and stellar
PSF.
The second problem is the aperture corrections. If the model PSF were a perfect
match to the data over the whole image then a single aperture correction offset
would be all that is required. While the variable PSF follows the variations in the
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ccjro of tlie stellar profiles over the image well, it does not adequately account for
the change in the fraction of the light between the core and wings of the stellar
profile. Thus a variable aperture correction is still required, however the amplitude
of the correction required is significantly reduced over what would be required if a
constant PSF was used. In general only 5-20% of the stars used to define the PSF
are suitable for measuring aperture corrections. Thus minimizing the variation in
the aperture corrections via the use of an accurately matched variable PSF results
in lower photometric errors. In practice we use the same functional form to fit the
variable aperture corrections, a step function along the scan and cubic polynomial
ac ross the image, as for the PSF variation. When there are insufficient stars to
determine the aperture corrections within each step, the step size is enlarged. The
typical step sizes ranges from 100 pixels for the images of the L354 B-06 field to
300 pixels for the LOlO B-35 field The performance of the algorithms was refined by
retlucing many sets of multiple observations and comparing magnitude differences
of stars on the repeat e.\posures. The addition of robust averaging and fitting
procedures was an important part of the improvement.
Before the use of a variable PSF, the sigma of the differences between repeat
exposures was typically 10% or worse even for bright stars, and the errors were
seen to be correlated with the PSF variations. After the variable PSF and aperture
correction routines were implemented the sigma of the differences between repeat ex
posures were close to photon statistics, with bright stars agreeing to better than 1%.
In general zero points of calibrated repeat scan photometrj^ agree to 1% comparable
to the accuracy achieved on the standard exposures.

3.10

Post-Processing

Once the dophotting is completed, the photometry of each star from each of the
multiple exposures in several different colors need to be assembled together so the
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photometry can be calibrated. The steps consist of
• Transforming images to a common coordinate system
• Defining a set of instrumental master coordinates
• Matching the photometry of objects in the individual exposures to the master
coordinate list.
• Pre-calibration quality verification
• .\veraging and calibrating the photometrj''
• Post-calibration quality verification
• Conversion of instrumental master coordinates to equatorial coordinates
One of the primarv' goals was to develop a procedure that required as little
human interaction as possible. In the case of the data from LCO all information
had to be entered into the header manually, thus the procedure also had to be able
ro icleritify errors caused by wrong information mistakenly put in the header.
Each of the steps in the post-processing pipeline will now be described in more
detail. In particular the major factors contributing to the final photometric accuracy
will be highlighted, along with the most likely sources of problems. These procedures
were optimized for scan data of fields with a relatively high stellar density. While
they are generally applicable to all forms of CCD photometry, different procedures
and parameters may be needed for data with properties too far removed from the
current regime. It should be noted that the current procedures evolved from software
developed by .Mateo (1990) which in turn borrowed from code and ideas of Stetson
(1987). Stetson k Harris (1988) and Stetson (1992). The algorithms jmd code have
evolved considerably since, driven especially by the larger data sets generated by
scans.
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3.10.1

Defining a common coordinate system

Triuisforming images to a common coordinate sjrstem is the simplest way of com
bining photometry from multiple exposures. It is assimied here that all images have
the same scale and orientation. (If this is not the case, their coordinates can either
be appro.xirnately pre-corrected to a common system using the known transform, or
the more general similar-triangle type matching routines (Groth, 1986)).
An Initial master image is selected, usually one of the best seeing M scans. M is
rlic central wavelength band of our Washington filters and thus minimizes the effects
oF (litferential refraction of stars of different colors through the different filters. The
ctrect is relatively small, approximately a 0.5 arcsec difference for the difference in
position on the C and Tn images of a hot BHB star or late M star at airmass 1.5.
However it can lead to stars being mismatched, as the typical matching radius used
was O.Gl arc sec (I pixel).
The coordinate transformation between two images is found by matching stars
from tlie master image with all stars that fall within a given radius on the secondary
image. Then the mode of the distribution of separations of the matched pairs in
X and y is estimated. The modal ofisets in x and y are applied to the secondary
cooiflinates and the matching repeated with a smaller radius.

starting radius

of 55 pixels is used, which is decremented by 1 pixel in approximately 20 steps.
When the radius reaches 3 pixels, the scale and rotation are also estimated by a
least squares fit with iterative 2 sigma rejection. In cases where there are significant
scale or rotation changes due to atmospheric refraction the number of stars matched
increases significantly near the comers of the images after this step. For this reason
extra matching iterations are carried out at each radius when the scale and rotation
change.
To minimize computation time, only the brightest few thousand stars are used
from the master image. To allow for a mismatch in the magnitude range of the stars
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in th(> primary and secondary images, approximately twice as many bright stars
•ciK selected from the secondary image for matching. For computational efficiency
th(> lists of stars are sorted in the long axis coordinate of the scans. This allows
a bisection roiitine to be used to search the table efficiently. However once any
notation has been applied to the secondary file it needs to be resorted. In this case
the u.se of a "heap-sort" routine is an order of magnitude faster than the traditional
"ciuick-sort" as the data is already nearly sorted. .\ description of these sorting
and searching algorithms can be found in Press et al. (1992); Wall. Christiansen, k
Schwartz (1996). Typical errors on the six-parameter fits of offset, scale and rotation
are O.I pixels in x and y. These errors are dominated by systematic shifts due to
seizing and windshake. Scale changes and rotations of approximately 1 part in 10000
are rypicai for scans through different filters at different airmasses. The errors and
Ht parameters provide a performance diagnostic which allows problem images to be
identified.
If insufficient matches remain as the matching radius is reduced, (a minimum of
2()7f of the primary stars used for matching), a different procedure is called for. In
theory a larger starting aperture could be used, but this tends to be both inefficient
and ineffective. The mode of the distribution becomes biased by the large scale
density distribution of stars and by the non-aligned boundaries of the images. The
solution is to activate a spiral search with steps of 100 pixels in x or y, at each step
wlien the radius matching is run. This technique works reliably with the 55 pixel
matching radius and matches are found even when the start of scan start points are
offset by thousands of pixels.

3.10.2

Improved instrumental master coordinates

To minimize problems with star identification in later followup studies an improved
set of master coordintes is derived by averaging the coordinates of stars from the
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inatchecl images. This provides three ad\'antages: the coordinates of very faint stars
are significantly improved resulting in more reliable matching, spurious detections
c an be excluded from the master list, and the lower errors of the mean coordinates
result in a more accurate transformation to celestial coordinates. The latter is
especially important for subsequent fiber observing with 2 degree fields of view. To
achieve a tenth of an arcsec accuracy over the whole field requires the reduction of
systematic coordinate errors to the 1 part in 100,000 level.
The most important step in defining a set of mean coordinates is to decide which
are the matching stars on the multiple images. For most stars this is relatively sim
ple. as there is only a single star on each image within the matching radius. However
in crowded fields stars can appear as single or split into multiples depending on the
seeing. The technique adopted attempts to choose the most consistent outcome,
based on the coordinate errors of the individual measurements, the scatter of the
mean coordinate and the number of images an object appears.
The algorithm reads the coordinates and magnitudes of stars from all the images
to be matched. Usually only the M. T-i, and 51 images are used. The first step is to
average the coordinates of all stars that fall within a 1 pixel radius of each star. The
coordinates are weighted by the DoPhot errors, and images within the same filter
are required to have similar magnitudes (once the instrumental magnitudes have
been shifted to a common zero point). The list of mean magnitudes is then scanned
with an aperture 0.9 pixels in radius. The best mean magnitude is chosen within
that aperture, based on the minimum of the weighted sum of the deviations of each
measurement from the mean. This process is iterated 2 more times at a radius of
0.8 and 0.75 pixels. The final step is to select stars that occur on at least 50%
of the images. If necessarv- the transformations from the individual images to the
new master coordinates can be refined quickly by using the original transformation
coefficient as the starting values, and matching with a small aperture.
Refinement of these techniques will allow the scan images to provide an extra
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epoch ill proper motion estimates of the bulge stars. Accuracies of a few mas/yr are
rcciuired for velocities of 100 km/s at the distance of the bulge.

3.10.3

Matching and assembly

The multiple observations of each strip are then assembled into a single file for each
filter so that the multiple observations of each star can easily be processed. The
iitnv master coordinates are used as the reference positions, as they form a unique
identifier which will not change if images need to be reprocessed or additional ob
servations are added to the file at a later date. A matching radius of 1 pixel is
still used, to match the individual observations to the master coordinates. However,
only the matched star with the minimum separation is selected. The fraction of
stars matched and number of possible multiple matches is accumulated and pro
vides a useful diagnostic summarj". .A. typical rate of potential mismatches, (where
more than I stars are found within the matching radius) is ~ 0.01% and these are
dominated by very faint stars that are not used for subsequent analysis in the bulge
fields.
The cissembled file consists of the multiple observations for each star in the
master list along lines, arranged by column for each exposures. The instrumental
magnitude and error are kept for each exposure. There is one file for each filter
observed.

3.10.4

Pre-calibration quality verification

Prior to assembling the photometry by color, stars with DoPhot errors larger than
is typical for a star of a given magnitude are flagged. Usually these are stars that
have lower S/X because data is missing due to bad pixels or columns, a cosmic ray
overlapping the star, or a star falling off the edges of an image. However certain
pathological cases of overlapping stellar images can also be rejected. Stars to be
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rojected are identified by their separation from the main locus of points in the
nuignitude vs. error plane. For each image a curve is fit to the errors as a function
1)1 magnitude, with the weighting set so that the curve follow^s the lower envelope of
the error distribution. Stars with errors greater than 3 times the fitted error at a
given magnitude are rejected if they also fall above a minimum error threshold of 0.25
magnitudes. Likely outliers that could not easily be identified later in the reduction
j)rocess can be found this way. For instance, if there are only 2 measurements of
a star that differ by more than expected, it not obvious which is the outlier. This
procedure is important in ensuring that the tails of the abundance distribution are
not populated by random photometric errors. Typically only 0.1% of the stars,
mostly faint, are flagged by this process.
It is important to note that the DoPhot errors provide a reliable estimate of
the internal photometric errors. However, in cases where the DoPhot errors are
significantly larger than expected, the final photometric errors are improved by
tliis rejection process. This is in part due to the weighting scheme adopted when
averaging photometrj- from multiple exposures, discussed in the next section.
.As discussed previously the behavior of the DoPhot final aperture corrections
provides a snapshot of the overall performance of DoPhot on each image, and in
particuhir the accuracy of the instrumental photometric zero point. A further check
of both the relative consistency of the zero points and nonlinearity of the photometn--,
and an external check of photometric errors as a fimction of magnitude, is carried
out by inter-comparing the photometry of the repeat exposures in the assembled
file.
.Magnitude differences are calculated on a star by star basis for all exposures
and the mean difference and sigma of the differences calculated in 1 magnitude
bins for each pair of images. Any zero point differences should be small (assuming
the exposure time and standard airmass corrections have been applied). Mean
differences larger than a few percent imply the presence of clouds, aperture correction
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problems, or an observer error such as the wrong time or filter written to the image
header. Any trend in the magnitude differences as a function of magnitude suggests
detector problems or an incorrect PSF used for the reduction. An unusually large
siffina of the differences when compared to the DoPhot internal error estimates
implies either cloud or a DoPhot reduction error, such as erroneously treating stars
with larger FW'HMs as doubles. At this stage, bad images can be flagged so that
thev are not used in the calibration or the reduction can be problems corrected and
the exposure replaced in the assembled file.

3.10.5

Averaging the photometry and calibrating

.\veraging repeat observations and transformation to the standard photometric sys
tem happens simultaneously. The photometric transformations were defined with
the instrumental magnitudes as the dependent variable (see Section 3.7). Thus it is
iiecessar>- to iteratively determine the standard colors of the program objects to use
in the transformation. The errors in the final magnitudes are reduced if the mean
((3l(jrs are derived from all the observations of each star used in the transformation
(Stetson. 2000).
The first iteration of the transformation applies only the airmass corrections,
photometric zeropoints and other terms not dependent on color, as the colors are
assumed to be zero for the first iteration. The magnitudes are then averaged and
c ombined to produce the colors for the next iteration. The estimated standard
colors used for the transformation of each star are updated on each iteration. The
magnitudes and colors generally converge to better than 1% in a few iterations and
to 0.005 magnitudes within 10 iterations.
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3.11

The Color Magnitude Diagrams

The color magnitude diagrams (CMDs) of the fields are shown in Figures 3.11 to
3.14. .\n equal-area subsection of each field of ~ 0.17 sq. degrees is shown to
.simplify comparison. The data shown in each field are from a single scan strip of
size 10.2 arc x 60.9 arc rain. The distance of closest approach to the galactic center
ranges from 1.5 kpc for the L354B-06 field to 5.5 kpc for the LOlOB—35 field. The
parameters of each field are summarized in Table 3.1 .
The CMDs show a distinct change in both morphology and stellar density be
tween fields. These changes are due to the differing paths through the foreground
disk, tlie range of Galactocentric distances sampled along each line of sight, and,
most importantly, the different bulge, halo and disk stellar populations sampled.
The line of sight through the foreground disk also determines the reddening varia
tions both between and within fields. The CMDs are presented here without any
corrections for reddening to illustrate their basic features. In subsequent sections

the data are refined by removing the unwanted components such as reddening dif
ferences within and between fields, and stellar contaminants of the bulge and halo
giants of interest (foreground K dwarfe).
The basic feature common to all fields is the "V' structure e.\tending upwards
from Ti ~ 17. The left arm of the "V" is composed primarily of foreground disk
dwarfs. The slope of the disk sequence in each field depends on the age and abun
dance gradients in the disk and the run of reddening along each line of sight.
The red arm of the "V"' is dominated by bulge / halo giants. The change from
tiekl to field in the distribution of stars on the red arm of the V' reflects the change
in the abundance distribution, with the fraction of giants extending to the red
increasing strongly for fields closer to the galactic center, as would be expected as
the mean abundance rises.
The stars blueward of the foreground disk main sequence tumoff in all fields.
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FIGURE 3.11. T-i vs. M — Ti color magnitude diagram of a subsection of the
L354 B-06 field. The data are from a single scan strip and cover an area of 10.2 x
GO.9 arcmin. The left hand sequence is due to the foreground main sequence disk
stars and the broader sequence to the right is dominated by a mixture of evolved
stars from the bulge, halo and disk. >ro corrections for reddening have been applied
and thus the position and width of both sequences are affected by reddening. A
comparison of Figures 3.11 tlirough 3.14 shows the dramatic change in morphology
of the CMDs with galactocentric distance. For comparison of these CMDs with
those from other bulge studies, the M—T^ versus Tj CMD can be transformed to
an /q vs. V-I CMD by dividing the M—Tz axis by 1.264 (Morrison et al., 2000).
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fainter than T, ~ 15 are predominantly core helium burning stars on the horizontal
t)ranch. The bluest such stars are blue horizontal-branch (BHB) stars, which appear
apijroximately 0.7 magnitudes bluer than the disk sequence. Their density reaches
a tuciximum at T> ~ 16. which corresponds to the distance of closest approach to
the galactic center.
There is a large bolometric correction in To for these hot stars which causes
the BHB to appear almost vertical in the A/—To vs. Tn CMD. The red horizontal
branch (RHB) is generally obscured by the foreground disk stars. In the L354 B-06
field, most of the core helium burning stars are seen in the redder "clump" region
of the horizontal branch. This is found superimposed on the red giant branch. The
strength of the clump and the e.xtension to the red of the color distribution of the
giants is a clear indication of the higher metallicities present in this field.
The general appearance of these CMDs is similar to those of other studies when
fields at similar distances from the Galactic center are compared: for example, the
Terndrup (1988) minor a.\is fields at 6 = —3.6,8, or the more recent Baade's window
CMD (Stanek. et al.. 2000) are similar to the L354B-06 CMD. Tiede ic Terndrup
(1999) show that the properties of the CMDs change more rapidly in b than in I
with their fields at 6 = -6,1 = ±8,/ = ±24.
The reader is cautioned against making a literal interpretation of the CMD
morpholog}- to estimate the properties of the bulge. This is dangerous because of
the interactions of the reddening, abundance and spatial distributions of stars in each
field. For example, the spread in distance has a larger impact on the appearance of
the giant branch above the clump, especially for the more metal-rich stars, due to
the flatter slopes of these giant branches. For the redder (M) giants, the effects of
distance and abundance act in concert. Thus a large spread in distance can cause
the same giant branch feature as a large abundance spread for these red stars. Below
the clump, the appearance of the subgiant branch is dominated by the abundance
spread due to its steeper slope. Also, the contribution of foreground contaminants
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such as nearby solar abundance subgiants and red dwarfs needs to be evaluated. The
foreground subgiants could be interpreted as more distant metal poor bulge giants.
The red dwarfs will masquerade as metal rich giants unless removed. The behavior
of the less luminous foreground stars is further complicated by their location within
the du.st layer. Thus their reddening varies with distance and will be generally lower
than that determined for the bulge stars. The reddening corrections applicable to
the bulge stars will over-correct the colors of these foreground stars.
The width of both the foreground disk and bulge giant sequences is influenced
by reddening variations within and between each field. The reddening variations
are largest in the lower latitude fields. Since most of the information we wish to
derive from the data is influenced by the reddening corrections, we give a careful
disc ussion of these corrections in the following section.
Once the basic features of the CMD are understood and an adequate reddening
(•orrec'tion made, we will use the Washington photometry to derive abundances for
the giants. This is quite sensitive to errors in reddening: for e.\ample. the pho
tometric abundance estimate of a typical bulge K giant with —1 < [Fe/H\ < 0
would increase by approximately 0.4 dex if the reddening were overestimated by
E{B-\')=0.\0. This behavior is due to the relative slopes of the reddening vector

and the iso-abundance lines in the C—M / M—To color-color diagram. The reddening
\cctor hiis in general a flatter slope by ~ 20 degrees than the iso-abundance lines.
A detailed analysis of the relative sensitivity of the full set of Washington indices
to both abundance and reddening is provided in Geisler, Claria. Sc Minniti (1991).
The A(C - .\[)\[-t2 index used here has the best overall combination of proper
ties in terms of abundance sensitivity with respect to photometric errors, reddening
variations and observing efficiency.
By contrast, the CMDs of the LOlOB—35 and LOlOB—15 fields bear a strong
resemblance to the CMDs of high-latitude halo-dominated fields such as those seen
in Dohm-Palmer et al. (2000). The relative number of giants in the red arm of the
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FIGURE 3.12. A color magnitude diagram of a subsection of the L350 B-10 field,
as described above for Figure 3.11.
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FIGURE 3.13. The color magnitude diagram of the LOlOB—15 field, as described
above for Figure 3.11.
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FIGURE 3.14. The color magnitude diagram of the LOlOB—35 field, as described
above for Figure 3.11.
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drops as latitude increases, and the giant and foreground sequences get closer
together because the giants become bluer. This means that the issue of foreground
concaniination. even in the giant color range, becomes increasingly important for
those Kekls. This will be discussed in more detail in Section 3.14.
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3.12

Reddening

W'liile the application of a mean reddening correction is suitable for the outer fields,
ir is not possible to obtain a region of low and uniform reddening for the bulge
Hclds close to the plane. A clear gradient is seen in the position of features in these
CMDs with position on the sky. This effect is particularly clear in the L354B-06
Held where shifts of up to 0.3 mag. in A/ — Tz are seen, but is also detectable in
the outer fields. While it is possible in principle for a gradient in the colors of the
stellar populations to exist over the field, it is unlikely that this is the case here: the
foreground disk dwarfs, bulge giants, and halo BHB stars would all need to share the
same color change as a function of position in the field unless it is due to foreground
reddening. It is also ver\- unlikely that there is any significant contribution to the
color variations due to photometric errors. Because these are scan exposures, there
is no dependence of the photometry* on the flat fields along the Y axis, thus the
effect would have to be due to clouds or seeing variations. However both the M and
T, magnitudes are the averages of multiple exposures and no such effect is seen in
comparisons between exposures. The M and To magnitudes shown in Figure 3.11
are both the average of 5 exposures spread over 3 runs. (2 in 1991 and 1 in 1992).
In all cases the magnitude zero-points agree to within ±1% of the mean and there is
no significant trends in the magnitude differences between exposures as a function
of position or magnitude.
In the following three subsections the problem of dereddening the bulge data
is discussed. The discussion focuses on the L354B-06 field where the reddening
variations are largest, and the effect of the corrections most easily seen. The use of
the existing reddening maps (Schlegel, Finkbeiner,

Davis, 1998) (SFD hereafter)

is compared to the results from alternate techniques of differential dereddening. A
technique based on the color of the foreground disk star sequence was developed
and shown to correct the differential reddening to better than 5% in M—T^. The
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(leioddening technique of VVozniak k Stanek (1996) has also been implemented for
these data, however their technique is found to suffer from a serious systematic
problem.

3.12.1

The Schlegel et. al. Reddening Map

III theory, the bulge fields can be dereddened by application of the Schlegel. Finkbeiner,

Davis (1998) all-sky reddening map on a star-by-star basis. These maps are
based an estimate of the column density and temperature of the dust derived from
COBE/DIRBE and IRAS/ISSA data and form a significant improvement over the
Burstein k Heiles (1978) maps. For the L354B-06 field, the SFD estimates range
from E(B-\')= 0.2 to 0.5. For comparison, in Baade's window the reddening varies
from E(Z?-\')= 0.4 to 0.8 (Stanek. 1996).

The accuracy of the SFD maps has been discussed extensively in the literature
(eg .A.rce >L- Goodman. 1999: Chen et al., 2001). Here we will highlight the main
findings and their implications for the bulge fields. Arce k Goodman (1999) use
four different techniques to derive the amount and structure of the extinction toward
Taurus dark clouds and compare their result to the SFD maps. They find that, when
the extinction is relatively smooth and above Ay = 0.5 mag, the SFD map under
estimates the reddening by a factor of 1.3-1.5. Also, in regions where the reddening
varies on small scales, the SFD map can over-estimate the reddening by a similar
amount.
Stanek (1998a) compared the reddenings (from the Harris (1996) compilation)
of 19 globular clusters with b < |5| with the SFD reddenings. He finds a similar
result: the SFD map overestimates the reddening by a factor of 1.35. For fields with
lower reddening values, the SFD maps perform better; Larsen, Clausen, k Storm
( 2000) use reddening estimates from Stromgren photometry of early-type stars in
the L.MC. and find E{B-V) = 0.085, in good agreement with the SFD value of
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E [ B - \ ' ) = 0.075 for these regions. From their SMC fields, they find a somewhat

higher reddening value E{B —V ) = 0.07 then the SFD value of E{B —V )

—

(}.();37. In a more extensive comparison based on published reddening values of open
clusters, globular clusters, and field star studies, Chen et al. (2001) find that the
SFD reddening map overestimates the visual absorption by a factor of 1.16 for the
globular clusters, and by a factor of 1.18 for the open clusters. They also find a
scatter of 18% around this slope which has no strong dependence on Lb. or the
extinction value.
A number of the assumptions made in the creation of the SFD map lead to
inaccuracies in its extinction estimates, especially at lower latitudes. The most
significant source of error, (and the most difficult to improve upon) is the adoption
of one single temperature for the dust along each line of sight, which is necessary in
order to convert the emission measured by IRAS to a dust opacity. .A.t low latitudes.
rh(> line of sight is likely to intersect many dust clouds, which may var\" significantly
in density and temperature due to different heating sources. It has been found
that molecular gas can also contribute significantly to the IR emission and the dust
emission spectrum is not well fit by a single temperature (Reach et al.. 1995: Lagache
et al.. 1999). There is also a contribution to the emission from un-subtracted point
sources, which are not removed from the map below j6| = 5 degrees due to source
confusion. The estimate of temperature of the dust is further compromised by the
spatial resolution of the temperature map, which was limited to 1.4 degrees by the
beam size of DIRBE. This is significantly larger than the 6 arcmin pixels of the
SFD map. Galax\- counts are used to convert the column densitj' to a reddening,
and more inaccuracies may have been introduced by the lack of galaxies with high
reddening. Of the sample of ~ 400 galaxies used in the calibration, only 4% have
E{B-\') >0.15. which limits the accuracy of the conversion at reddenings above

than this. In fact SFD comment "Thus, our predicted reddenings here should not be
trusted, though inspection of the maps might be of some use .. .as no comparisons
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lu'tween our predicted reddenings and observed reddening have been made in these
regions."
3.12.2

Variable reddening correction

Despite the caveats in the previous section, when the SFD map is applied to the
bulge data, sequences in the CMD appear significantly less diffuse in appearance.
Figure 3.15 shows the CMD of strip one of field L354B-06 before and after the
SFD correction has been applied. The SFD reddening values were read from the
map for each star in the field using the dust-getval program supplied with the maps.
The /. h coordinates required for access to the map were derived using the L'SN'0A2
(.Monet et a!.. 1998) catalog to map x.y on the scans to equatorial coordinates and
r hence ro galactic coordinates using the IRAF tasks in the Finder, Imcoords and

A.itutil packages. The coordinates were verified to be accurate to better than 0.1
aiTsec using the UC.A.C southern astrographic catalog (Zacharias et al., 2000a,b).
The SFD E(B-V] values were converted to EiM-To) and .-Ir, using the conversion
factors given in Table 3.7 (Harris & Cantema. 1979: Geisler. 1984).
The corrected CMD shows a disk sequence that is noticeably narrower after
correction, and a clearer giant sequence. No change is evident in the width of these
sequences if the SFD E{B—V) values are increased by the correction factor of 1.16 as
determined by Chen et al. (2001), or the factor of 1.35 of Arce & Goodman (1999).
This is presumably due to the fact that the total range of E[B — V) in the field is
insufficient, compared to the accuracy of the SFD map. However, the scaling of the
the SFD E{B-V) values by 16% or 35% has a large impact on the M—T2 color
of the sequences in the CMD. In particular, we can use the mean color of the BHB
stars in the field to check the E{B—V) zero point. We expect the M—T2 color of
BHB stars to be close to 0.0 (Morrison et al., 2000): the bluer (O and B) type BHB
stars are selected against as they rapidly become so faint in Tz that they disappear
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F IGURE 3.15. The before and after dereddening T2 vs. M — T2 color magnitude
fliagranis of strip 1 of the L354B-06 field. The corrected CMD on the right was
obtained by application of the SFD E{B—V) values on a star-by-star basis. Xote
the relatively correct location of the stellar sequences, in particular the color of the
BHB stars near M—T2=Q, 12=15.8 in the corrected CMD.
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TABLE 3.7. Reddening and Extinction Conversion Coefficients

E { M -- T o ) = 1.59
= 1.375
E { V -• n
E { C -• M ) = 1.11
E ( M --51) = 0.03
E ( T , --T2) = 0.69
E { M -- T i ) = 0.90
E [ C -' T , ) 2 = 2.70
= 3.3
.-Iv
= 3.54
AM
= 1.95
Atj
= 4.65
Ac

*

*
*
*

*

•
*
*
*
*

*

E{B-V)
E(B-V)
E{B-V)
E{B-V)
E{B-V)
E[B-V)
E{B-V)
E{B-V)
E{B-V)
E{B-V)
E{B-V)
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tVoiii the CMD. The correction factors of 1.16 and 1.35 lead to be an over-correction
uf the zero point: the mean (M —Tojo color of the BHB stars is -0.05, -0.14, and
0.26 when the SFD values are scaled by factors of 1.0, 1.16 and 1.35 respectively.
This suggests that the SFD zero-point is close to the correct value for this field, and
the any any additional scaling would cause the reddening to be overestimated.
The reddening variations over the field can be seen clearly in Figure 3.16. The

M-T2 colors of stars with 16 < To < 18 are plotted as a function of position along
the scan. The lower panel shows the colors from strip one of field L354 B-06 before
the SFD reddening correction has been applied, and the upper panel the colors after
correction. (This is the same data as shown in the CMD of Figure 3.15.) In the
case of the other three strips in this field (Figures 3.17. 3.18. and 3.19) the SFD
maps are less effective at correcting the reddening. Residual features on scales of 20
arcinin (2000 pixels) at the 0.1 - 0.3 mag. level in E(M—Ti) can be seen, particularly
in Figures 3.17 and 3.18 where a feature is seen centered near pixel 6000 in both
figures.
The fainter foreground disk stars used to illustrate the reddening in the previous
four figures provide a useful trace of the reddening variations within the field. They
occupy a limited range of color and lie above the reddening layers: if we assume
typical luminosities and colors for these stars of

= 4 and M-To = 0.9 for a thick

disk turnoff star (TDTOS) and M„ = 3.2 and M-T2 = 0.76 for an old disk tumoff
star (ODTOS) then at T2= 16 they have distances of 3.3 and 4.7 kpc respectively.
This places them at 350 and 500 pc above the plane for the TDTOS and ODTOS
respectively. The thickness of the reddening layer is ~100 pc (Parenago , 1945),
with more recent determinations ranging from 150 pc from measurements of cold
diffuse HI (Scheffler k Elsasser , 1987), to 65 pc from a compilation of different
CO suneys (Solomon. Sanders k Scoville , 1979). Spitzer (1978) estimates that its
tliickness is 100 pc from the statistical properties of the dust layer within 1 kpc of
the Sun. Thus the disk tumoff stars fainter than T2 = 15 should be above the dust
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F IGURE 3.16. The variation in the color of the foreground disk stars due to the
ctfects of variable reddening as a function of Y position along the scan. The lower
panel shows the uncorrected A/—To color, the upper panel shows the M—T-i color after
correction by the SFD reddening map. tlie stars plotted are within the magnitude
range 18 > {T2)o 16. The region shown is scan strip one of the L354 B-06 field which
is the same region shown in the CMDs of Figure 3.15. To maintain consistency with
the following three figures, the Y scale is extended to 10,000, although this strip did
not extend past pixel 8000. This simplifies the comparison of reddening features
that extend over multiple strips.
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layer and hence trace the reddening.
While the application of the SFD values clearly improves the CMD, significant
recklening variations remain uncorrected, as seen by the residual color variations of
rhe stars in Figures 3.16 through 3.19. No simple scaling or zero point shift of the
•SFD reddening values will improve the correction.
3.12.3

Reddening correction using the foreground disk star colors

In order to improve the reddening correction over that achieved by the application
of the SFD maps, an alternative dereddening technique was developed based on the
color of the foreground disk stars. They should reflect the reddening of the bulge
stars, because, as demonstrated above, these stars are above the dust layer. In
addition, little intrinsic color change is expected in these stars with the change in
iralactocentric distance and z height over the field. The variation in galactocentric
distance and z height for the stars in this magnitude range in each field is small
coinpared to the scale length and scale height of the disk, thus, we expect the
color of the disk turnoff to be unchanged over each field. However between fields,
especially at different Galactic latitudes the color may change. This is especially
true when thin disk stars contribute significantly due to the strong correlation of
scale height with age for thin disk stars (Mihalas Sc Binney, 1981). For fields at
higher latitudes, eg the where the xxx
The technique consists of four steps which are then iterated until the reddening
values converge:
• The mean M — To color of the stars in the disk sequence within a predefined
color and magnitude range is estimated. This is done in many small regions
of size several arcmin that cover the field.
• The mean color of each region is converted to a differential reddening estimate
by subtracting the mean color of all the regions.
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FIGURE 3.17. The \-ariatioa in the color of the foreground disk stars before (lower
panel) and after correction by the SFD map (upper panel) for scan strip two of the
L3o-l B-06 field. See figure 3.16 and text for details.
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FIGURE 3.18. The variation in the color of the foreground disk stars before (lower
panel) and after correction by the SFD map (upper panel) for scan strip three of
tlic L354 B-06 field. See figure 3.16 and text for details.
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F IGURE 3.19. The variation in the color of the foreground disk stars before (lower
pcinel) and after correction by the SFD map (upper panel) for scan strip four of the
L354 B-06 field. See figure 3.16 and text for details.
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• The reddening corrections are applied to the M—Ti colors and the To magnir tides and a new sample of stars selected in each region
• The color of the stars selected is corrected for the mean slope in color of the
disk sequence within the magnitude range used.
The L;354 B-06 field

The iteration is necessary' for two reasons: first, the subset of stars within the
color and magnitude limits changes significantly due to the large range of e.xtinction
within the field. Second, this allows the slope correction of the disk sequence.
Figures 3.20 through 3.23 show the before- and after-dereddening of the M - T o
colors of using this technique. The upper panel of these figures should be compared
tu Figures 3.16 through 3.19 respectively. The improvement can be clearly seen: the
residual color variations are much smaller than with the SFD reddening correction.
.\o large scale slope remains, and the 30 arcmin features seen in Figures 3.17 and
•3.18 are gone. The width of the sequence is also seen to be narrower due to the
better correction of the reddening in the X direction.
To optimize the reddening corrections, accurate centroiding of the color distri
bution of the disk stars is required. This requires trade off between number of stars
witiiin each spatial bin and the minimum scale on which reddening variations can
he traced. The number of usable stars is limited by two factors, the need to be
above the reddening layer limits provides a bright limit of 72= 16. -\t the faint end
the errors in the photometrv' become too large due to photon statistics and crowd
ing to be useful, also the line of sight climbs above the disk at fainter magnitudes.
Thus the limits of 16 < (Tojo < 18 were adopted. The optimum box size for the
L354 B-06 field was found to be 333 x 333 pixels (200 x 200 arcsec). Each box
contained appro.ximately 600 stars within the magnitude range and colors suitable
for centroiding. .A. specialized centroiding algorithm was developed to cope with the
strongly skewed nature of the distribution due to contamination of the disk stars by
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FIGURE 3.20. Sirniiar to Figxire 3.16 but now using the color of the disk sequence
to correct the reddening for strip one of L354B-06. The width of the disk sequence
in M-Tn is narrower at a given y position and has less variation as a function of y,
than the data corrected with the SFD map.
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FIGURE 3.21. Similar to Figure 3.17 but now using the color of the disk sequence
to correct the reddening for strip two of the L354B^6 field. The width of the disk
seciuencc in M - T-i is narrower at a given y position and has less variation as a
function of y. than the data corrected with the SFD map.
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FIGURE 3.22. The same data as figure 3.18 but now using the color of the disk
s(>c[uence to correct the reddening of strip three of the L354 B^6 field. The width of
the disk sequence in M—To is narrower at a given y position and has less variation
as a function of y. than the data corrected with the SFD map.
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FIGURE 3.23. The same data as figiire 3.19 but now using the color of the disk
sctiuciice to correct the reddening of strip four of the L354 B^6 field. The width of
the disk sequence in M~T2 is narrower at a given y position and has less variation
as a function of y. than the data corrected with the SFD map.
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the giants.
Reducing the box size generally produced broader sequences in the CMD. In
regions where the disk sequence was narrower in color due to a smaller variation of
the reddening a smaller box size (200 x 200 pixels) could be used. This resulted in
tighter sequences in those regions, but at the expense of generally worse correction
of the rest of the field. The error in the centroid is approximately (r/y/F where
<7 is the width of the distribution due to the intrinsic width of the disk sequence
and the reddening variations and only \/N beats that down. There is not enough
information available to use to overcome the reddening variations within the bins
by using smaller bins. .A. number of other tricks were tried, such as using a smaller
step size between bins less than the bin size, none improved the dereddening.
Tlui

L.-JOO B-LO field

.\ii o.xample of the differential reddening in the L350 B—10 field is shown in the lower
panel of figure 3.24. The range of the M-T2 color variation over the strip is only
:r 0.15 compared to the ~ 0.4 seen in L354B—06. .\gain stars with 16 < Tt < 18
are plotted as a function of y position along the scan. The same 333 x 333 pixel
box size was used despite the lower stellar density. The smaller number of stars per
bin was compensated by the narrower disk sequence and lower photometric errors
at the faint end of the magnitude range.
The higher Galactic latitude of this field places the stars in the disk sequence
well above the dust layer. With the same assumptions of luminosity and color as
used above. (M^, = 4. M-T-i = 0.9 for the TDTOS and Mr, = 3.2, M—T2 = 0.76 for
ODTOS) T) = 16 places the TDTOS and ODTOS. 570 and 820 pc above the plane
respectively. The disk sequence is seen to not only have a smaller overall Nariation
l)ut also is narrower in the uncorrected data. The narrowness is due to both the
reddening gradient in X (approximately 3% in E[B—V)) and the intrinsically narrow
disk sequence. .A.s the galactic latitude increases the width of the disk sequence
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(Ifcreases.
Thf Outer fields

The reddening variation in the outer fields were also corrected using using the
sunio procedure fis in the L354 B-06 and L350 B—10 fields. The lower stellar density
rec[uired bo.\ sizes of 500 x 500 and 1000 x 1000 pixels. The variation of the reddening
over LOlOB-15 and LOlOB-35 was 0.05 and 0.07 in

E{B-V)

respectively, with

a mean value of 0.15. The SFD reddening values in these fields showed similar
v a r i a t i o n s b u t t h e m e a n level w a s h i g h e r b y a p p r o x i m a t e l y 0 . 0 3 i n

E [ B —V ) .

The reddening zero point in the L350B-10 field

3.12.4

The location of the BHB stars in the i ' - B ,

B

- V color-color diagram is a useful

I'stiniator of reddening due to its large departure from the blackbody cur\'e caused by
the Balmer jump. The intrinsic colors of field BHB stars in the {U'—B)q,{B—V)o plane
have been well defined (Preston. Shectman. k Beers. 1991b) and used extensively to
cstiinate the reddening in the fields of the HK survey (Beers. Preston, k Shectman.
1985: Preston. Shectman. k Beers. 1991a).
The BHB star candidates cover a magnitude range of 11.2 < V < 15.7. and
a.ssuriiing an absolute magnitude Mv = 0.6 cover a distance range of 2 to 10 kpc.
Figure 3.25 shows the color-color diagram for these stars. The left-most of the three
c urves shows t h e intrinsic color o f B H B s t a r s a s derived b y P r e s t o n , S h e c t m a n . k
Beers (1991b). The right-most curve is for the SFD predicted average reddening for
the field.

E{B-\')=

0.15. which is clearly too high. The middle curve is for the

best subjective estimate of the reddening,
largest

B-V

E{B—V)=

0.10. The four stars with the

fall in a region more likely to be populated by higher gravity stars,

(Mtlier m a i n sequence o r b l u e stragglers ( J o h n s o n e t al., 1 9 6 6 : P r e s t o n , S h e c t m a n . k
Beers. 1991b). They are also amongst the brightest of the stars in the sample fiirther
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FIGURE 3.24. Variable reddening and its correction in the L350B—10 field. The
Unvor panel shows the uncorrected colors of stars with 16 < (Tojo < 18. The middle
panel sliows the data corrected by the SFD reddening map. The upper panel shows
r lie data corrected by the disk tumoff sequence color. Note the scale has been
increased to show the much lower variability of the reddening compared to the
\ ariability in L354 B-06 field seen in Figures 3.20 through 3.23.
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supporting their higher gravity status. Neglecting these four stars strengthens the
argument that the reddening cannot be as high as the SFD value.

3.12.5

Yet another dereddening technique

D(>spite the improvement seen using the disk sequence to deredden the data, it is
apparent from Figures 3.20 through 3.24 that there is a higher-frequency component
of the reddening on scales of less than a few hundred pixels that remains uncorrected.
There is not sufficient information in the data to correct on finer scales using the
colors of disk stars.
An alternative technique to correct for reddening variations within the field is
proposed by Wozniak k Stanek (1996). They estimated the extinction variations
within a field by counting the number of stars above a magnitude limit for subregions
(jf the field. Here, the assumption is that any variation in star counts is due only
to extinction variations. The variation in counts was then converted to variations
iti .-l\ . They used the position and color of stars in the clump to calibrate the
conversion of s t a r c o u n t s t o .-Iv a n d E { B — V ) .
The calibration procedure used by Wozniak &: Stanek (1996) to derive their
Ei B-V) map entails ranking the subregions of the images based on the star counts,

rlien combining subregions of similar counts into 16 groups, to achieve an appro.xiinately equal number of stars in each group. The clump stars from each group are
then shifted along a reddening vector to a common locus. Thus, both the relative
reddening and extinction between subregions of the image is defined. One potential
shortcoming of this technique is that there a strong coupling between any errors in
the reddening estimates and the inferred properties of the clump stars. To avoid
the feedback between reddening and properties of the clump stars I have developed
a procedure that bypasses the use of the clump stars in the calibration.
If the star count technique is considered a valid estimator of the extinction, then
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FIGL RE 3.25. The UBV color-color diagram for BHB stars in the L350B-10 field
(observed photoelectricaily. The three curves from left to right indicate the expected
locus of BHB stars in the cases where the reddening E{B—V)= 0, 0.10. 10.5. The
typical errors are 1% in 5—V'and 1.5 % in U—B, The best subject of estimate of the
reddening is E(B-V)— 0.1, which is clearly less than the SFD prediction of 0.15.
Tlie four stars with the largest B—V fall in the region populated by stars with main
.sequence graxities. They are also amongst the brightest of the stars in the sample.
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tliere is a far simpler and potentially more accurate calibration procedure that avoids
the direct involvement of the clump stars. In a field with no reddening, the star
counts in each region would be identical within Poisson statistics, and this would also
be the case in a field that has been correctly dereddened. Thus the extinction can
be determined directly by adjusting the magnitude range of the sampling window
f(jr eac:h region until the star counts are equal. The shift in magnitude required
For each subregion is a direct measure of the extinction. This technique can be
inipletnented simply with an iterative procedure, and convergence ensured by an
appropriate damping function on the magnitude step size as the iterations progress.
This procedure works correctly only if the sampling window remains above the
coinpletencss limit of the photometry. Of course, the W^zniak k Stanek (1996)
rechnique is also subject to this constraint. The accuracy of the procedure also
depends on the steepness of the luminosity function and the number of stars per
region. Thus photometrv- that reaches a few magnitudes below the main sequence
turnoff is optimum. The other factor that influences the accuracy of the reddening
corrcction is the ratio of selective to total absorption in the filters of interest. Figure
3.26 shows the results when this technique is applied to strip one of the L354 B-06
Held. The number of stars in each bin versus the final reddening estimate for that
bin is shown for three steps of the iteration.
The scan data has a completeness limit of M ~ 19 (due to relatively short
exposure times of the scans). This falls above the bulge MSTO in the regions of
higher extinction. In comparison the V' = 20 magnitude limit of the OGLE data
reaches the upper main sequence of the bulge. The brighter completeness limit
and the lower stellar density of the L354B-06 field reduce the number of stars
available, thus it is not possible to achieve the spatial resolution of the Baade's
window reddening map (Stanek, 1996). The data shown in Figxue 3.26 have a
spatial bin size of 334 x 334 pixels, which is the same as used above in the disk
sequence technique. Stars were counted in the range 12 < M < 18.5: note that the
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scan data for this strip are complete at the 95% level brighter than 19.
Figure 3.27 shows a comparison of the reddening derived from the star count
teehiiique and from the color of the foreground tumoff stars. The most striking
ditFereiice is the large reddening gradient seen in the star count reddening estimate.
This turns out to be due to a genuine smooth gradient in the stellar density over
the field, as verified by the similar distribution of brighter stars (see below). There
is (jualitative agreement in the location and relative amplitude of smaller-scale fearurcs. When the photometry dereddened by these two techniques is compared,
rhc reddening map based on the foreground turnofF star colors produces narrower
sequences in general and shows fewer extremes in the reddening variations.
.\t tempts to further improve the performance of the star count technique resulted
in the identification of a number of problems that can lead to erroneous extinction
estimates. DoPhot obliterates the area surrounding saturated stars, which cannot
he modeled and subtracted properly, and hence no stars are detected in the obliterarion box. Unless this is correctly accounted for, the extinction will be overestimated
in regions that include obliterations. A similar but more subtle effect is that the
completeness on small scales is dependent on the local density and magnitude dis
tribution of stars. Even well above the apparent global completeness limit, small
regions with a randomly higher density of brighter stars have a locally increased sky
level, hence higher noise and fewer stars found to a constant S/N above sky.

3%

increcise in the completeness leads to an error of approximately 0.10 in E{B—V) of
the region.
The sensitivity of the star count technique to a gradient in the stellar density
has been overlooked both in the original paper where the technique was presented
(Wozniak

Stanek. 1996) and in the Baade's window reddening map of Stanek

(L996). The value of the zero point of the Stanek (1996) reddening map of Baade's
window has been debated vigorously in the literature (Kiraga, Paczynski. &: Stanek,
1997: Gould. Popowski, k. Temdrup, 1998; Alcock et al., 1998; Stutz, Popowski, &:
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FIGURE 3.26. Three iterations of the reddening estimation using the star count
technique. The X axis is the extinction correction .4,v/ required to bring the star
counts in each subregion to a common value. The Y axis is the initial number of
stars in each subregion before any extinction corrections are applied. The starting
values are shown by the vertical set of points at Am = 0. The crosses show the
location of the same subregions shifted horizontally by one iteration of the extinc
tion corrections. The filled circles show extinction corrections at the final iteration
when ail subregions have the same number of stars. The scatter is dominated by
Poisson statistics which increase away from the mean extinction estimate towards
the expected \/N value. The lower scatter in the central values is due to correlated
Poisson statistics, since most stars are in common for smsdl changes in extinction.
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FIGURE 3.27. A comparison of the reddening derived from the star count tedmique
(upper panel) and from the color of the foreground tumoff stars (lower panel). The
difference in the large scale reddening gradient is due to the influence of a change
in stellar density over the field on the star count reddening estimate. See text for
details.
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Gould. 1999: Gould. Stutz. k Frogel, 2001); however acne of these papers has taken
into accoimt that if there is an underh'ing stellar density gradient over the 40 x 40
iirc iiiiii fields of the Baade's window reddening map then both the zero point and
slope of the Stanek (1996) Baade's window map need to be determined. 40 arcmin
corresponds to 100 pc at the distance of the bulge, which is significantly less that
the oOO pc scale height of the bar (Binney, Gerhard, k Spergel, 1997) but could still
leiul to a 209c variation in stellar density over the 40 arcmin Baade's window^ field.
In fact, the situation may be further complicated by the fact that within each
(jf the eight OGLE Baade's window fields, the transformation from star-counts to
reddening is carried out independently: there may be discontinuities in the reddening
mat) derived this way. This latter point has important consequences for the detection
of the Galactic bar in the OGLE data (Stanek et al.. 1994: VVozniak k Stanek. 1996)
which depemls on the reddening zero-point of fields on either side of the bulge.

3.12.6

Future prospects for improving the reddening corrections

series of deeper images reaching a few magnitudes down the bulge main sequence
(.\/ ~ 21 magnitude in M and T2) covering this field could allow a significant
improvement in the reddening map of the field. The fainter limiting magnitude
would allow the reddening variation to be traced on a finer scale due to the increased
luimber of stars available. Both the star count and disk color technique could be
applied with these images. However, at these magnitudes, the bulge main sequence
would be used rather than the foreground disk.
Once the 2\LA.SS and DENIS data for these fields is released it should be possible
to improve the reddening estimates using a longer baseline of the combined data set
and alternate colors. Future anal}*sis of U band images, while they do not go faint
enough to have sufficient BHB stars for a detailed reddening map, will allow a
zero-point check of the reddening and its scatter once the differential reddening is

corrected for.
The reddening of individual stars can be estimated if their properties are well
'nough understood to accurately predict colors. This is really only feasible with BHB

I

stars, where temperatures derived from spectra using the Balmer line profiles can
be used to predict colors. However even for these stars (which have relatively simple
stellar atmospheres) there are limitations to the technique. The recently discovered
jump in the Stromgren u band magnitudes of BHB stars in some globular clusters
(Grundahl. \'andenberg. k Andersen. 1998) which is also seen in the Johnson (U.UB) plane (Bedin et al.. 2000) implies there is not a unique color - temperature relation
fur the stars. The subsequent discovery of metallicity enhancement by factors of
100-300 due to radiative levitation in the hotter BHB stars (Behr et al.. 1999: Behr.
Cohen. ,L' McCarthy. 2000) makes these stars more problematic as "standard color"
objects for use in dereddening.
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3.13

The Dereddened Color Magnitude Diagrams

3.13.1

The L354 B-06 add

Now that the data have been dereddened, we can take a more quantitative look
at the color magnitude diagrams. The L354B-06 field shows the most dramatic
improvement due to its higher and more variable reddening. This is illustrated
ill Figures 3.28 through 3.31 which show the CMDs of the four scan strips of the
L3o-l B-06 field before and after reddening corrections. The CMDs of the four scan
strips that make up this field are shown separately to illustrate the consistency
of the dereddening process and to allow details of the color distribution at fainter
magnitudes to remain visible. Overall, the features of the four CMDs agree well
both in position and width. Only stars with an error of less than 10% in {\[-T2)o
color are shown; in fact, a typical error at {T2)o= 15 is 1% or less. (The main effect
of this error criterion is to remove the few extraneous detections due to diffraction
s[)ikes and bleeding from saturated stars and. at fainter magnitudes, to remove stars
at the edges of the scans which were not present in all exposures due to the small
dithers. Similarly the variation from strip to strip at the faint end cut-off is due to
the v'" reduction in the errors on the mean magnitudes.)
The foreground disk sequence in the dereddened CMDs is now seen to be nar
rower with a FWHM of 0.2 in M—To at (70)0= 16 (compared to a width of 0.4 before
the reddening corrections were applied). This is equivalent to cr= 0.085: thus the
maximum contribution to the dispersion in the {M—T2)o colors due to uncorrected
varial)le reddening in this field is 0.085. assuming the underlying disk sequence has
zero width in color. However, this is a statistical estimate over the whole image.
There are certainly regions where the reddening variations occur on smaller spatial
scales than could be corrected for with these data, and a small number of stars from
such regions may have significantly larger reddening errors.
Tlie change in slope of the disk sequence at (r2)o ~ 16.5 is now more clearly seen.
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FIGURE 3.28. The TA vs. M — T^ color magnitude diagrams of strip I of the
L3o4 B-06 field before and after dereddening. The CMD should be compared to
figures 3.29 thru 3.31 which show the other three strips that comprise the L3O4B-06
field. The consistency of the diagrams both in terms of the width and position of the
iitellar sequences indicates the reliability of the dereddening technique. The mean
reddening vector for the field is shown bV the diagonal line at the lower right of the
CMD.
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FIGURE 3.29. The before and after color magnitude diagram of strip 2 of the
L3o4 B—06 field, as described above for Figure 3.28.
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FIGURE 3.30. The before and after color magnitude diagram of strip 3 of the
L354 B-06 field, as described above for Figure 3.28.

0

FIGURE 3.31.
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The before and after color magnitude diagram of strip 4 of the
L:3-54 B-06 field, as described above for Figure 3.28. The photometric errors in strip
4 are on average a factor of 1.41 larger, at the same magnitude, than the errors in
the other three strips because of the fewer exposures of this strip.
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Thick disk stars begin to dominate the tumoff region fainter than (Tojo = 16.5 and
the near-constant color of the tumoff indicates that the thick disk radial and vertical
abundance gradients along the line of sight must be fairly shallow. The region
sampled covers 3 to 6 kpc in distance. Fainter than (T2)o= 16, stars can be seen
with ( M-T>)Q color extending a few tenths bluer than the thick disk tumoff. These
are likely to be halo turnoff stars, their increase in numbers at fainter magnitudes is
due to both the volume element sampled and the centrally concentrated nature of
the halo. The distribution of halo stars blueward of the disk and thick disk tumoff
(•(jlor is more clearly seen in the CMDs of higher latitude fields (.Vlorrison et al., 2000.
('•r). However for fields at higher latitudes the distribution of halo tumoff stars in
magnitude is dominated solely by the increase in the volume element (Hgc decreases
with Rsurt)- There may also be a contribution from blue stragglers above the bulge
main sequence turnoff. which appears at ~ 18 in the luminosity function. While blue
stragglers are relatively rare, their progenitor population vastly outnumbers the halo
stars. We shall not extend consideration to these fainter stars as the photometric
errors are too large for quantitative analysis.
The giant branch sequence resembles that of a dwarf spheroidal such as Fornax
(Saviane. Held, k Bertelli. 2000), composed of a population with a range of ages and
abundances. However, in the bulge data the spread in distance of stars along the line
of sight causes a significant additional vertical blurring in the CMD. There is little
or no evidence for an age spread sufficiently large to contribute to a visible change
in giant branch morphology. Currently, the two strongest age constraints for the
bulge are derived from the main sequence tumoff (Holtzman et al., 1993: Feltzing
Gilmore. 2000) and the period distribution of bulge Miras (Whitelock, Feast, &
Catchpole. 1991: Glass et al., 1995) : these are both more sensitive techniques for
age measurement than giant branch morphology.
To see the features of the upper giant branch more clearly, the combined color
magnitude diagram of the field is shown in Figure 3.32. .AJl the giants in the field are
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FIGURE 3.32. The combined T2 vs. M — TO color magnitude dia^am of the
L354 B-06 field. All the giants fainter than To = 9.5 are shown: brighter stars

are saturated. Above the clump a number of breziks in the distribution of stars on
the branch sequence are seen at TO = 10.5, 12.5 and M—To = 2 . The breaks all
appear to have a similar slope, To increases with increasing M — To. See text for
further details.
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shown except those brighter than To = 9.5 which are saturated on the scans. There
are only ~ 200 stars in the field brighter than To = 9.5 (Monet et ai., 1998), thus tliis
is essentially a complete sample of the giants in the field. There are two apparent
breaks in the magnitude distribution of the giants, these can be seen at M—T2 = 2,
T> ~ 10 and 12.5 in Figure 3.32. In both cases the break becomes progressively
fainter at redder colors, and is approximately constant in Tore/ = [To — [M — To)\.
The upper break occurs near the expected RGB tip for a distance modulus of 14.45
(8 kpc).
The breaks are more clearly seen in in Figure 3.33 which shows the luminosity
function of the giant branch above the clump. The luminosity function is derived in
rwo ways, the solid line shows the number of giants as a function of To within the
c olor range l.l < {M-To)a < 2.5. the dashed line shows the luminosity function when
the color dependence of the features has been corrected for. The {TO)Q magnitudes
are corrected to a reference color of (A/—Tojo = 1.5 via the relation Tore/ = {T O ) Q
(M -T> - 1.5).

—

scaling of unity for the color correction produced the sharpest

features in the luminosity function.
The most significant feature in the luminosity function is seen at {T2)a = 12.2.
this is several magnitudes fainter than the expected location of the RGB tip, given
that the clump occurs at {Tz)^ = 14.65 (see below). The break is not coincident
witli any features of stellar evolution except perhaps the AGB bump (Gallart. 1998),
which is where Helium shell burning stabilizes and depends on the prior burning and
mixing history (Caputo et al., 1989). If so, it is much stronger than seen in globular
clusters (Sandage, 1970: Rich et al., 1997), perhaps because of the larger number of
stars in this field. The feature also occurs at a brighter luminosity than in globular
clusters. In the tabulation of globular clusters properties Ferraro et al. (1999) the
AGB bump is listed approximately one magnitude brighter in V than the RGB
burnp or HB. whereas this feature is approximately two magnitudes in brighter V
than the HB. .A weaker break in the luminosity coincides with the expected location
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(jf the RGB tip four magnitudes above the clump at (T2)o ~ 10.5. The scarcity of
giants near the RGB tip is consistent with the field size. (Viewed at the distance of
M31 the field would only subtend 40 arcsec on a side, considerably smaller than a
WFPCII field.)
These features in the luminosity function may also be due to the distribution
of stars along the line of sight, which may be correlated with abundance for stars
from different populations. However the To magnitude of the RGB clump appears
independent of the (.VZ-Tojo color. This can be seen more clearly in Figure 3.34
whicii shows the luminosity function in the region of the RGB clump in three color
ranges ((.IZ-Tjio = 1.1-1.3. 1.3-1.5 and 1.5 - 1.8). The distribution of clump stars
in the three color ranges is almost identical with a peak at {T2)o = 14.65. The
distribution of stars either side of the clump is influenced by the slope of the giant
hranc li. hence more stars fall into the bluest color range below the clump than above.
Thus for stars metal-rich enough or young enough to be clump stars there appears
to tie little difference in their spatial distribution with color. If this line of sight
intersected the galactic bar predicted by the model of (Binney, Gerhard, k Spergel.
1997). we would expect to see a peak in the density of metal-rich stars at greater
than S kpc along the line of sight, since this side of the galaxy corresponds to the
far side of the bar. The lack of such an effect suggests that our innermost field may
be outside the bulk of the bar. This will discussed in more detail in Section 3.20.
Comparison with isochrones may help explain the features we expect to see on
the giant branch. Figure 3.35 shows the Padua isochrones overlaid on the L354B-06
field CMD. The four isochrones shown are at age 12.5 Gyr and have abundances
of Z = 0.008.0.019.0.040, and 0.070 ([Fe/Hl=-0.4, 0.0. +0.3 and +0.5). The
isochrones with solar abundance patterns are shown in the right panel and the alpha
enhanced isochrones ([alpha/Fe] ~ 0.5) in the left (Salasnich et al., 2000). The se{[uences were transformed to M—T2 using the transformation M—Ti — 1.264 x V'—/
(Morrison et al.. 2000). The distance modulus assumed was 14.45 (8 kpc).
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FIGURE 3.33. The luminosity function of the upper giant branch region of the
L354 B-06 field. The solid line shows the number of stars with 1.2 < (A/—< 1-8.

The dashed line shows the luminosity fimction when blurring caused by the slope
of the giant branch has been corrected. The (Tojo magnitudes are corrected to a
reference color of {M-T 2)Q = L5 via the relation TQRE/ = (Tojo — (M—To — 1.5).
The break at T^ref — 12.2 is clearly visible for the dashed line. The break at the
e.xpected magnitude of the rgb tip appears at (r2)O = 10.5 but is visible but not as
obvious due to the small number of stars.
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F IGL'RE 3.34. The luminosity function of the ciurap region as a function of (.V/—Tojo
color. Three {.\[-T2)o ranges (1.1-1.3, 1.3-1.5 and 1.5-1.8) are shown by dashed,
flotted. and solid lines respectively. The counts have been normalized to the peak
height of the bluest color range. Note the relative distribution of stars above and
below the clump is affected by the slope in color of the giant branch which is not
easily corrected in a population with a mix of abundances.
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F IGURE 3.35. The giant branch region CMD of the L3o4 B-06 field overlaid with the
Padua Isochrones. The four isochrones shown are for age 12.5 G\T and abundances
ijf Z = 0.008.0.019.0.040. and 0.070. The isochrones with solar abundance patterns
are shown on the right, and the alpha enhanced isochrones on the left. The red
giant branch of each isochrone is indicated by the solid line, the .\GB by the dotted
line, redward than the RGB.
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Both sets of isochrones appear to provide a reasonable naatch to the data, enconipasing the distibution of the giants and matching well with the maximum To
luminosity of the giant region. However the alpha enhanced isochrones are bluer by
a few tenths in M—T2 than the solar pattern isochrones. This bluer location of the
i.soclirones implies the majority of the stars in the field have metallicity higher than
the Sun. which would be surprising given the mean metallicity of Baade's window
{[F(:/H\ = -0.2. McVV'illiam k Rich (1994)); this field is a kpc more distant from
the galactic center than Baade's window. Studies of abundance patterns of stars
in Baade s window (McWilliam L Rich, 1994: McVVilliam. 2001) shows a general
cnhanfement of alpha elements: in particular. Mg and Ti are enhanced by ~ 0.5
However, as other elements such as Ca are not as enhanced, we need to wait
for studies with 6-lOm class telescopes before this is resolved completely.
However, part of the problem here (as pointed out by Bessell, private communi
cation) is the inconsistency of the Padua alpha enhanced interior models which use
a solar abundance pattern atmosphere. This explains the bluer colors of the alpha
inilianced isochrones. due to the lack of all the missing molecules (CX.CH,TiO,MgH
etc) that will effectively shift the flux to the red.
Because it is difficult to estimate accurately the color distribution of stars directly
from the CMD. the color distribution of stars in two magnitude ranges has been
extracted and the histogram plotted in Figure 3.36 together with the location of the
isochrones. The magnitude ranges (13 < (T2)o < 13.5 and 15.25 < To < 15.5) were
selected to be above and below the level of the HB to avoid confusion caused by the
bluer colors of clump and RHB stars at a given abundance than RGB stars at the
same luminosity. The location of both sets of isochrones within the two magnitude
ranges are overlaid (with the slope of the isochrones due to their change in color
over the magnitude range). The cumulative abundance distribution is shown by the
heavy dashed curve. The firaction of stars above a given metallicity can simply be
read off by comparison of the mean location of the isochrone and the cumulative
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FIGLRE 3.36. Comparison of the color distribution of stars and the Padua
Lsochrones. The upper panel shows the data for magnitude range 13 <
< 13.5.
and the lower panel 15.25 < (Tajo < 15.5. The histogram is the color distribution,
tlie lieavy dashed curve is the cumulative distribution with each magnitude range.
The location of the alpha enhanced tsochrones are shown by the short dashed lines,
and the solar abundance pattern by the dotted lines. The isochrones are the same
as those seen in figure 3.35 and from left to right are [Fe/Hl=-0.4, 0.0, +0.3 and
+0.5 respectively. (The slope of the isochrones reflects their change in color over
the magnitude range sampled).
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distribution. At the color of the solar abundance pattern isochrones (dotted), at
Z=0.019 there are 25% and 15% of the stars more metal rich than solar in the
brighter and fainter magnitude ranges respectively. This is to be compared with the
alpha enhanced isochrones (short dash) where at Z=0.019 there are 40% and 45%
of the stars more metal rich than solar. These more quantative estimates confirm
th(> conclusions biised on the the location of the isochrones in the CMD. thus either
the location of the isochrones are wrong or the majority of stars in the field do not
share the same level of alpha enhancement as the stars in Baade's window.
We will defer consideration of the properties of the clump until section 3.18.
when we will use the combined information from the CMDs. color - color diagrams
and abundance distributions for its analysis.

3.13.2

The outer fields

The reddening-corrected

vs. M—T2 color magnitude diagrams for the L350 B—10.

LO10 B-15 and LOlO B-35 fields are shown in Figures 3.37. 3.38 and 3.39. Because of
the lower variation in reddening over the outer fields, the improvement from the raw
CMD is less marked than in the L354B-06 field. A distinct change in morphology
has occurred between the L354B-06 CMD (Figure 3.32) and these CMDs. The
fraction of giants extending to the red has decreased significantly, the clump feature
luus disappeared, the width of the lower giant branch has decreased and the location
of the giant branch has contracted toward the blue. These are all characteristics of a
lower metallicity. which would be expected from a more halo-dominated population.
The classification of stars to the bulge or halo will have to wait until kinematics of
these stars are available. However based on the kinematics of stars in the L350 B—10
field (Morrison k Harding, 1993: Harding & Morrison, 1993) giants with feoh < 1.0
have halo like kinematics.
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FIGURE 3.37. The To vs. M— To color magnitude diagram for the L350B—10
field. The CMD should be compared with Figures 3.32 and 3.38 to see the strong
changes in the properties of the CMD vdth Galactocentric distance. The signature of
tiictal rich giants dramatically reduced in comparison with the L354 B-06 field amd
Baacle s window. The fields are seperated by less than one bulge scale height. The
clump is only just distinguisable and the extended giant branch has disappeared.
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FIGURE 3.38. The To vs. M — T2 color magnitude diagram of the LOlOB—15
field. There is no evidence of a metal rich population, the clump is no longer
distinguishable, and the width of the giant branch has narrowed further.
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FIGURE 3.39. The Tn vs. M—T^ color magtiitude diagram of the LOlOB-35 field.
While the number density of giants within the field is still large for the halo, the
CMD is now similar to halo field CMDs. A shown in later sections many of the stars
that appear to be halo giants are disk stars.
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3.14

The Color - Color Diagrams

The following sections describe how color - color diagrams are used to select an
uncontaniinated sample of bulge giants and how photometric abundances are de
termined for the sample. Particular attention is paid to the biases that may be
introduced into the abundance distributions and how they may be overcome. Con
tamination by foreground stars (both giants and dwarfs) is shown to have significant
effects on the derived abundance distributions.
.Accurate sample definition is made possible by the high photometric accuracy
of these data. In addition, the 51 observations allow photometric discrimination
of foreground dwarfs from the bulge giants. This is the only study of the bulge
tliat accurately rejects foreground dwarfs, whose stronger spectral features mimic
laetal-riclier giants. While spectroscopic luminosity discrimination has frequently
been used in the past, its effectiveness has been severely compromised by the use of
inaccurate (photographic) colors.

3.14.1

Luminosity measurement

The inclusion of foreground disk dwarfs in a sample of bulge giants leads to errors in
l)otli the derived spatial and abundance distributions. Foreground dwarfs with the
magnitudes and colors of bulge giants are relatively local, and thus approximately
uniformly distributed. For bulge fields the number of dwarfs at a given absolute
magnitude will scale approximately quadratically with increasing distance due to
the volume element. WTien photometric distances are determined (treating the
dwarfs erroneously as giants) they will tend to flatten the derived spatial distribution
of bulge stars. This problem is further compounded because the main sequence
luminosity function increases toward redder colors, while the giant branch luminosity
function decreases. This can lead to significant flattening of the derived bulge giant
branch luminosity function.
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How the abundance distributions are influenced depends on the abundance mea
surement used. However, whether it is photometric or spectroscopic, a different
abuiidance calibration is required for giants and dwarfs, due to the effects of gravitj'
on the stellar atmospheres. The Washington photometric system is well calibrated
tor giants, but has only a limited calibration for dwarfs (Gonzalez k Piche, 1992).
In the Washington system a foreground solar abundance dwarf appears more metal
poor than a solar abundance giant at the same M — T^ color. The discrepancy in
creases towards redder M—To colors, from a few tenths of a dex at M-T-y = 1.0 to
over a dex at M-T, =1.8. It is thus necessary to exclude dwarfs from the sample
if an accurate abundance distribution is to be determined.
There exist a number of techniques for luminosity discrimination: however, most
are only effective for stars near solar abundance. Broad band color-color diagrams
based on B-\' vs V-I or V-R vs R-I separate late K and and M giants from dwarfs.
However, when the giants and dwarfs have a range of abundances the separation
becomes less clear. The size of the separation decreases as abundances decrease,
and is also smaller for bluer colors, where the sequences cross. This technique will
not work to separate metal-poor giants from solar metallicity dwarfs, as metal poor
giants never evolve to colors red enough to allow them to be separated from dwarfs.
IR observations (.J. H. K photometry) allow the separation of late M giants from M
ilwarfs. However M giants are difficult to use as a tracer population because of a
strong metallicity bias that results from a rapid decrease in the fraction of giants
rhat evolve to .\I giants with decreasing metallicity. It is also ver\- difficult to derive
accurate abundances for M giants.
The addition to the Washington system of the 51 filter provides an efficient
technique for luminosity discrimination for G and K stars (Geisler, 1984). Geisier
showed how the position of stars in the 51 vs. T1—T2 diagram varies as a function of
both metallicity and gravity. The behavior of stars in the M—To vs A/—51 plane was
also investigated using model atmospheres by Paltoglou k Bell (1994) and found
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Co agree well with the empirical determinatioa of (Geisler, 1984). More recently,
Morrison et al. ( 2001) and Majewski et al. (2000) have defined more limited regions
ill this plane which optimize the efficiency of finding distant halo giants.
Discrimination between giants and dwarfs with the 51 filter is most effective in
rlic color range L.l < M-T2 < 1.8 (Geisler, 1984). For colors bluer than .V/-72=l.l.
the MgH feature, while still present in dwarfs, becomes progressively weaker and
the photometric difference between giants and dwarfs is lost in the photometric
errors. Redder than M— To ^ 1.5, MgH begins to appear in giants as well as the

Mij I) lines and hence the separation bet\veen the giant and dwarf loci in the M—To
versus 51 plane decreases. Redward of M—T2= 1.8, discrimination between giants
and dwarfs is further complicated by the appearance olTiO bands.
The separation between giants and dwarfs in a given direction depends on the
abundance and luminosity differences of the stars. In general for studies of bulge
giants, the foreground dwarfs are from the disk and have abundances near solar.
Metal poor giants have the largest separation from dwarfs, due to their weaker Mg b
lines, whereas metal rich bulge giants have a smaller separation. This is due to the
iiu reased strength of the Mg 6 lines due to the higher overall abundance and the
alpha enhanced abundance patterns of bulge stars. The strong central concentration
of the bulge, combined with the viewing geometry through the disk, ensures that for
most bulge fields foreground disk stars are in the minority. This simplifies the task
of excluding dwarfs by reducing the photometric accuracy required. For comparison,
the task of isolating faint halo giants (which are outnumbered 1000:1 by foreground
dwarfs) requires photometry of sufficient accuracy to exclude dwarfs at the 3 sigma
level (.Morrison et al.. 2000).
Figures 3.40 through 3.43 show the location of the stars in the M—T2 vs A/—51
plane for the four fields. .A.t a given M-T-i color the giants generally lie at higher
values of .\/—51 due to the extra absorption in the M—51 filter by MgH in dwarfs.
The diagram is divided into two main regions: below the solid line the "U" shaped
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region is occupied by dwarfs. The trapezoidal region above the solid line is occupied
by giants. The small triangular region to the left of the dashed line, near the blue
of the giant region (hereafter referred to as the BE-giant region) is occupied bydisk sub-giants, the metal rich tail of the bulge clump stars and the metal rich tail
of tlie lower luminosity bulge giants. Because of its proximity to the dwarf sequence
the BE-giant region is more easily contaminated by dwarfs from the tail of the
iihototiietric error distribution. This is more likely for stars of lower abundances, eg
thick disk antl halo dwarfs, these stars lie above the solar abundance dwarf sequence,
atid for [Ft/H\ < -2.0 can overlap the location of metal rich giants. However, at
the magnitudes of interest, these stars are relatively few in number (Morrison et al..
2001).

The problem of separating bulge giants from foreground disk stars in bulge fields
is fomplicated by two factors not previously discussed in the literature. Disk dwarfs
of similar apparent magnitude and color to bulge giants have absolute magnitudes
and thus distances which place them within the reddening layer of the disk. The
situation is particularly complicated in the lower latitude fields where the dwarfs are
found throughout the reddening layer, which leads to both a steepened, broader and
shitted dwarf sequence compared to the fiducial dwarf sequence of Geisler (1984). At
a given apparent magnitude, lower luminosity dwarfs are closer and less reddened,
so the slope of the dwarf sequence is steepened. In addition, at a given color and
thus absolute magnitude, dwarfs suffer increasing reddening as their distance into
the dust layer increases. The dwarf sequence will be further broadened by any
reddening variation over the field. The location of the dwarf sequence is also shifted
by the mean reddening correction for the giants, which over-corrects the colors of
the dwarfs within the reddening layer. This is a beneficial side-effect, as in the
L354 B—06 field it increases the separation between the dwarf and giant sequences.
However, this only helps for the dwarf sequence on the blue side of the giant region,
the dwarf sequence redward of A/—To = 2 is shifted towards the giant region so
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Giants

Dwarfs

FIGURE 3.40. Luminosity discrimination in the M—To vs M —51 diagram for the
L.354 B-06 field. In the three regions separated by the heavy lines, dwarfs occupy

the
shaped lower region, whUe giants are found above the lines. The triangular
region near the center of the diagram to the left of the dotted line is populated
by solar abundance sub-giants and above-solar abundance giants and clump stars
whose M - T2 colors are much redder than the more metal-poor giants at a given
luminosity .A.11 stars brighter than
are shown, with the point size inversely
scaled with increasing photometric errors. (These range from 0.02 or less for the
largest points to 0.05 for the smallest.)
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FIGURE 3.41. Lumiaosity discrimination in the M—To vs M-51 diagram for the
L3OO B-10 field. The diagram is divided into three regions by the heavy lines as

described in Figure 3.40, however their locations have been shifted slightly to ensure
optimum giant/dwarf discrimination in this higher latitude field. The changes are
iiccessar}- to account for the decreased reddening, the lack of verj' metal-rich clump
stars and the decreased relative density of bulge giants. The triangular region near
the center of the diagram is now dominated by solar abundance sub-giants, with
very few above-solar abundance giants and clump stars. The area of this field is
appro.ximately one quarter that of the L354 B-06 field.
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FIGURE 3.42. Luminosity discrimination in the M—To vs .V/-51 diagram for the
LOlO B-15 field. The location of the giant and dwarf regions is the same as Figure
3.41.
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FIGURE 3.43. Luminosity discrimination in the M-T-z vs A/-51 diagram for the
LOLO B-35 field. The location of the giant and dwarf regions is the same as Figure

3.41. Note that dwarfs now outnumber the giants, but not by orders of magnitude
as is the case for studies of the outer halo (Morrison et al., 2001).
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that there is no clear separation between M giants and M dwarfs for this field in the
M - T-X vs A/ -51 plane. (This is not a significant problem as these M giants are
outside the color range of the Washington abundance calibration.)
In theory, it is possible to use an empirical correction that accounts for the run
of reddening along the line of sight (Chen et al., 1999, eg). However, the variation
in reddening over the field and along the line of sight, combined with the errors in
rlie distances of the dwarfs, limit the applicability of any such procedure. In the
ca.sc of bulge fields, the strong increase in the relative density of bulge giants to disk
dwarfs with decreasing galactic latitude compensates for the increased problems in
luminosity discrimination caused by the reddening in these fields.
The lines separating giants from dwarfs in our four fields have been shifted from
rlic fiducial positions to take account of the reddening as discussed above. The
location of the blue edge of the giant region for the L354B-06 field (Figure 3.40)
has Ijecn shifted to lower A/ -51 values and steepened to account for the higher
reddening in this field. The shift also takes into account the metal-rich tail of the
clump stars which is seen to extend to lower A/-51 values at A/-To

1.6. The

BE-giant boundar\- indicated by the dashed line remains in the same place for all
four fields. The three higher latitude fields (Figures 3.4L3.42,and 3.43) have similar
reddening values and thus use the same regional boundaries. The extended BErcgion is not necessary* for these fields as there are no above-solar clump stars in
these fields and the need to exclude foreground dwarf contamination becomes the
critical factor. Hence the giant/dwarf boundary is placed at higher A/—51. Note
that while the giant region extends to M—T2= 0.9. the identification of giants at
colors bluer than M-T-y = 1.1 is increasingly difficult and is only viable for stars
with photometric errors of 1% or less. The regions outside 1.1 < {M—T2)Q < 2.0
have been included here for illustration.
The results of the luminosity classification are shown in Figures 3.44 through
3.47. The color magnitude diagram of stars in the three regions of the M — To /
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FIGURE 3.44. The result of the luminosity discrimination in the M—Tn vs .V/—51
diagram for the L354 B-06 field. The four panels show the location of the giants,
BE-giants and dwarfs in the M—T2 / T2 CMD. The upper left panel is the complete
CMD of stars plotted in the M—T2 / A/—51 plane. Xote the number of very red
clump stars in the BE-giant panel.
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FIGURE 3.45. The result of the luminosity discriminatioa in the M—To vs A/—51
diagram for the L350 B—10 field are shown. The four panels are the same as in
Figure 3.44.
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FIGURE 3.46. The result of the luminosity discriminatioa in the M—To vs .V/—51
diagram for the LOlOB—15 field are shown. The four panels are the same as in
Figure 3.44.
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FiGURE 3.47. The result of the luminosity discrimination in the M—To vs M—51
diagram for the LOlO B—35 field are shown. The four panels are the same as in Figure
3.44. -\ote the domination of giants by dwarfs, particularly at fainter magnitudes.
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A/-51 diagram is shown in the sub-panels. It can be seen that the luminosity
clas-sification works well in each of the fields.
Wliile a simple color cut at M — T2 = l.l would remove most of the obvious
dwarfs, it is the removal of dwarfs that fall in the same color range as the giants
tliat is critical in order not to bias the abundance distribution. The dwarfs in the
color magnitude diagrams of all four fields are distributed as e.xpected, with the
iiuiiiber of red dwarfs increasing as the volume element increases with magnitude.
Thert' is a slight e.xcess of faint red dwarfs in the L354B-06 fields (Figure 3.44).
This excess is due to giants with large photometric errors in the 51 filter, (the
higher extinction in this field gives a larger photometric error for a given de-reddened
magnitude because of the fainter observed magnitude) leaking into the dwarf region.
The number of giants lost is less than 1% of those near the giant/dwarf boundary
region. The opposite can happen, with dwarfs polluting the giant region, however
the giant panels show that this effect is not significant. The worst case region is
near 7^= 16. M-T2= I.O where the dwarf and giant sequences begin to merge in
the undilferentiated color magnitude diagram. No evidence of a significant excess of
stars in the giant sequences is seen in any of the fields, even blueward of M-To =
1.0 where the technique loses sensitivity. This implies that contamination by dwarfs
that elude the cut in .V/-51 is not significant, especially at brighter magnitudes
where the abundance distribution is measured and the photometric errors are lower.
The large fraction of dwarfs in the outer two fields overlapping the colors of the
giants, particularly at magnitudes fainter than M = 14 is striking.
In summary, the use of the A/—51 color has allowed sensitive luminosity dis
crimination in our fields. Contamination by dwarfs in the color range where giant
abundances are calculated ranges from insignificant in L354B-06 (where the steep
bulge density gradient dominates) to significant (of order 50%) in LOlO B—35.
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3.14.2

Introduction to the M-To vs. C-M plane for abundances

Now that we understand the foreground dwarf contamination, we can use the C—M
/ M -T2 color - color diagrams to derive abundances for giants. The color-color
tliagranis of the dereddened data from the four fields are shown in Figures 3.48
through 3.51. .A.n equal sky area is shown for each field and the data matches that
seen in the CMDs of Figures 3.11 through 3.14 respectively. All stars with errors
loss than 0.05 in M-To and C-M are plotted — this generally corresponds to
stars brighter than (Tijo ~ 16. The postage stamp at the bottom left of shows the
loc ation of the stars in the M-T2 vs. To CMD for reference. The postage stamp
at the top right shows only the dwarfs identified in the M—To vs. M—51 diagram.
Tlu' dwarfs that fall in the giant region can be more clearly seen as they are not
ob.scured by the giants. The dwarfs have not been removed from the main diagram
so that their contamination of the color - color diagram can be seen.
The iso-abundance lines for [Fe/H\= -2.0 and 0.0 from the calibration of Geisler.
Claria. ic* Minniti (1991) are over-plotted in each panel, with solar abundance the
lower line. Above the -2.0 line the mean reddening correction applied is shown by
the short diagonal line which has a slightly flatter slope than the iso-abundance
linos. Dwarfs are seen to dominate giants near M — Ti= 1.0 in all fields, and are
present in significant numbers at all colors in the outer fields.
The location of stars in each of the color - color diagrams is similar: the stars
are confined to a diagonal strip due to the dominant influence of temperature on
both colors. The width of the strip is due mainly to abundance. At the top left of
the diagram (blueward of M—Ti ~ 0.5) the narrow sequence is formed by a mix
of nearby .A. and early F stars from the disk and more distant BHB stars and RR
Lyraes from the halo. The number of stars increases rapidly as the tumoff colors
(jf the old and thick disk are reached. These populations dominate the sample
at M - To

c; 0.7. At the blue edge of the Washington giant calibration lines
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FIGURE 3.48. The color-color diagram of L354B-06fieid. Iso-abundance lines from
the calibration of Geisler. Claria, k Minniti (1991) for [Fe/H\=0.0 (bottom) and
-2.0 (top) are shown. The giants are shown with the darker points and dwarfs (and
bhier stars) with the lighter points. All stars brighter than (r2)o = 16 with errors
less than 0.05 in both colors have been plotted. The inset plot at the bottom left
^ihows the region of the CMD sampled. The inset plot at the top right highlights
rhe dwarfs that are present near the giant calibration region, many of which are
obscured by the giants in the main figure. To simplify direct comparison between
fields, the same area on the sky is shown in this and the following three figures.
Data shown here are from a single strip, and match the sub-section of the field seen
in the CMD of Figure 3.11. The contamination of the pant region by the extension
of the disk dwarf sequence to the red near the solar iso-abundance line is clearly
seeen. (Smaller point sizes have been used in this figure for clarity, compared to the
following three figures of the outer fields.)
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F IGURE 3.49. The color - color diagram of the L350 B—10 field, giants and dwarfs
plotted as dark and light symbols respectively. Data shown match the section of the
Held seen in the CMD of Figure 3.11 . The sequence of M dwarfs above the giant
sequence is clearly seen in this field. See Figure 3.48 for further details.
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FIGURE 3.50. The color - color diagram of the LOlO B—15 field, giants and dwarfs
plotted cis dark and light symbols respectively. Data shown match those seen in the
CMD of Figure 3.13. See Figure 3.48 for fiirther details.
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FIGURE 3.51. The color - color diagram of the LOlOB-35 field giants and dwarfs
plotted as dark and light sjrmbols respectively. Data shown match those seen in the
CMD of Figure 3.14. The dwarf contamination is particularly clear near the solar
abundance locus, at the blue end of the giant calibration region. See Figure 3.48 for
further details.
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{M -T2= 1.2). the numbers of foreground disk dwarfs and more distant giants
ari} approximately equal in L354 B-06. At this color, stars close to the solar isoabunclance line can be both solar abundance sub-gizmts and foreground G dwarfs.
As can be seen from the color-magnitude diagram, most of the G dwarfs are faint
(Tj>l5) and the disk G sub-giants are brighter. In this region in L354B-06 there
is also a faint sequence extending blueward above the dwarf sequence and below the
2.0 i.so-abimdance line, which corresponds to the red horizontal branch stars seen
in globular clusters like 47 Tucanae.
The region within the iso-abundance lines is dominated by G and K giants, with
the red limit of the calibration falling near the transition from K to M spectral type
ill giants. The parallel sequence above the M giants is due to foreground late K
and M dwarfs. At higher temperatures, the G and K dwarfs are indistinguishable
from giants with our broadband photoraetrv'. The ratio of foreground dwarfs to
giants increases with galactic latitude, as the density of the centrally concentrated
l)ulgf> and halo decreases fast compared to the density of the local disk dwarfs. For
r lie outer fields, foreground dwarfs will bias derived abundance distributions if not
removed.
The giants cover a broad range of abundance, especially in the lower latitude
fields, .\lthough they span the region between the solar and -2.0 iso-abundance
lines, their distribution is far from uniform. A positive correlation of abundance
with color (with stars at the blue end of the calibration lines being predominantly
nietal-poor and those at the red end having a higher mean abundance) is also seen
as expected from the extension of giant branches of metal rich clusters to the red.
The most striking change from field to field is the rapid increase in the fraction of
M giants with decreasing latitude due to the abundance gradient. The fraction of
G and K giants near the solar iso-abundance line also increases.
The addition of color - color diagrams to CMDs makes it possible to determine
abundances in populations that are spread in distance. VVTiile there is a strong con-
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cfMitracion of stars towards the galactic center in our fields, there is still a significant
distance range, cis evidenced by the width of the clump in (l2)o(~ 1 mag. FVVHM)
for the L354 B-06 field (see Figure 3.69). This width is unlikely to be caused by an
abundance spread (Girardi k. Salaris, 2001).
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3.15
3.15.1

The Color-Color Diagram as a Function of Magnitude
L354 B-06 field

The features of the color - color diagram for the L354B-06 field can be better
understood when it is split into separate magnitude bins. Figure 3.52 shows the
color - color diagram split into four magnitude intervals. The intervals are selected
to represent the upper giant branch (UBG), the giant branch (RGB), the clump
(C'.MP). and a region of the giant branch just below the clump (LGB), at distances
t;;roater than 5 kpc. For clarity the color range shown is restricted to the region
occupied by the giants and only stars identified as giants are shown. The magnitude
ranges of the four regions are: L'GB. 9 < {T2)q < 12: RGB. 12 < (lojo < 13.8: CMP.
1-1.2 < (TjIo < U.9: and LGB, 15.2 < {T2)q < 15.5.
These color - color diagrams provide a valuable technique to measure the abun
dance distribution of field stars. Even when the dwarfs are removed from the sample,
there remain a number of biases and selection effects that will erroneously influence
the flerived abundance distribution. For the L'GB. the most obvious problem is the
stars that fall redward of the calibration and are thus not included in the abundance
distribution. These M giants are relatively metal rich, so this leads to a lower peak
in the abundance distribution or the loss of a metal rich tail. A more subtle effect
occurs in the CMP region for lower metallicity stars {[Fe/H\ < -0.8) which are
more likely to evolve from giants into HB stars with colors bluer than the clump.
Stars such as RHB and BHB stars and RR Lyraes are beyond the blue range of the
calibration, and hence will not be counted during the horizontal branch phase of
their evolution. In contrast, the intermediate metallicity stars ([Fe/i/|~ -0.6) are
likely to be double-counted as both first-ascent giants and RHB/clump stars. Metal
rich stars ([Fe/H]^ -0.3) are counted as clump stars, but axe lost from the sample
as they evolve redward up the giant branch.
Subgiants with luminosities fainter than the clump (and with Mv > 2) all fall
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within the abundance calibration range, thus avoiding the problem of loss of metal
rich stars from the sample. However there is still the problem of distinguishing
Krst-ascent giants from more distant stars on the horizontal branch. Xt least some
fraction of the metal-poorer giants are counted only once (first-ascent giants), and
thi' intermediate and higher metallicities giants counted twice. There is no simple
way to isolate RHB and clump stars from first-ascent giants. In principle, their sur
face gravities are different at a given color and abundance, and this difference could
b(^ measured via the Balmer jump. However, this requires photometric accuracy
hotter than 0.005 mag. to be reliable (Bond, 1980: Xorris, Bessell. k Pickles. 1985).
Reaching this accuracy is particularly difficult with CCDs in the ultraviolet. Use
of the lower luminosity subgiants to measure abundances is not feasible with this
liataset. ;is the photometric errors become too large in C — M for stars fainter than
rhc chmip. This is particularly the case in the L354 B-06 field, because of its higher
reddening.
The color - color diagram of the UGB region shows an interesting anti-correlation
uf abundance and color. Stars bluer than A/—To = 1.4 are distributed about the
solar abundance locus, while the redder stars show a range of [Fe/H\ from solar
to

1.5 or -2. The location of the blue stars suggests that they are foreground

disk subgiants. The brighter of these stars are close enough to still be within the
reddening layer and thus have had their reddening over-corrected and abundance
overestimated. The redder stars in this panel are the true bulge giants. The limited
number of metal poor stars bluer than M—Tn = 1.4 in the UGB region (compared to
the numbers in the other panels) is primarily due to the strong central concentration
of the halo combined with the giant branch luminosity function. For a population at
a distaace of 8 kpc. only stars near the tip of the giant branch will be found in the
magnitude range of the UGB. The red stars in this panel are a mix of intermediate
abundance bulge giants near the tip of the RGB and AGB, and less luminous giants
along the line of sight. The luminous metal rich giants are not seen here, as their
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F IGURE 3.52. The color - color diagram of the giants in the L354B-06 field for
selected magnitude ranges to highlight the changing mix of populations with raagriitucle. The magnitude intervals are selected to isolate four giant branch regions:
upper giant branch (L'BG) the giant branch (RGB), the clump (CMP), and a region
of the giant branch just below the clump (LGB). The location of each of the four
regions is depicted in the postage stamp CMD on the right of each panel.
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FIGURE 3 . 5 3 . The same as Figure 3.52 but with the giants closer than 4kpc removpd. Note the change in the abundance distribution of giants near M—T2 = 1
when compared to figure 3.52, particularly at the brighter magnitudes of the upper
panel where the foreground subgiants dominate blueward of M—Tn = 1.5.
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(>volution on the giant branch leaves them redder and fainter than the UGB region
of the CMD.
The color - color diagram of the RGB region shows a more consistent distribution
of abundance with M-To color. The metal rich edge of the distribution traces the
solar abundance line well. If the mean reddening of the field were increased by
E{D-\') ~ 0.1 the fraction of stars with abundances above solar would increase

significantly. There is a relative paucity of stars with [Fe/H] < -1.5 seen. Most of
the actual metal poor giants are found bluer than M—T-i = 1.5, the redder stars
above the [Fe/H| = -2.0 line are mainly dwarfs.
Within the C.MP region there is a clear trend of abundance with color. VVhile
rlieic exists a range of [Fe/Hj at a given M-T-i color, both the upper and lower
envelope of the distribution of stars slope more steeply than the isoabundance lines.
This is contrary to what is found in Baade's window (Paczynski. 1998). The lack
of agreement is probably due to the increased errors of the Baade's window data
used and the lack of accurate reddening correction. The abundance spread of the
(•lumps stars at a given color in the L354 B-06 field is most likely a mix of errors
ill abundance due to residual uncorrected reddening, variations in mass loss on the
giant branch, a spread in the elemental abundance mix. and a range in the ages of
t he clump stars. The clump stars are discussed more fully in Section 3.18

3.15.2

Outer fields

Tlie pair color-color diagrams of the L350 B—10 field, with and without the removal
of foreground giants, are shown in Figures 3.54 and 3.55. A more consistent distri
bution of abundances within the four magnitude regions is seen, compared to the
L3o4 B-06 field. This is because most of the giants in the L350 B-10 field remain
within the colors of the Washington calibration. Comparison of the two UGB panels
for this field shows that foreground disk giants dominate the upper giant branch re
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gion. Thus a simplistic choice of only the brightest stars in this field for spectroscopic
ftillowup would be misguided. In the RGB region, little spread in abundance is seen
at the blue end of the Washington color range, due to the correlation of abundance
with color: only the more metal-poor giants will have these blue colors. N'ote the
hu k of red. metal-poor stars, a reassuring check on the quality of the photometry.
Similar pairs of color-color diagrams are shown for the LOlO B-15 and LOlO B-35
fields in Figures 3.56. 3.57. 3.58 and 3.59. However, the number of giants becomes
vaiiishingly small, making detailed analysis difficult.
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F IGURE 3.54. The color - color diagram of the L350B—10 field for selected mag
nitude ranges to highlight the changing mix of populations with magnitude. The
magnitude intervals are selected to isolate four giant branch regions: upper giant
branch (UBG) the giant branch (RGB), the clump (CMP), and a region of the giant
branch just below the clump (LGB). The location of each of the four regions is
flcpicted in the postage stamp CMD on the right of each panel.
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FIGURE 3 . 5 5 . The color - color diagram of the L350B—10 field with the giants
closer than 4kpc removed, otherwise the same as Figure 3.54. Note the change in
the abundance distribution of giants near M—T2 =I when compared to figure 3.54.
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FIGURE 3 . 5 6 . The color - color diagram of the LOlOB—15 field for selected mag
nitude ranges to highlight the chan^ng mix of populations with magnitude. The
magnitude intervals are selected to isolate four giant branch regions: upper giant
branch (UBG) the giant branch (RGB), the clump (CMP), and a region of the giant
branch just below the clump (LGB). The location of each of the four regions is
depicted in the postage stamp CMD on the right of each panel.
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FIGURE 3.57. The color - color diagram of the LOlO B-15 field with the giants closer
than 4kpc removed, otherwise the same as Figm^e 3.56. The removal of foregromid
•subgiants in the upper two panels is clearly seen when compared to figure 3.56.
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FIGURE 3 . 5 8 . The color - color diagram of the LOlOB—35 field for selected mag
nitude ranges to highlight the changing mix of populations with ma^tude. The
magnitude intervals are selected to isolate four regions of the bulge giant branch :
upper giant branch (UBG) the giant branch (RGB), the clump (CMP), and a region
of the giant branch just below the clump (LGB). The location of each of the four
regions is depicted in the postage stamp C^ID on the right of each panel.
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FIGURE 3.59. The color - color diagram of the LOlOB—35 field with the giants
closer than 4kpc removed, otherwise the same as Figure 3.58. When compared to
Figure 3.58. foreground giants are seen dominate in the upper two panels.
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3.16

Absolute Magnitudes and Distances

The distances to the giants were estimated using the V' — / absolute magnitude
calibration of Saviane. Rosenberg, Piotto, k. Aparicio (2000), based on the giant
branch sequences of globular clusters in IQ and IQ. These sequences represent an
updated version of the Da Costa k ArmandrofF (1990) giant branch calibration,
usiiig accurate photometrj' on the same system for a large sample of clusters with
well determined abundances on the system of (Carretta k Gratton, 1997). The
calibration was extended more metal-rich by the addition of the M67 giant branch
I Montgomery. .Marschall. k Janes, 1993).
The \ ' - [ colors (derived from (.V/-r))o using the transformation of Morrison
iT al. (2000)) and the abundance derived from the Washington photometry are used
as rhc input parameters to locate a star on the giant branch and hence derive its
.\A • Stars for which inconsistent properties were derived (e.g. absolute magnitude
well above the tip of the giant branch or with My less than 2) were flagged and
generally not counted as giants.
While the Washington photometric abundances are not on e.xactly the same
abundance system as the Saviane. Rosenberg, Piotto. k Aparicio (2000) data they
[)rovide a reasonable constraint on the distances. For stars more metal rich than
47 Tuc we have added an extra 20 percent to the distance estimate to allow for the
extra uncertainties in the distance. There are a number of effects that contribute to
errors in distance. The major source is photometric errors which, combined with the
steep slope of the giant branch, lead to large changes in absolute magnitude. The
distances are estimated assuming the stars are first ascent giants. However both
asymptotic giant branch (.A.GB) and core helium burning (clump) stars fall within
the same color range as the giants and there is no way to isolate them from the first
ascent giants. The distances estimated for the AGB stars will be underestimated,
because a given color they are more luminous than their RGB cousins. This effect

clotreases with increasing luminosity as the AGB and RGB sequences merge. The
ABC stars contribute appro.ximately 20% of the giants, of which about half will have
absolute magnitudes in error by up to 0.5-1.0 mags. The distances of the clump stars
will also be underestimated, because the clump stars lie somewhat bluer than RGB
stars as can be seen in the CMDs of metal rich clusters. The impact of clump
star distance errors is potentially more severe, but because of the limited spread in
distance of the bulge most of the clump stars are confined to a ~ 1 mag. range.
Another potential source of error in distance estimates is a shift to the position
of the giant branch with age. However this effect is small for the likely age range of
stars in the bulge. Using the models of Hauschildt et al. (1999) to compare the ages
of 3 and 16 Gyr models, we find shifts of 0.06. 0.07 and 0.12 at the base of the giant
brantli. the horizontal branch, and the tip of the giant branch respectively. However
for solar abimdances. absolute magnitude is nearly independent of the V-I color.
While wp have a good calibration for the position of fiducial sequences for old
metal poor stellar populations, there e.xist no calibration for young metal poor sysrerns. only old metal rich systems. The former is not likely to be a problem in
the bulge. The metal rich globular clusters which could be used as calibrators are
in general too near the galactic center, are highly reddened and lack reliable high
dispersion abundances. The choice of M67. while not ideal, for the bulge stars is a
good match for the foreground disk stars that need to be excluded from the bulge
sample.
Thus in the following sections we will loosely define the bulge to be stars that
fall between distances 5 and 15 kpc. This distance range was determined somewliat empirically to minimize any biases in excluding bulge stars while minimizing
foreground and background contamination.
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3.17

Abundances

The abundances were derived from the photometry using the calibration of Geisler.
Claria. i: Minniti (1991). As described earlier, our observing strategj' was based on
the use of the A'(C -

index which requires observations in only three filters

tu create the colors C - M and M—To. The \ ' { C —

index measures the offset

in C - M (due to line blanketing in the stellar atmosphere) at a given M - T o color
(temperature). Of course the 51 observations were used to excise dwarfs from the
sample prior to calculating the abundances for the giants via the A'(C — .V/).v/_r2
iiule.K as was described in the previous section.

3.17.1

Abundance Errors

.Aburiflance errors are derived by propagating the photometric measurement errors
through the abundance calibration. The photometric errors take into account both
rhe internal DoPhot errors and the errors measured from repeat exposures in each
[liter. In addition a 1% error has also been added to the photometric errors to
acc fjiint for any zero point errors in converting the instrumental DoPhot magnitudes
to the standard system. Because errors in C—M and M —Ti map differently into
abundance errors, the iso-abundance contour spacing varies both as a fimction of
temperature and color. So simple error propagation will likely underestimate the
errors. To obtain a more accurate error estimate we use a limited form of Monte
Carlo simulation to estimate the abundance errors. A grid of sixteen samples of
rhe photometric errors, each located at predefined scalings of the photometric errors
in both colors are used. From these the error in the abundance is derived. The
procedure was derived from a fiill Monte Carlo error estimate which was used to
ensure the accuracy of the errors.
Figure .3.60 shows the abundance errors as a fimction of magnitude and color for
the L354 B-06 field. The error distribution of the L354B-06 field is also typical of
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tho abundance errors in the three outer fields. In these outer fields the estimated
abundance error is representative of the total internal abundance errors. However
in the L354B-06 field the contribution of uncorrected reddening variations is sig
nificant and should also be included in the errors. Figure 3.61 shows the abundance
errors when the photometric errors are convolved with a distribution of reddening
errors with (gaussian) sigraa F(B—V')=0.05. This simulates the error caused by the
uncorrected reddening variations.
The true level of the internal errors is likely to be intermediate between that
seen in Figures 3.60 and 3.61. As discussed in Section 3.13.1 uncorrected reddening
variations with a sigma E{B — V)=O.Oo represents a worst case scenario, where the
F\\'H.\[ of the foreground disk sequence was due totally to reddening variations
antl had no intrinsic width. However because the uncorrected reddening variations
are likely to have a non-Gaussian distribution the wings of the error distribution in
Figure 3.61 are thought to be a more realistic match to the wings of the abundance
error distribution.
The systematic error in the Washington abundance calibration has not been
iiu lutled in these figures. These systematic errors are largest at the metal-rich and
metal-poor extremes of the abundance distribution where there are few calibrators
available. Recent high dispersion abundance analysis (Carretta i: Gratton, 1997)
has caused a revision of the globular cluster abundance scale at the ±0.2 dex level.
Most of the revision involves a compression of the abundance scale when compared
to the Zinn k West (1984) abundance calibration. The Geisler, Claria, t Minniti
(1991) Washington abundance calibration included a number of globulars clusters
with abundance on the Carretta/Gratton system and so is not significantly affected.
.Another potential source of systematic error is the influence of the elemental
abundance patterns on the abundance derived from the Washington photometry,
ft has long been known that two abundance patterns are common: that of the
disk stars with abundance patterns similar to the Sun. and the !dpha enhanced
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FIGURE 3 . 6 0 . The abuudance errors for stars in the L354B-06 field are shown
as a function of T-i magnitude and M—T^ color. The errors include all internal
photometric errors.
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FIGURE 3 . 6 1 . The abundance errors for giants in the L354B-06 field are shown
as a function of 7^ magnitude and M— To color. A reddening error with a sigma
of
= 0.05 has been convolved with the photometric errors. The residual
uncorrected reddening error is clearly seen to dominate the errors and highlights the
importance of accurate reddening conections over the field.
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(>leiiieiital pattern of halo stars (VVheeler, Sneden, & Truran, 1989; Edvardsson et
al.. 1993; McWilliam et al., 1995: Norris, 1999). The giants in Baade's window
liavo an [a/Fe] pattern closer to the halo than to the Sun (McWilliam et al., 1995).
Provided calibrators with similar properties are used, the derived [Fe/H] estimates
are relatively secure. However for the bulge problems may arise because of a lack of
available calibrators of high abundance and enhanced [a/Fe]. Also the abundance
pattern is not known for bulge fields outside Baade's window and it can never be
known in advance on a star by star basis in the field.
The effects of abundance pattern variations have not been investigated either
rhcuretically or observationally. This could be achieved by an extension of the
ruocleling to include alpha enhanced atmospheres for abundances reaching solar.
Theoretical Washington colors can then be derived following the procedure used by
Bcssell (2001) and (Castelli. 1999). They computed broad band colors been from
synthetic spectra derived from grid of stellar atmosphere models.
It could also be carried out observationally at lower abundances by comparison
of Washington abundances with the recent high dispersion abundance analysis of
•giants in nearby dwarf spheroidals. These show that 0.02 < [ot/Fe] < 0.13 dex.
\v[iereiis the halo field star sample has [a/Fe] ~ 0.28 dex over a similar abundance
range (Shetrone. Cote. & Sargent. 2001). For the metal rich stars. Washington
(jbservations of the Baade's window giants observed by McWilliam et al. (1995) or
the globular cluster NGC 6553 recently shown to have an abundance of -0.16 dex
(Cohen et al.. 1999) (on the Carretta and Gratton scale) would suffice. However,
the high and variable reddening of these objects makes their use for abundance
calibration difficult.
It should be pointed out that all photometric and low dispersion spectroscopic
abundance estimators depend critically on the accuracy of high dispersion studies.
It is still common to find abundance differences of 0.1 - 0.2 dex in high-dispersion
abundance estimates of [Fe/H\ for individual stars or clusters by different authors.
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generally clue to systematic ia effects, for example in the derived temperatures and
gravities, choice of lines measured, gf values, and assumed solar abundance ratios.
The errors in abundance patterns [M/Fe| generally have larger errors. This is espec ially significant when low dispersion spectroscopic abundances are dominated by
an individual element. For example, measurements based on Call K at 3900 A. the
Call triplet at S600 .4 or the Mg II triplet at 5160 A are effectively an alpha-element
rather than an iron abundance.
To summarize, the systematic errors could be as large as ±0.3 dex for [Fe/H] <
-2.0. ±0.2 dex for —2.5 <

[Fe/H\ < -1.5. and ±0.1 dex for —1.5 < [Fe/H\ < -0.7.

.\.l)o\e [Fe/H] = —0.7 the systematic errors probably increase to 0.2 dex due to
the unknown effect of alpha enhancement on the Washington derived abundances.
.A.b(j\ e .solar the systematic errors must increase further due to the lack of available
calibrators. This problem, of course, has plauged integrated-light studies of elliptical
galaxies.

3.17.2

Abundance Distributions of the Foreground Giants

Bearing in mind the possible selection effects discussed in the previous section, we
can now look at the abundance distributions for each of the fields. We begin our
discussion with the nearby giants whose properties should be similar to those of the
solar neighborhood giants.
The abundance distribution of the foreground giants excluded from the bulge
distribution is shown in Figure 3.62. In the solar neighborhood at z-height ~ 0
the abundance distribution of the giants is dominated by thin disk stars with mean
[Fe/H\=-0:2 and sigma 0.3 dex (McWilliam ic Rich, 1994). .-Vs we move to higher z
values the thin disk (whose scale height is around 300 pc Mihalas & Binney (1981))
gives way to the thick disk whose mean abundance is-0.5 (Carney, Latham, k: Laird.
1989: Prochaska et al., 2000) and whose scale height is 1 kpc. In the plane the thick
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disk contributes ~5% of the giants. The local halo contribution is ~0.1% and so
can be neglected. However, its steep density gradient

(Zinn, 1985) means

that a.s we move closer to the galactic center it will begin to contribute significantly
but how signifcantly depends on its core radius which is unknown.
The change in the abundance distributions with increasing galactic latitude of
the fields is due to both a change in the mix of thin and thick disk stars seen and
rhe effects of too large a reddening correction on nearby stars. The giants with
ab(n-e solar abundance in the histogram are dominated by stars from the region of
the C'.MD and color - color diagram previously identified as containing nearby subs^iants. In the CMD of L354 B-06. (Figure 3.32) these stars occupy the magnitude
and color ranges 9 < (r>)o < 12.5 and 1.0 < {M~T2)Q

< 1.4 respectively. The

L.'33-l B-06 field contains a significant number of subgiants that are within the red
dening hiyer and hence have had their reddening overcorrected, which pushes their
derived abundances to above-solar. .A. solar abundance giant with Mv = -2 and
(TjIo = 12.5 is only ~ 85 pc above the plane in this field. To derive the correct
abundances for these stars requires a knowledge of the run of reddening along the
line of sight.
If we continue to split the giant sample in L354B-06 by distance, we see that
giants with distances of 3 to 4 kpc have z heights of 350—100 pc and look like a
normal thin disk population with an observed mean [Fe/H\ = -0.3 (slightly lower
than the local value) and sigma of 0.3 dex. As we move more distant the mean
abundance decreases to -0.5 dex, typical of the thick disk.
In the subsample of giants with a distance of ~7 kpc the metal rich shoulder of
the distribution becomes significant. At these distances we begin to reach the bulge
region.
This agreement with the abundance distribution of known solar neighborhood
stars and its change with distance and z height is strong confirmation both of the
accuracy of the data and of the derived abundances.
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Note that these distances should be thought of as rankings rather than actual
(ILstances. As pointed out in Section 3.16 there are large errors on these distances
•20-309c. combined with likely systematic errors of a similar level especially for the
metal richer stars.
In L350 B-IO the median abundance has shifted to -0.5. reflecting the larger
L heights sampled by this line of sight (700 pc at a distance of 4 kpc). The two
(jiit(>r fields contain too small a number of nearby giants for strong conclusions to be
drawn, however they show similar median metallicities to the giants in L350B-I0.

3.17.3

Abundance Distributions of Bulge Giants

W'e now focus on giants at a distance of 5 to 15 kpc in each field. Figures 3.63 through
3.66 show these abundance histograms. The four histograms shown for each field are
fi)r the same magnitude intervals used for the color-color diagrams and correspond to
the giant branch regions: the upper giant branch (UBG). the giant branch (RGB),
tlie clump (CMP), and a region of the giant branch just below the clump (LGB).
This allows the effect of the color selection imposed by the Washington calibration
limits to be seen directly as it affects the reddest stars on the upper giant branch
most strongly.
We first consider the L354 &-06 field. What is surprising is that the abundance
distributions of the four magnitude intervals do not look strongly different. The
main reason for this similarity is the short evolutionarj' lifetimes on the upper giant
branch: such stars are rare compared to those lower on the giant branch. However,
on closer inspection, the fraction of stars in the metal rich and metal poor tails
relative to the mode is higher in the CMP region.. There are two histograms drawn
with lighter lines in each panel to illustrate the importance of the red color cutoff on
tlie derived abundance distribution. The published abundance calibration extends
from .V/-7^2=0.95 to 1.8. The upper faint histogram is for the extended color range
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FIGURE 3.62. The abundance distributions of the foreground giants in the four
fields. All giants with (r2)o < 15.5 and 1.0 < {M—T2)o < 1-8 and with distances
less than than 5 kpc are shown.
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.\[ -T,=0.9o to 2.0. where the calibration has simply been extrapolated, and the
lowor faint histogram is for iV/—72=0.95 to 1.6.
The changes in the three histograms are most noticeable on the upper giant
branch. .Almost all stars in this bin are redward of A/—70=1.6 in tliis field! How
ever. the distributions from the other two color ranges are similar in shape, with
only a slight addition to the metal-rich shoulder. In the RGB region, the differences
are much smaller, however the bluer cutoff would strongly bias the abundance dis
tribution here. Since we see little change in either of these bins between A/—T2=1.8
and 2.0. it is unlikely that the omission of stars redward of M—T2='2.0 has affected
our result.
In the lower two panels the three histograms are essentially identical. The his
togram of the CMP (clump) region represents an unbiased abundance distribution
e.xcept for stars on the horizontal branch blueward of M — 70=0.9. Thus the un
known horizontal branch morpholog>* of the bulge may contibute. For example, the
globular cluster 47 Tucanae {[Fe/H]=-O.T (Carretta k Gratton. 1997)) has a red
horizontal branch which stretches from (.V/—r2)o=0.95 to 1.14 (Saviane. Rosenberg,
Piotto. k: .\paricio. 2000). Essentially all of 47 Tucanae's horizontal branch stars
are within the abundance calibration range. However, because we cannot separate
RHB stars from first ascent giants, many are excluded from the sample by the lumi
nosity cut. The RHB stars are assigned the luminosities of first ascent giants with
the same color and abundance, and these luminosities are one to three magnitudes
fainter than their true luminosity on the horizontal branch. The luminosities are
only calibrated to A/v > 2. so stars less luminous than this are lost from the sam
ple. .A. similar problem exists for stars on the lower limiinosity region of the AGB
(before the AGB overlaps the RGB in color). Because the .A.GB stars are in general
redder and intrinsically more luminous than the RHB stars, (but bluer than the
RGB) their assigned luminosities as first ascent giants are above the My = 2 cut.
However, their assigned distances will be smaller than their true values, which will
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FIGURE 3 . 6 3 . The abundance distributions of the L354B-06 field within selected
magnitude ranges. The four giant branch regions: upper giant branch (L'BG) the
giant branch (RGB), the clump (CMP), and a region of the giant branch just below
the clump (LGB) are the same regions as those used for the color-color diagrams.
Only stars with distances between 5 and 15 kpc are shown. To illustrate the effects
of tile color cutoff on the abundance distribution three color cutoSs are shown. The
lieav}- histogram is for giants 0.95 < {M—T2)o < 1-8. the red edge of the standard
W'cishington calibration. The two lighter histograms are for 0.95 < {M—T2)o < 1.6,
(lower histogram) and 0.95 < {M—T2)o < 2.0 (upper histogram).

load to their exclusion from the 5-15 kpc group in some cases. The biasing of the
abundance distributions by the exclusion of the lower luminosity AGB stars is not
significant compared to the case of the RHB stars, as they are approximately an
order of magnitude fewer in number than horizontal branch stars.
Horizontal branch stars of similar or older age than 47 Tucanae's which also have
l(j\ve>r abundances than 47 Tuc will be excluded on either their color being too blue
for the abundance calibration or their inferred luminosity as giants being too low.
This bias will remove a few stars from the metal-poor shoulder of the distribution.
While it has been demonstrated that the horizontal branch morphology' of the inner
halo is quite blue (Preston et al.. 1991: Suntzeff. Kinman. k Kraft. 1991) this has
not been studied in fields as close to the center as this, nor for the more metal-rich
f)opulations. Conversely, if the bulge clump stars in this field are younger than
47 Tucanae (13 Gyr. Lee. Demarque. k Zinn (1990)) then the horizontal branch
tuorphology will shift redward and this bias will be much reduced.
The SOB (subgiant branch) region should provide an unbiased sample as all
stars pass through this region as they ascend the giant branch for the first time.
Horizontal-branch stars at greater distances will appear in this region, and we are
unable to distingush them from first ascent giants. However, due to the strong cen
tral concentration of the bulge (seen clearly in the color-magnitude diagrams above),
such stars will not be a significant contaminant in the inner fields. Unfortunately,
data from the SGB region has sufficiently high photometric errors (see Fig. 3.60)
to broaden the abundance distribution and select against the most metal-rich stars
wliich could not be identified as giants in the gravity selection phase because of large
errors in

—51.

In Figures 3.64. 3.65 and 3.66 it can be seen that there is little bias caused by
any of the effects discussed above, due to the lower mean metallicities in these fields.
In L350 B-10. there is little difference between the three distributions where there
are sufficient giants to sample them well. In the outer two fields the small numbers
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ut" giants render the histograms less informative. Studies of these outer bulge with
areas of one deg- or more are underway and will allow a more detailed abundance
distribution to be determined (Harding , 2002a).
To enable the abundance distributions of the four fields to be easily compared,
they are shown together in Figure 3.67. All giants with {T2)q< 15.5, and distances
between 5 and 15 kpc have been included for each field.

While there is a large

change in the fraction of stars with [Fe/H\ > 0.5, there is little change in the modal
ahiuuiance. While it is possible to assume the change in the abundance distribution
is due to an abundance gradient, this is too simplistic as we know that there are a
luunber of overlapping components within the central regions of the Galaxy. The
location of these fields away from the minor axis will allow the kinematic separation
of the components on both the mean rotational velocity and velocity dispersion.

3.17.4

Abundance Distributions of Background Giants

The abundance distribution of the giants that are beyond the 15 kpc distance limit
for the bulge sample is shown in Figure 3.68. The distribution is dominated by
stars at a distance of 15 to 25 kpc. It is clear that these histograms all have a
lower median abundance ([Fe//fl~-1.0) than either the bulge or foreground disk
histograms.
The two lower-latitude fields probe heights above the plane where the thick disk
and possibly the halo on the far side of the bulge should dominate. The interesting
riling here is that the abundances are below the mean abundance of the thick disk
in the plane. However, it is clear from the tails to [Fe/H\=-Z.O that there is also
some contribution from the halo in these fields. Kinematical measurements of these
stars (Harding . 2002b) will allow us to distinguish the relative importance of each
population and infer the vertical abundance gradient in the thick disk, it it exists.
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F[GLRE 3.67. The abundance distributions of the four fields for all giants with
IT-IO < 15.5 and 1.0 < (M~T2)A < 1.8 and with distances between 5 and 15 kpc.
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FIGURE 3.68. The abundance distributions of the background giants in the four
fields. .\11 giants with
< 15.5 and 1.0 < {M—T2)o < 1.8 and with distances
greater than 15 kpc are shown
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3.18

The Clump

In recent years much hzis been made of the usefulness of the clump as a distance
iiKlicator

by the members of the OGLE group. While the clump has been clearly

seen in bulge CMDs for some time, it has been difficult to calibrate its absolute
magnitude accurately because of the difficulty of separating clump stars in the field
from red giants. The Hipparcos mission (Perrjtnan et al., 1997) plus developments
in models of stellar evolution and atmospheres should now enable clump stars to be
better imderstood and the colors and magnitudes to be more accurately calibrated.
In this section comparisons are made between the Washington observations of the
dissertation and published VQ and published /Q photometry-. The transformations
are M -T> = 1.264 x V'-/. and To = IQ (Morrison et al.. 2000).
Tht>re have been a number of determinations of the I-band absolute magnitude of
clump stars from the Hipparcos d&tasGt (Paczynski k. Stanek. 1998: Stanek k. Garnavich. 1998). from Galactic old open clusters (Sarajedini. 1999) and from stellar
evolution models (Girardi & Salaris, 2001). However, the derived absolute magni
tude .\[i of the clump for stars is still disputed at the ±0.15 mag. level, even for stars
()l(l(^r than ~ 8 Gyr where the intrinsic variation is likely to be less severe (Girardi
Salaris. 2001). Estimates of the dependence of the absolute magnitude of clump
stars on abundance also vary, from :lM[/^[Fe/H] = 0.0 to 0.2. It is beyond the
scope of this work to make a detailed study of the properties of clump stars, but it is
clear that they are potentially a nice tool to use in defining the spatial distribution
of the bulge/bar. Thus this section will compare the properties of the clump stars
in the L354 B-06 field with those in Baade's window and the local sample.
Figure 3.69 shows the magnitude distribution of giants in the L354 B-06 field
for four abundance ranges. The location of the clump can be clearly seen. Only
the giants with [Fe/H\ < —1.3 do not exhibit this peak in counts at

2:

14.6. The measured location of the clump, taking stars in the abundance range
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FIGURE 3.69. The magnitude distribution of giemts in the region is shown in four
abundance ranges: 0.0 < [FelH\ < 0.5, solid line: -0.5 < [Fe/ff] < 0.0, dotted
line: -l.O < [Fe[H\ < —0.5, short dashes: and —3.5 < [Fe/H] < —1.3, long
dashes. The color range 0.95 < (A/-Tojo < 2.0 is used for all four abundance
ranges. The peak in the counts at (T2)o — 14.6 is due to clump giants. All the
abundance ranges have a similar modal value for the location of the clump except
for the most metal poor giants which are predominantly first-ascent giants which
f'volve to bluer locations on the horizontal branch. The distributions have been
normalized to a common height with the vertical axis referring to the numbers of
stars in the above-solar metallicity range.
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-0.3 < [ F e / H ] < 0.3, (where the distribution is narrowest) is (72)0 = 14.62 ±0.07.
This error is dominated by the asymmetrical nature of the distribution and possible
reddening errors. A number of different robust location estimators were tried and
all converge to a similar value within a few percent. If a correction is made for
the underlying distribution of first ascent giants by the clump location becomes
(7^)0 = 14.57 ± 0.075. The correction is necessary because luminosity function of
the giant branch changes over the absolute magnitude range of the clump, increasing
with fainter absolute magnitudes. The correction is determined by a linear fit to
t he counts on the giant branch either side of the clump and the fit subtracted. The
location of the clump does not change by more than one percent for any subset
of the data, such as higher or lower regions of reddening, small or large Galactic
latitude or longitude.
In Baade s window the mean magnitude of the clump stars in the OGLE-I data is
/,) = 14.323 ± 0.009 (Paczynski. 1998). They find the mean magnitude of Hipparcos
< lutnp stars to be Mi = -0.185 ± 0.016. which leads them to a distance modulus
(/() - Ml) = 14.508 ± 0.019 and distance of 7.97 kpc for Baade's window. A direct
comparison of the clump stars in the L354B-06 field with the Baade's window
result places the stars in the L354 B-06 field 0.25 mag fainter in IQ and thus 1 kpc
tnore distant (using the M[ = —0.185 of (Paczynski, 1998)). However there is some
concern that there is little overlap in the {V — I)Q colors of Hipparcos clump stars
and the OGLE-I Baade's window sample. The color distributions of clump stars are
discussed below.
.More recent OGLE-II observations of the Baade's window fields (Paczynski et
al.. 1999. hereafter BVVP) find that the OGLE-I magnitudes were slightly in error.
Relative to the OGLE-II data, the OGLE-I data was too bright in IQ by 0.035, too
faint in VQ by 0.021. and too red by 0.056 mag. in V—I. The magnitude difference
of the clump stars in L354B-06 and Baade's windowis thus reduced to 0.21 mag.
Within the errors this is identical to the previous result that the clump in the
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L3o4 B-06 field is 0.25 raag. fainter.
.Another nearby low reddening region of Baade's window was studied by Stanek,
ft al. (2000. hereafter BWS) as a result of suspected problems with the OGLE-I
photometry. They find the mean magnitude of the clump stars using the same
procedure IIS Paczynski (1998) to be /Q = 14.447 i 0.02. This is 0.12 mag fainter
than the original result and 0.09 mag fainter than the BVVP v'alue. Taken at face
value, the Stanek. et al. (2000) result for the clump in Baade's window reduces the
magnitude difference of clump stars in Baade's window and the L354 B-06 field to
0.12 mag. Stanek. et al. (2000) use a ~ 5% brighter absolute magnitude for the
clump stars. Mi = -0.23 (Stanek k. Gamavich. 1998), which was also derived from
the Hipparcos data, but assumed lower reddening for these very- nearby stars and
used a modified subsample of Hipparcos clump stars.
As a confirmation that our measurement techniques vield the same answer I
meiisurcd the data from BV\T and BWS with my centroiding technique and obtained
the same answers within a few percent as the published values. However because
of the different shapes of the magnitude distributions of the clump stars in each of
the studies it is valuable to view the three distributions and estimate the shift by
eye. Figure 3.70 shows the magnitude distribution of clump stars for the L354 B-06
field plotted with the data of BVVP and BWS. The data are plotted as a function
of /() whicli is the same as (T^jo- for each data set the contamination caused by
first ascent red giants has been approximately corrected by subtraction of a linesir
fit to the regions approximately 1-2 mag away from the peak on either side.
What is clearly seen is that the distribution of clump stars in the L354 B-06 field
is ~ 0.2 mag. fainter than both sets of Baade's window data when the rising edges
are compared. What is not obvious is why there is such a large difference in the
shape and width of the two Baade's window samples. It is possible that the BWS
region has a higher level of uncorrected reddening that causes the broadening. This
is consistent with the appearance of the CMDs, as the sequences in BWP data
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FIGURE 3.70. The magnitude distribution of clump stars in the L354B-06 field
aiiti two Baade s window fields from BVVS and BWP. The distribution from the
L354 B-06 field (solid line) is clearly offset ~ 0.2 mag. fainter than the leading edge
of cither the BWP distribution (dashed line) or the BWS distribution (dotted line).
The three distributions have had the first ascent giant contamination removed by
subtracting a linear fit to the regions away from the clump. The distributions have
been scaled to a common height, the relative normalizations used were 1, 1.28, and
2.04 respectively. Stars in the range 0.8 < (F—/)o < 1.6 were plotted &om each
data set.
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appear tighter in both the reddened and dereddened data. The more rapid fall off
of the clump stars in the L354B-06 field compared to the Baade's window fields is
consistent with the expected behavior from bar models, and with the lower level of
Ijackgrouud clump stars at the slightly higher latitude of the L354 B-06 field.
L'tifortunately. neither BVV'S or BWP provide a star-by-star comparison between
the various data sets, so it is difficult to make precise decisions about the relative
accuracies of the Baade's window data sets. A good summary of the above discussion
is to assume that the true difference in distance modulus between our two fields is
I).20 mag. ± O.IO mag. We will discuss this remarkably small difference in distance

rut)flulus between the L354 B-06 field which is at the far end of the bar and the
galactic center further in Section 3.20.
Obtaining the absolute distance to the Galactic center or to stars in bulge fields
at better than 10% remains problematic. The distribution of masses, abundances,
and alpha elements in the local sample of clump stars with distances measured
by Flipparco.i is significantly different from these distributions in the bulge. .\s
highlighted by Girardi k Salaris (2001) these effects can each be significant at the
± 10% level. The ages of the solar neighborhood sample allow a significant fraction
of the clump stars to be sufficiently high mass to have not had their He core masses
limited by degenerate ignition. The average progenitor mass of local clump stars is
likely to be ~ 1.5-V/r based on an assumption of constant star formation rate in the
disk, (and skewed higher by the longer presence within the clump region during the
evolution of the more massive stars) (Girardi k Salaris, 2001). This is a significantly
higher mass than bulge clump star progenitors. The abundance distribution of the
local sample is skewed to a modal abundance above solar (McWilliam. 1997: Zhao.
Qiu. k -Mao. 2001) and its [a/Fe] abundance ratio is not enhanced like the bulge
stars. Relative to the local Hipparcos sample, a 8-12 Gyr old bulge increases Mi
by -0.10 mag. and the alpha enhancement of bulge stars decreases Mi by 0.10 mag.
(Girardi k Salaris, 2001).
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F IGURE 3.71. The correlation of abundance with color is clearly seen for giants
from the L.354B-06 field in the magnitude range 14.4 < {M— T2)q < 14.8. This
magnitude range is dominated by bulge clump stars. The spread in abundance at a
given color is a combination of abundance errors, the intrinsic color range of clump
jitars at a given abundance, and the contribution of first ascent giants in the same
c olor range. The tail to lower abundances at a given color is dominated by the first
ascent giants.
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Regarding the question of the dependence of the I band absolute magnitude on
;il)iuuiance for the clump stars, it can be seen from Figure 3.69 that the mode of
the three abundance groups is very similar. Thus, if the space distribution of the
stars is independent of abundance, then AiV///A[Fe/ff| < O.I. The magnitude dis
tributions of the clump stars broaden somewhat with decreasing abundance, which
may imply a more extended space distribution for the more metal poor stars. How
ever. the broadening may also be due to the decreasing contrast of clump stars
against the first ascent giant branch. We can attempt to refine the clump star se
lection by utilizing their slightly bluer colors at a given abundance from the giant
l)ranch. Figure .3.71 shows the clear correlation of abundance with (.VZ-Tajo color
for bulge clump stars. (This effect can also be seen in the color-color diagram of
the L3o4B-06 field, see Figure 3.53 and the discussion in section 3.15.1). The ex
istence of this relationship has been the subject of some question. It was not seen
f(jr the ciump stars in Baade's window (Paczvuski, 1998), and its existence is still
([uestioned by BVVP. The slope of the sequence of clump stars in Figure 3.71 is
sotiiewhat steeper than the predictions of models of Girardi & Salaris (2001) for an
old single-age population. When M—T^ is converted to V'-/ the slope of the data
is A[Fe///]/Ar-/ ~ 3.7 compared to a prediction of 2.7 from the models for ages
S to 12 Gyrs. In contrast, the Girardi k Salaris (2001) stellar population models
of the solar neighbourhood created to match the Hipparcos clump star data give a
slope of A[Fe//fj/AV'-/ ~ 4.4 for the "old" stars in the model.
The absolute distance estimates derived from the clump stars rests primarily on
their calibration against the Hipparcos clump stars sample. However the distribution
of the clump star V—I colors in Baade's windowis both redder and broader than that
of the Hipparcos clump star sample (Paczynski

Stanek, 1998). The reasons for this

difference have been extensively discussed (Paczynski, 1998; Paczynski et al., 1999;
Alves. 2000; Gould. Stutz. k Frogel, 2001). Since approximately half the original
color discrepancy has disappeared in the new Baade's window data, the need for
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FIGURE 3.72. The color distributions of the clump stars from three bulge fields and
arid Hipparcos clump stars sample are shown by the four curves: long dashes, Hipparcos clump stars: solid, the L354 B-06 field: dotted the B\VP data: short dashes,
the BW'S data. The Hipparcos data is the subsample selected by from BWS. The
agreement between the Baade's window fields and the L354 B-06 field is surprising
given tlie metallicitv difference between Baade's window and the L354B-06 field.
See te.xt for e.xplanation of the color offeet of the Hipparcos data from the bulge
data.
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extreme adjustments to the reddening law (Popowski, 2000) has disappeared. Figure
3.72 shows the color difference that remains to be explained between the clump stars
in tlie bulge and the Hipparcos clump star sample. As discussed above there are
significant differences in the population of clump stars in the solar neighbourhood
and in the bulge. There remains little unenriched gas in the solar neighborhood
and tlie younger stars are in general metal rich, whereas the older clump stars have
a mix of abundances reflecting the gas they form from. However in general they
liave abundances approximately 0.5 dex lower (McVVilliam, 1997: Zhao, Qiu, k Mao,
'2001). This combined with the fact that younger stars spend longer in the clump
region of the CMD explains part of the color shift. The other important factor is
tlie alpha element abundance ratios. There are currently no self consistent alpha
<>nhanced interior and atmosphere models with which to infer the likely change in
color the alpha enhancement of the bulge stars relative to the solar neighbourhood
(McWilliani. 1997: McVVilliam .k Rich, 1994). In Section 3.13.1 we discussed the
problems with the Salasnich et al. (2000) models (which result in colors that are
too blue, due to inconsistent abundance patterns in the stellar interior and stellar
atmosphere models, and hence should not be used for comparison ).
In summary the color differences between the solar neighborhood clump stars and
the bulge clump stars appear consistent with the known differences in their stellar
populations. When using clump stars as a distance indicator the presence of a color
rlifference should be treated as a warning flag that the stellar populations being
compared are different and the clump stars may have different intrinsic absolute
magnitudes. -A.lso it should be remembered that having the same color distributions
is not a sufficient condition for the clump to work accurately as a distance indicator
due to the ever present age / metallicity conspiracy. When applied sensibly it may
be possible to achieve clump stars distances accurate to 10%.
It is unclear what the reason for the nearly identical color distribution of clump
stars in Baade s window and the L354B-06 field.

High dispersion spectroscopic
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abundances of the stars in the L354B-06 field axe required to define the exact
abuiiciance patterns in these stars. However, if they are also alpha enhanced, the
conversion that we used between V-I and M—Ti may be incorrect. This conversion
is defined via local standard stars in common to both photometric systems (Morrison
ft al.. 2000). which are predominately disk giants. Because the M filter passband
is bhier than Io it is more sensitive to line blanketing and the differences may be
significant for stars with higher metallicities.

3.19

Comparison With Other Bulge Studies

In this section the abundance distributions of the four bulge fields are compared to
other published results (Minniti, 1993: Ibata . 1995: Tiede it Temdrup. 1999). It
is not possible to make a direct star-by-star comparison as none of these studies
hav(^ stars in common. However, other studies have covered fields with a range of
Galactic latitude and longitude that straddle those studied here. The {l.b) of studies
discussed here are shown in Figure 3.73. Thus the properties of my fields should be
consistent with their predictions for the Galactocentric distances, and heights above
the plane of our my fields.

We shall see that there is considerable disagreement

betw(>en both this and other studies and between the other studies. I will show that
main reasons for these discrepancies are a combination of sample contamination
and biases, compounded by incorrect assumptions and observations of insufficient
accuracy. I will also claim that many of the other papers give insufficient detail
to allow me to completely understand exactly what was done. The care taken
in my photometric observations, reductions, de-reddening and stellar contaminant
removal, gives confidence that my results are much more likely to be correct than
the results of previous studies. This is particularly true when it is seen that my
conclusions agree best with the other CCD studies and least with studies based on
photographic survey material.
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3.19.1

The perils and pitfalls of photographic photometry

W'e first consider the results derived from the dissertations of Minniti (1993) and
(Ibara . 1995) which studied fields that overlap my fields in Galactocentric dis
tance. Both studies used photometry- derived from the SERC UK Schmidt and ESO
Schrniclt southern sky survey. The plates were measured by automated measuring
tnachines such as .A.P.\I and COSMOS which claim to produce colors accurate to
< 10'^ and absolute photometry to < 30% or better (Kibblewhite et al.. 1984;
Hanibly. Irwin, k .MacGillivray. 2001).
Photographic plates suffer from a number of well-known problems that limit the
accuracy of conversion of densities on the plate to calibrated magnitudes. .N'ot all
[)latt's have identical response functions, and the response commonly varies over the
platp by of order 10%. This is especially true of the modem survey data taken
on hypered lllaJ and IIIaF emulsions, which require continuous flushing with dry
nitrogen to prevent a loss of sensitivity due to water absorption during the exposure.
Unfortunately there is no overlap on the sk>' between the photographic phoronietry used by Minniti (1993) and Ibata (1995) and my fields with Washington
photometry. However we can make a direct comparison of the accuracy of the pho
tographic photometr}- by downloading the superCOSMOS photometry and com
paring it with Wixshington photometry in the L354B-06 field (this thesis). Figure
3.74 shows the photometry from superCOSMOS (http://www-wfau.roe.ac.uk/sss)
of stars in common with those from strip one of the L354 B-06 field. Stars with
positions that agreed to better than I arcsec radius were matched. The features
of the bulge CMD are barely discernible in the CMD of the superCOSMOS data.
It should also be noted that the separation between the foregrotmd dwarf sequence
and the bulge giants should be intrinsically better defined in the Bj and Rp- colors
(jf the plates than in M—T2 which has less sensitivity for hotter stars. However, the
low accuracy of the photographic photometry destroys this advantage. Conversely
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r ho Bj passband loses sensitivity for red stars causing a pile-up of late K and M
stars in a narrow color range.
Both Minniti and Ibata selected a sample of bulge giants in a color range which
a\cikl('(l the blue foreground disk dwarfs, and the redder M giants. Their magnitude
st'lcction aimed to reach the upper bulge giant branch. Details of the selection crite
ria. spectroscopy and analysis can be found in .\linniti (1996, F888 field).(Minniti et
al.. 1996. .\r22 field) and Ibata k Gilmore (1995). However, based on the photomet
ric errors of their source material, errors caused by reddening (both absolute and
differential) across their field in their samples will mean that a significant number of
liliie Ibreground disk contaminants will be included, as well as a number of M giants.
These contaminants will not be readily recognizable in followup spectra because of
the correlation between temperature and line strength: a blue solar-abundance dwarf
will resemble a metal-weak giant in the absence of a good temperature measure. The
lliata >k: Gilmore (1995) abundance distributions show the expected skew towards
hif^li al)undances caused by these foreground dwarfs.
The abundance distributions from the six fields of (Ibata k Gilmore. 1995) are
shown in Figure 3.75. Despite the broad range of Galactocentric distances spanned
by their fields little change is seen in the abundance distributions with either latitude
or longitude. The only field that shows any significant difference is the {l.b) = (5,20) field. The upper panel shows the averaged abundance distribution form all of
the Ibata fields except the (5.-20) field.
The two Minniti fields are both located at positive longitudes and thus towards
the near side of the bar. His F588 field is located at {l.b) = (8, 7) and his M22 field
at (10. -7). In terms of minimum Galactocentric distance, they are intermediate
between the L354 B-06 and L350 B—10 fields, but because of the flattened nature
of the bulge (Kent. Dame, k. Fazio, 1991: Dwek et al., 1995) the latitude is the
important coordinate and their abundance distributions should be closer to that of
the L354 B-06 field. His abundances are based on the average of three of the Lick
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FIGURE 3.74. Comparison of photographic and CCD Washington photometry of
stars in the L354 B-06 field. Leftmost panel shows the superCOSMOS photometry
of stars in this field, right panel shows the Washington CCD photometry of the same
stars. Note that only the best 30% of the COSMOS data is shown, based on the
COSMOS diagnostic^ It is clear that the CCD photometry is far superior.
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indices: Fe5270. Fe5335. and Mg (Faber et al., 1985: Friel, 1987). Due to the dis
crepancy between the earlier abundances of gicints in Baade's window derived from
rhe Lick indices and the later high dispersion abundances (Rich, 1988; McVVilliam
Rirh. 1994). .\[inniti (1995) recalibrated the Lick indices based on globular cluster
observations. He claims that the errors in the abundances of individual bulge giants
with a S/X > 8 are (y[FeiH\ ~ O-lOr 0-15, and 0.25 for [FejH] = -2.0, -1.0. and 0.0
respectively, with a zero point error 0.15 dex. These are surprisingly low abundance
errors for such low S/N spectra and also include the effects of photometric errors on
the temperature and thus abundance.
The lower half of figure .3.76 shows the comparison of the abundance distriburions from the F588 and M22 fields (Minniti. 1996; Minniti et al.. 1996) and the
L3 j4 B-06 and L350 B—10 fields. Both the F588 and M22 abundance distributions
are considerably broader than the abundance distribution of either the L354 B-06
or L350 B-10 fields, despite the fact that these two fields bracket the Minniti fields
in galactic croordinates. At the metal rich end. the extreme tail to high abundances
in the Fo88 field vanishes in the M22 field, presumably due to the higher quality
photometry in the M22 field derived from multiple plate pairs used to derive the
proper motions (Cudworth, 1986). Taken at face value, the abundance distributions
in the F588 and .M22 fields imply little or no abundance gradient relative to the
Baade s window abundance distribution of McVVilliam

Rich (1994). However, the

brcjad spread in both Minniti abundance distributions is likely to be caused by errors
larger than he claims, which makes the mean abundance measurement inaccurate
too. The likely explanation of the broader abundance distributions is a contamina
tion of the giant sample by bluer foreground disk dwarfs (which appear metal-poor)
and by M giants (which appear metal-rich).
The CCD data of Terndrup (1988, hereafter T88) were the first to show a clear
abundance gradient along the minor axis of the bulge with 6 = —4, —6, —8, —10.
Despite the fact that the field size is small (3x5 arcmin in the inner 2 fields and 8x5
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tliose of Minniti in the field at (f,6)=(8,7) (long dash dot) and (10.-7) (short dash
dot) and (upper panel) those of Tiede and Temdrup in the field at {[.b)={-8-6)
(dotted line) and (8.-6) (long dash).
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urcinin in the outer 2 fields) a clear change in giant branch morphology with latitude
is seen. There is qualitative agreement with my CMDs in the latitude range where
rlu'v overlap. The -4 field of T88 shows the dominzint clump feature common to
CMDs of Baade's window and a giant branch above the clump dominated by M
giants extending strongly to the red. At the -6 field of T88. the fraction of clump
stars relative to first ascent giants has decreased in a similar way to the effect seen
when comparing CMDs of Baade's window and the L3o4 B-06 field. The clump
is still present in the -8 of T88 but not detectable in his -10 field, in agreement
with the CMD of my L350B-10 field. It is not until the -10 field of T88 that the
majority of giants above the clump do not evolve to become M giants.
Tiecle <L- Terndrup (1997. hereafter TT97) measure the abundances and kine
matics of stars in a field at (l.b) = (8.4.—6.0). using V'-/ CCD photometry for
temperature measures. This field is almost exactly symmetrically below the the
plane from the F.588 field of (Minniti, 1996) and a few degrees from the M22 field of
(.Minniti et al.. 1996) at [l.b) = (10, —7) (see Figure 3.73). Tiede A: Terndrup (1999.
hereafter TT99) extend their study to another field at (-8.7. —6.0) which is a few
degrees of longitude from the L354B-06 field. These two fields of TT97 and TT99
are important because they are on near and far sides of the bar, with one close to
the L354B-06 field and the other close to the F588 field of Minniti (1996). I will
discuss the TT97 and TT99 results together as they use the same observation and
analysis techniques. TT97 also emphasize the importance of careful sample selec
tion and the dangers of severely magnitude limited samples which were common in
the early IR studies of the bulge. They derive abundances via the Lick Fe5270 and
Fe5335 indices calibrated by the relations of Gorgas et al. (1993).
The most obvious difference between the TT97 and TT99 abundance distribu
tions and the Minniti Fo88 and M22 distributions is the much narrower width of
the Tiede and Terndrup distributions. This is likely to be due to the reduced con
tamination by foreground disk stars because of the more accurate CCD photometry
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of TT97 and TT99 and much higher S/N spectra (typically 50 or more for the TT
work). The plots of the two Lick indices used to measure Fe (Fe5270 and Fe5335)
show a reixssuringly clear correlation in the TT work, with a much higher scatter
evident in the work of Minniti (1993).
What is surprising, however, is the dramatic difference between the abundance
distribution of these matching fields on opposite sides of the minor axis. The
[Lh] = (8.-6) field has an abundance distribution significantly more metal-rich,
comparable to that seen in Baade's Window by McVVilliam k Rich (1994), implying
no difference in abundance between this field and Baade's window despite a very
different appearance of the CMDs. The Baade's window CMD is dominated by a
\('ry red giant branch with many M giants and a strong clump, while neither of
these features are strongly evident in the TT99 CMDs. The CMD and abundance
distribution in the {l.b) = (-8,-6) field are more consistent, suggesting that this
aljundance distribution, which is closer to the L354B-06 and L350B—10 distribu
tions. is more reliable.
Tlie likely source of this discrepancy between the two matching TT99 fields is
the reddening determination. If this is in error, both spectroscopic abundances and
distances will be affected. If the reddening is over-estimated the stars will appear too
strong-lined for their temperature and this will lead to erroneously high abundances.
TT97 and TT99 use the Lick H3 index vs. color to estimate reddening in their fields.
Though widely used for this purpose, it is not an effective technique for measuring
reddening for K giants because of the weakness of the H3 feature in these cool stars.
For example. Figure 6 of TT97 shows no correlation between V-I and Hi3 in their
Baade s window field. In fact, their actual procedure to estimate the reddening is
to take an average of the V'-/ colors of the giants after first making cuts on the
blue and red side of the distribution at the estimated location of contamination of
the foreground disk and M stars respectively. The mean color of the giants is then
shifted to match the mean color of giants in Baade's window. This technique will
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(jiily work if the abundance distributions of the fields being compared are the same
and the same range of absolute magnitudes have been observed. Unfortunately both
of these depend on the reddening.
Ill summary, the CCD survey based work of TT97 and TT99 shows a much bet
ter agreement with this work than the work of Minniti (1996); Minniti et al. (1996)
which is based on a photographic survey. This shows the critical importance of ac
curate estimates of stellar temperature in these fields. However, even with accurate
CCD photometry, a poor reddening estimate will lead to large abundance errors.
In the outer fields of Ibata & Gilmore (1995) the situation is further complicated
by the contamination by significant numbers of disk dwarfs with the same colors as
the giants. This was demonstrated in Section 3.14.1 where the 51 selection showed
tlie need to exclude these foreground dwarfs, which account for ~20% of the stars
in the bulge giant color range in the LOlOB—15 field, rising

to approximately half

the stars in this color range in the LOlOB-35 field.

3.19.2

IR photometric studies of the bulge fields

Minniti. Olszewski, k Rieke (1995) derive the abundances in 18 bulge fields sur
rounding globular clusters that lie toward the bulge. The fields cover a range of
i/|

< 15 and |6| < 15 but are restricted to the northern half of the bulge. The field

star abundances are derived differentially from the cluster abundances in each field
using the offset of the mean field giant sequence from the cluster giant sequence in
the J-K vs. K color magnitude diagram. They derive an overall abundance gradient
of 0.14 dex per degree of Galactic latitude. However, there is a scatter of ± 0.5 dex
about their mean relation. This relation would predict [Fe/H] values of -0.5, -1.1
and -1.8 at the latitudes that correspond to the L3o4B-06. L350B—10, LOlOB—35
fields respectively. This is in reasonable agreement with the the abundance distri
butions of the inner field but progressively diverges for the outer fields. There are,
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however, a number of reasons to doubt the accuracy of the whole study, which are
(li-seussed below.
In Figure 3.4 of Minniti, Olszewski, k Ilieke (1995) the fiducial giant branch
sequences of a sample of 21 globular clusters concentrated towards the bulge are
shown. The sequences exhibit a broad range of slopes which are uncorrelated with
the color of the sequence or the cluster abundance. This is contrary to what is
twpccted from their behavior either in the optical, where the giant branch slopes
depend on abundance (Da Costa i: Armandroff, 1990; Saviane. Rosenberg, Piotto. k
Aparicio. 2000) or in the IR. The earlier work on cluster sequences in the IR (Frogel.
Cohen,

Persson. 1983) showed that the giant branch sequences are approximately

[jarallol over the abundance range —2 < [Fe/H\ < -0.7. and this is confirmed by
iiKJie rccent work (eg Kuchinski Sc Frogel. 1995: Davidge. 2000).
However :is Davidge (2000) points out. the color of the Minniti. Olszewski, k
Rieke (1995) cluster giants show considerable disagreement with other published
work, with the .I-K colors 0.2-0.4 mags, larger than the Davidge (2000) cluster
sequences. In addition, the tip of the Minniti, Olszewski, Sc Rieke (1995) M92 giant
branch is 0.5 mags, redder than that seen in Cohen, Persson. k Frogel (1978). Alriiough the early IR photometry was not done with arrays and therefore susceptible
to crowding problems, the giant branch tip stars would be unlikely to be affected
by this. Using the abundance calibration of (Frogel. Cohen, k Persson, 1983) it can
he seen that a shift of 0.16 mag. in J-K is a 1 dex abundance error. The cluster
sequences of Davidge (2000) are also two to four times narrower than the Minniti,
Olszewski, k Rieke (1995) sequences, giving additional confidence in this work.
The abundances of the clusters studied by Minniti. Olszewski, k Rieke (1995)
were determined by optical spectroscopy of the Mg b line region of five to ten stars in
each cluster. However, this spectral feature is strongly sensitive to temperature for
metal-rich giants (Seitter, 1970: Morrison et al., 2002a), so any zero-point errors in
the colors of the giants studied will cause significant errors in the derived abundance.
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Further evideace of the inaccuracies of the Minniti, Olszewski, k Rieke (1995)
iibunclances comes from the cluster HPl, one of the bluest in Figure 3.4 of Min
niti (1995). The spectroscopic abundance of this cluster appears unusually high

{[Fe/H\ = -0.3 ± 0.2) given its color. HPl is found to have [Fe/H] ~ —1.6 and
a blue horizontal branch morphology (Ortolani, Bica. k Barbuy, 1997: Davidge.
2000). based on both optical and IR CMDs.

3.20

Discussion

Is it possible to make a synthesis of the results discussed in the previous sections
with the published literature to define a coherent overall picture of the imier regions
of the Galaxy? We will first consider the bar. and then discuss the remaining stellar
components.
The evidence for existence of the bar is particularly strong from the gas kinetiiatics. although this may tell us little about the stellar distribution, particularly for
stars out of the plane above the gas layer. Although stars and gas must both orbit
in the same potential to which they each contribute at various levels, information
on the z-structure of the bar is not available from the gas kinematics. The COBE
data (Weiland et al.. 1994) provide strong evidence for an asymmetry of the light
profile that is most naturally explained by a bar extending out of the plane at an
angle intermediate between end-on and side-on to the line of sight to the Galactic
center. The first strong stellar detection of the bar was based on IR photometry
of .\Iiras (VVhitelock. 1992). The stars were in two bands at 6 = ±7 - 8 through
/ ± 15. Their best fit model was a prolate spheroid inclined 40deg to 1= 0. with the
near side at positive longitudes. At the time questions were raised about the sample
completeness, reddening, and the small number of stars in the sample. However, the
0.4 mag. separation in distance modulus of peaks in density between positive and
negative longitudes looks robust. As discussed previously there is also evidence for
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the bar measured using clump stars (Stanek et al., 1994; VVozniak k Stanek, 1996)
with a difference in distance modulus of 0.4 mag between fields at Z ± 5, 6=-5.
Finally, the microlensing optical depth to the bulge (Udalski et al., 1994; Alcock
et al.. 1997. 2000) is sufficiently high that it requires adding another source of lenses
to the other known galactic components and is not likely to be due to brown dwarfs.
There also appears to be little room for the presence of invisible matter in the disk
l)a.secl on the solar neighborhood so another galactic stellar component is most likely.
These constraints on disk dark matter come from both the kinematics of stars that
trace the potential (Kuijken k Gilmore. 1989; Gould, Flynn, &: Bahcail. 1998; Fuchs,
.Jahrei.s.s.

Flynn. 1998) and from directly sampling the bottom of the stellar mass

function (Gizis et al.. 2000). The addition of an appropriately shaped and aligned
tjar can provide the e.xtra lensing sources required (Zhao, Spergel, k Rich. 1995).
However, not all of the evidence points to the same bar structure. In fact, the
properties inferred for the bar cover a large fraction of the available parameter space.
This is partially due to the fact that the models of the COBE and other surface
brightness data have many parameters and a unique solution is not possible without
e.xtra constraints from other sources. Orientations from almost end on (13deg :
Zhao. Spergel. k Rich (1995), 16deg : Binney et al. (1991)) to an inclination of
45deg (Sevenster. Saha. Valls-Gabaud, k Fux, 1999) to the line of sight have been
detiuced. Its vertical structure spans the range from the scale height of the gas (tens
(3f pc) (Garzon et al.. 1997) to many kpc (Larsen k Humphreys. 1996). The end
of the bar has been proposed to reach beyond the solar circle (Feast k VVhitelock .
2000) or to a few kpc from the center only (Dwek et al., 1995).
The strongest conflict on bar orientation is between the orientation required by
microlensing and the orientation required by gas and stellar kinematics. Microlens
ing requires a nearly end-on bar and explains the optical depth via selflensing by
bulge and bar stars themselves (Zhao, Spergel, k Rich, 1995). The observed stellar
surface densities and kinematics can only be consistently modeled if the bar angle
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to the line of sight is 30deg or more (Gerhard, 2000). If there is another plausible
Iciising source, the microlensing constraint can be relaxed and the bar orientation
can be derived from other data without contradiction.
Just such an additional source of lensing, an inner ring surrounding the bar, was
proposed by Sevenster k Kalnajs (2001) to explain the missing factor of two in the
tnicrolensing optical depth to the bulge. They base their argument on four factors:
• rings are commonly seen surrounding bars in external galaxies (Buta, 1995:
Buta

Combes. 2000).

• the GaliLxy has a gaseous structure known as the "3kpc arm" that has the
properties of a resonance ring. It has associated OH-IR stars with matching
kinematics, which proves that the ring is a long-lived structure.
• most importantly for the microlensing problem, the expected stellar enhance
ment in the ring over the underlying disk is sufficient to contribute the neces
sary microlensing optical depth. This is due to its optimal position for lensing,
situated half way between source and observer (Kiraga k Paczynski. 1994).

3.20.1

Bar Constraints from the L354B-^6 Field

One of the strongest pieces of evidence for the presence of a triaxial bar like structure
above the plane of the Galaxy comes from the COBE/DIRBE data. The 2.2 /im
(iata show an asymmetr\' in scale height between positive and negative longitudes.
Figure 2 of Weiland et al. (1994) shows a ~ 0.5 kpc difference in scale height which
extends out to I = ±6.5 deg. At / = 7deg an abrupt change is seen, the scjde height
difference drops to zero, and the scale height then remains the same out to beyond
itlOdeg. Thus the L354B-06 field probes the interesting region near the end of
tlie far side of the bar. The location of the L354B-06 field within the bar region
can also be confirmed from the contour plots of the 2.2 ^m emission in Dwek et al.
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11995). The 2.2 iim flux density at the location of the L354B-06 field (estimated
from the contour plots) is 1.7 MJysr'^. In comparison at a position svinmetrically
opposite (l.b) = 6. -6 the 2.2 micron flux density is 3.0 MJysr~^, nearly a factor
of 2 larger. The 2.2 ^mflux is dominated by K and M giants, thus it should trace
the stellar density (Frogel k VVhitford, 1987: Depoy et al.. 1993). However the 2.2
l^im flux will not necessarily be an exact match to the stellar densities due to the
changing mix of colors of the giants between the fields. In particular, as the mean
abiiiiclance shifts lower, the giants become bluer and the proportion of their flux
rhat appears at 2.2 nm falls.
The L354 B-06 field is the only one of the fields studied in this work which is
clearly within the isophotes of the COBE bar (Dwek et al.. 1995). Also, the stellar
[jopiilations in this field are clearly different from those in the other three fields. The
clump stars in the L3o4 B-06 field are a clearly defined structure in the CMD which
provide accurate distances. These stars are a much better distance tracer than the
giants whose fiistance errors are of order 25% or more. We showed above that we
could use these stars to derive a distance to the density maximum in this field. The
L3o4 B-06 field lies on the unfashionable "far" side of the bar. so we would expect
the density maximum of any bar stars to lie at a larger distance than that of the
galactic center. .A.s we saw in Section 3.18, the density distribution of clump stars in
this field is clearly shifted 0.2 ± 0.075 mag. fainter in /Q than the Baade's window
distributions of BWP and BWS. This corresponds to a increase in distance of 800
pc or 10%.
We can now compare the distances to these fields with the predictions of a simple
geometrical model of the distance to the intersection of the line of sight with the
bar. Here we neglect details of the 3d shape of the bar and use just its centerline.
W'e compare predictions of the model of Binney, Gerhard, k Spergel (1997) which
uses an angle of 20 deg between the Sun-galactic center line and the bar with those
of Kalnajs (2002) which uses a larger angle of 40deg, a similar value to that of

Weiner k Selhvood (1999). The bar oriented 20deg from the Sun-galactic center
lino has a centerline which intersects the line of sight in the L354B-06 field at a
distance modulus 0.75 mag. fainter than that seen at 1=0. In contrast, the bar
urioiitod 40 deg from the line of sight intersects our L354 B-06 field 0.3 mag. fainter.
Thus it can be seen that the higher inclination between the bar and 1=0 line
givos a reasonable match to the observed density maximum in the L354 B-06 field
and also agrees well with the model of Sevenster k. Kalnajs (2001) which explains
the microlensing results well without resorting to an end-on bar. Planned future
observations will better determine the reddening in the L354B-06 field and will be
cDinpared with the complete predictions of several bar models.

3.21

Summary

.\( c urate CMDs in the Washington photometric s\'stem have been derived for four
fields spanning the range of closest Galactocentric distances from 1.5 to 5.5 kpc.
There is a distinct change in the appearance of the CMDs with Galactic latitude.
The distribution of the giants in the inner field at L354 B-06 is similar to the recent
\'-I CMD of Baade's window (Paczynski et al., 1999: Stanek, et al., 2000). The mean
nietallicity of giants has decreased sufficiently by the L350 B—10 field that the clump
can no longer be detected superimposed on the giant branch in the CMD or in the
luminosity function of the giants. The fraction of giants extending to the red also
decretises markedly between these two fields. The outermost field. LOlO B—35 has a
similar CMD to the CMDs obtained at higher Galactic latitudes (Dohm-Palmer et
al.. 2000). and so is likely to be dominated by halo stars.
The abundance distributions in the four fields were derived from color-color
diagrams in the Washington system. They are consistent with expectations from
the color-magnitude diagrams, with the innermost field having a modal metallicity of
[Fe/H\=-0.b. with a pronounced shoulder to high abundances up to +0.5. However,
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this is likely to be influenced by the alpha enhancement of the giants, and should
thus be interpreted as [Fe//f|i:+0.2.
Disagreements between the results of this thesis and the photographic surveybased work of Minniti (1993) and Ibata k Gihnore (1995) are shown to be caused by
a combination of poor photometry leading to inaccurate abundance measurements
and the inclusion of foreground disk dwarfs and giants in the bulge giant samples
used. There is good agreement with one of the Tiede k Terndrup (1999) field that
is located between the L354B-06 and L350B—10 fields however their other field on
the synmmetrically opposite in longitude
The innermost field (L354B-06) lies well within the non-axisymmetric isophotes
(jf the bar shown by COBE. Thus it is of particular use in providing additional
iiiclependent constraints on the orientation of the bar. I find that the location of the
clump stars is only 0.2 mag. fainter than the location of the clump stars in Baades
window (which is on the minor axis). This is not consistent with the almost end-on
orientations proposed by Zhao. Spergel, k Rich (1995): Alcock et al. (2000) and
others, but provides a good match to the proposals of Sevenster k Kalnajs (2001):
W'einer -k Sellwood (1999) that bar is inclined at 30-45 degrees to the Sun-galactic
center line. The major reason for an almost end-on bar was the microlensing optical
depth: Sevenster k Kalnajs (2001) show that this can also be explained by a 3 kpc
stellar ring.
The color distribution of the clump stars in the L354 B-06 field is nearly identical
to that of the clump stars in Baade's windowThis suggests that the metal-rich tail of
the abundance distribution in the L354B-06 field is due to the same population as
in Baade s window. Kinematics will be required before a firm conclusion is reached
here.

CHAPTER 4

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this dissertation I have shown that it is possible to delect signatures of the
Galaxy's formation.
Ill the Galaxy's halo these signatures can remain visible for ~10 Gyr. The
ih'bris from destroyed low-mass satellites remains observationally detectable via its
kinematic signature long after it becomes spatially unrecognizable. Well beyond the
solar radius it is possible to see evidence for substructure in the halo with only three
of the six phase space coordinates, and a relatively small sample of stars (Morrison
IT al.. 2001. iOO^a). In the outermost regions of the halo where the density is
sufficiently low it may be that case the all stars in a given volume originate from a
single satellite.
Chapter 2 focused on intermediate distances: 10 - 30 kpc. The orbital time scales
have decreased to below 0.5 Gyr and so the predominant older accretion events have
b(H (3me more phase mbced. The radial velocity distribution of each spatial region
on the sky no longer consists of discrete components, as in the outer halo, but is a
mix of overlapping distributions. We thus require a larger sample of stars (~ 100 to
400 in each region) to detect substructure via the lumps and bumps on the velocity
distribution. However we are still using only three components of phase space, two
of position and and one of velocity.
It is still possible to detect halo substructure in the solar neighborhood, but
it requires all sL\ components of phase space and a large sample of stars. This is
because most of the halo stars in the solar neighborhood must have been accreted
long ago and have become well mixed due to the short dynamical time scale there.
•Approximately 10% of the halo stars have been identified as belonging to a single
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stream (Helmi et al.. 1999) using five components of phase space. While Helmi et
al. (1999) estimate six components from the Hipparcos data, distance errors (these
stars are too distant for parallax measures) essentially remove half the information
from one spatial component and one velocity component.
In the inner few kpc of the Galaxy, we can no longer expect to see the signature
(if individual accretion and merger events. Not only are the dynamical time scales
very short, but the growth of the central regions involved violent relaxation due
to the higher likelihood of more equal-mass mergers early in the Galaxv-'s history.
Siitwequent secular evolution of the Galaxy may have also led to diffusion in phase
space. The moments of the velocity ellipsiod. or its projection, still contain valuable
information about the formation process. However as was shown in Chapter 3 iden
tifying and isolating the individual populations within the bulge region is not simple.
Many of the previous bulge studies were shown to be unable to reliably separate
stars from the central few kpc of the Galaxy from foreground and background stars.
Tliis in large part has contributed to the current confused state of understanding of
rlie bcisic properties of the stars in the bulge and inner halo. The observational and
analysis techniques developed in Chapter 3. in particular the accurate reddening
corrections and photometric abundances, allow the next steps to be taken to begin
to truly understand the formation and evolution of the inner regions of the Galaxy.

4.1

Future Work

The spectra of giants in the L354B-06 field are the first critical step toward fur
thering our understanding of the the bar, bulge and halo and testing the hypothesis
developed within Chapter 3.
.Veither photometry alone, nor spectroscopy chosen from photometry with errors
similar to those found in photographic photometry, is sufficient for a good under
standing of the bulge. It is very difficult to separate the effects of an abundance

gradient in the bulge from a changing mix of populations, and more difficult still
to tost for abundance gradients in each of the populations in the mix. If we are to
understand how the inner regions of the galaxy formed, we need to first determine
what components are present and then to study their properties.
The radial velocities derived from the spectra will allow the different kinematic
groups to be separated on both rotational velocity

and velocity dispersion. The

abundance distributions can then be constructed for the different kinematic com
ponents. allowing a much more appropriate estimate to be made of any genuine
at)iuulaiice gradients, as opposed to the fallacious gradient caused by a changing
mix of populations with different spatial distributions.
large sample of velocities is necessary to be able to accurately define the
properties of the groups, due to an expected overlap in the kinematic and abundance
distributions of the populations present. Not just the mean and sigma of these
distributions needs to be determined but also their higher order moments, in order
to define the shape of the distributions which depend on the orbit families present
in a triiixial system.
The spectra are also needed to trace the kinematics as a function of luminosity to
\ erify the iissumptions made in interpreting the color-color diagrams and abundance
distributions. We need to be able to achieve a consistent answer within the known
selection effects of each magnitude range. The contributions of foreground and
background populations are strongly magnitude dependent and thus discrepancies
in the derived properties of the populations in the inner Galaxj* in the different
magnitude ranges point out errors in our assumptions.
Spectra of the fainter giants in the region below the clump will allow an unbiased
abundance distribution to be determined in a temperature range less dominated by
molecular opacities. While the low dispersion spectra cannot provide precise ele
mental abundance pattern information, the Ca and Mg abundances can readily be
determined and their ratio compared as a function of the kinematics. These low

ilisporsion spectroscopic abundances will be significantly more accurate than most
[)i(n ious studies because of the unprecedented accuracy of the photometry and red
dening corrections. The photometry determines stellar temperatures which are vital
when turning line strengths into abundances. By working at higher temperatures
the problem of calibration of the observed abundances is simplified by use of model
atrno.spheres. .\t lower temperatures these become inaccurate for low dispersion
work due to the incomplete treatment of molecules.
There is a wealth of information in the foreground and background star samples
rliat has not been fully exploited. The properties of the thick disk are essentially
unconstrained beyond a few kpc from the Sun. The existing photometry will allow
snidy of the thick disk both in front of and behind the Galactic center. We can
then hopefully cast some light on the fact that bulges and thick disks tend to occur
together, tus first pointed out by van der Kruit k Searle (1981). It is simple to trace
the vortical abundance gradient of the thick disk on the other side of the center, from
the lower latitude fields studied here. At a distance of 8 kpc beyond the galactic
center, the L.354 B-06. L350 B-lOand LOlO B-15fields trace heights above the plane
of 1.7. 2.8. 4.3 kpc respectively.
There luis been some controversy over the low metallicity tail of the thick disk
(Twarog k .A.nthony-Twarog, 1994: Ryan k Lambert. 1995; Twarog k AnthonyT warog. 1996). The abundance distributions of the foreground giants in the L354 B-06
and L350 B—10 fields clearly show a tail of metal weak giants in excess of the numIjers expected for the halo. At these galocentric distance the halo density of stars
in both fields is expected to be similar, so the change in density of metal weak stars
between these two fields will trace their scale height above the plane.
.A.11 the above work will benefit from improvements in the reddening corrections
over the fields, the L354B-06 field in particular because of its higher reddening
variability. The main benefit that comes directly from an improved reddening map
is the derived spatial distribution of stars in the bar/bulge. The clump stars, because
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uf their intrinsically low range of luminosities, can be used to trace the stellar density
distribution directly in the fields where clump stars dominate the first ascent giants.
An example of the richness of information that can be gained has already been seen
in the comparison of the clump star magnitude distributions in Baade's window
and the L354B-06 field. These distributions can directly constrain models of the
triaxial distribution of the bulge/bar. The improvement in the reddening correction
can be achieved by deeper exposures that have accurate photometry that reaches a
few magnitudes down the bulge main sequence. The provides the necessary stellar
density to overcome the limit on the resolution of the reddening map caused by the
square root of the number of stars available in the current data.
The modeling in Chapter 2 was carried out to define the detectability of halo
substructure from destroyed satellites for the "Spaghetti" survey using halo turnoff
stars. The use of the models has since been extended to test the detection of
suljstructure using the far rarer but interestingly more distant halo giants. Metrics
are being developed using the models to quantifj' the substructure detection in the
sparsely-sampled outer-halo fields (Morrison et al.. 2002a).
Future work on the models will be aimed at quantifying details of the substruc
ture observed in the Spag survey when multiple streams are present within a field.
In particular we will seek the optimum observing strategies to disentangle and map
the multiple streams.
M.Sl's bulge and halo are significantly difierent from the Milkv- Way's: the large
/?' ' bulge extends out to at least 20 kpc from the center Pritchet k van den
Bergh (1994). While there are definitely old. metal-poor globulars in M31 and thus
presumably a kinematically hot halo like the Milk}' Way's, the origin and evolution
uf bulge and halo may have been quite different. This suggests that study of MSl's
halo and comparison with the Milky Way may tell us useful things about the origin
of the Hubble sequence. The recent discovery (Ibata et al., 2001) from groundbased photometrv^ of a star stream in the M31 halo shows that it shares at least
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some properties with our own halo. The models of Chapter 2 have been used to
cstiniate the detectability of substructure in the M31 halo using HST imaging alone,
iind this is the subject of a current application for HST time by the "Spaghetti"
rollaboration (see Figure 4.1).
It is also of interest to determine the shape and properties of the inner halo.
Have tlie orbits of the halo stars that penetrate the bulge region been significantly
modified by the triaxial potential of the bulge/bar? This can be traced in detail
using the RR Lyrae stars, which we have detected and obtained periods and spectra
for in the L350 B-IO field (Layden. Morrison k Harding, 2002).
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FIGURE 4.1. The locatioa of the proposed HST imaging fields are shown projected
on a model of the M31 halo created by using the models of Chapter 2. Spatial
fluctuations In the number of stars is due to the combination of a smooth halo
combined with tidally stripped satellites that make up 25% of the \I31 halo. The
white ellipse shows the approximate location of the disk of M31. The black squares
show the location of the proposed HST fields.
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